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Introduction

Between the 27th and the 29th of October 1978 the international
conference “Drugarica Zena. Zensko Pitanje: Novi Pristup?” - literally:
“Comrade Woman. The Women’s Question: a New Approach?”* - took
place in Belgrade, at the Students Cultural Centre (SKC). It was attended
by approximately 80 participants. The first autonomous second wave
feminist event in South-Eastern and Eastern Europe, it is still considered
a landmark of feminist history in the former Yugoslavia thirty years later.
This is demonstrated by commemorative events, publications, and the
thirty years anniversary conference planned for October 2008.

In 1978 the conference was attended by a number of guests from
Western Europe, and aroused the curiosity of feminist reviews and
magazines in France, Italy and England. Thirty years later, however, this
event is publicly remembered only by feminist groups within post-
Yugoslav successor states, while its memory faded elsewhere. These
complex dynamics of remembering and forgetting are linked to
geopolitical changes that took place on a global level, and most
importantly in the region of the former Yugoslavia itself. A negative
image of the “Balkans” as the locus of “ancient ethnic hatreds” as a result
of the conflict in the former Yugoslavia, and a mainstream representation
of women in the region as victimised subjects cast a shadow on past and
present women’s political struggles.

By first reconstructing the history of this event, and then by looking
at its memories thirty years after, I theorise about the effect of
geopolitical and historical transformations over transnational feminist
exchanges between (former) Yugoslavia and Western Europe. The

                                                  
* In the thesis I refer to the historical event alternatively as a “conference” or as a “meeting”. The
organisers referred to it as a “skup”, which means reunion, gathering, meeting, or as konferencija,
conference. The question mark indicated that the meeting was not meant to offer solutions but
rather to open a discussion. Another current way to refer to the meeting is “Drug-ca” or “Drug-ca
1978”. Drug-ca is an abbreviation of drugarica: female comrade. For technical reasons I am
unable to include proper Slavic letters, my apologies to the readers.
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genealogy of this research lies then perhaps in contradictory feelings of
distance from and proximity with the region of the former Yugoslavia that
I experienced having being born and growing up in Italy. When I was
eight or nine, I used to go on holiday in Greece with my family, always by
ferry boat. I knew we could not travel by land, as “the war” was going
somewhere “over there”. Italian participation to the NATO attack in 1999
made me realise at sixteen that we were also part of the story, and that
we could not negate the proximity and the involvement in new imperial
global reconfigurations.

Another important moment in the genealogy of this thesis are short
periods I spent volunteering in Kosovo in 2002 and 2003.  Through
encounters with local young women in rural areas, I became aware of my
privileged situation as “international” woman in a post-war area. I was
struck by the complex interaction between gender relations and broader
power dynamics. Local girls and young women could have brief moments
of mobility in their interaction with “internationals”. However, often it
seemed that this would only “postpone” their return to traditional gender
roles. Moreover, the sexism of the Italian men I worked with could well
adjust to “local customs”.

Back in Italy, after these experiences of uncanny proximity, I was
confronted with a rhetoric that emphasises “our” difference from
neighbouring peoples and cultures. The dominant national imaginary in
Italy is constructed by establishing a distance from the “Balkan”, but also
from the “Albanian”, the “Slavic”, the “Roma” migrant living within Italian
borders. While I grew critical of declinations of gendered discourses of
Euro-centrism, Europism, Balkanism and cultural racism within Italy itself,
I discovered feminist authors and writers from the former Yugoslavia,
such as Zarana Papic, Rada Ivekovic, Stasa Zajovic, Dubravka Ugresic and
Jasmina Tesanovic.
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These feminist texts reflect the need for broader coalition politics
against the constitution of homogeneous political spaces in which sexual,
ethnic and poor “others” are targets of violence. They contain powerful
tools to envision coalition politics of disidentification from authoritarian
political regimes and increasing militarisation, tools that seem necessary
for the current political context throughout Europe, and particularly in
Italy. These texts also spoke to me because their feminist stance is
foundational of an encompassing social critique taking into account
different axes of domination and power.

While reading some feminist texts written in the former Yugoslavia
in the 1990s, I repeatedly stumbled upon the conference of Belgrade
1978. The texts mentioned this event as the founding moment of New
Feminism and feminist groups in the region, but offered no further
details. Knowing that some Italian and French feminists were also present
in 1978, and that the meeting was still a source of interest for young
activists, I decided to reconstruct its history through memories and
archive material. I thought that this topic could be a good point of entry
to research the dynamics of transnational feminist encounters taking
place in the 1970s, during the feminist second wave, and before the
changes occurred since 1989, as it could shed light on the way in which
former Yugoslavia and its inhabitants were perceived and represented in
the 1970s in Western Europe.

I explain in the next chapter how the research process displaced my
theoretical premises and shifted my research focus towards a feminist
oral history project. Through interviewing, and thanks to the voices of my
interpreters, I have travelled back to the space-time of socialist
Yugoslavia. I have also travelled back to another political and historical
time, when the New Left, workers’ and ‘new’ social movements – among
which the feminist one - were an important presence in Western Europe.
At the same time, the memories of the past, as I explain in Chapter Five,
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are also fundamentally linked with present historical, political and
economic conditions. The conference becomes, thus, a site of memory
that allows an investigation in the interrelations between past and
present, and in the embodied and subjective experience of these
transformations.

Chapter One contains the theoretical and methodological premises
of the research: discourses of Balkanism and “nesting orientalisms” are
considered, and particularly their gendered character. The issue of the
“Western gaze” towards the “Balkans” is discussed, as well as the way in
which certain Western feminist interventions reproduced balkanist
patterns and genres. The methodological section includes a discussion of
the process of combining oral history and feminist methodology. I also
reflect upon the main problems and limitations of the research, as well as
upon my location as a researcher in relation to “the field”.

Chapter Two contains an historical overview of gender relations and
women’s movements in socialist Yugoslavia, from the end of Second
World War until the late Seventies, overview that permits to better
contextualise the meeting of 1978. In Chapter Three, the conference is
reconstructed as an historical event through press sources and archive
material. In Chapters Four and Five, key passages from the twelve
interviews with local and international participants are assembled, in
order to analyse the memories of the meeting thirty years later.

I envision this project as a long-lasting one and I’d like to pursue
this research by looking more extensively at the relevance of Drug-ca
1978 for the genealogy of contemporary feminist practices. Due to its
work-in-progress character, this text is by no means an exhaustive
synthesis. I expect to improve my analysis through critical feedback by
interviewees and fellow scholars and through interviews with other
participants that I could not reach so far. I hope that this thesis will have
an autonomous life and will travel back to the region of the former
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Yugoslavia, contributing to local feminist knowledges. I hope it will
contribute to the knowledge of the transnational circulation of feminist
ideas and encounters between Western, Eastern and South-Eastern
Europe, with a transformative effect on contemporary encounters and
research practices.
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Chapter One: Theoretical and Methodological Framework

1.1. Situating the field: Orientalism, Balkanism
and geographical imaginations within and over “the Balkans”

From the assassination that triggered World War I to the ethnic warfare now sweeping
Serbia, Bosnia, and Croatia, the Balkans have been the crucible of the twentieth century,

the place where terrorism and genocide first became tools of policy. This enthralling and
often chilling political travelogue fully deciphers the Balkans' ancient passions and

intractable hatreds for outsiders. For as Kaplan travels among the vibrantly-adorned
churches and soul-destroying slums of the former Yugoslavia, Albania, Romania,

Bulgaria, and Greece, he allows us to see the region's history as a time warp in which
Slobodan Milosevic becomes the reincarnation of a fourteenth-century Serbian martyr;
Nicolae Ceaucescu is called "Drac," or "the Devil"; and the one-time Soviet Union turns

out to be a continuation of the Ottoman Empire.
(from the back cover of Robert Kaplan’s Balkan Ghosts)

This quotation from the back cover of Robert Kaplan’s (in)famous
travelogue Balkan Ghosts (1994) expresses all the elements of the
discourse that have been defined as Balkanism: a discourse that
represents1 “the Balkans” as a space of ethnic fragmentation, warfare,
violence, cyclical returns of history (while allowing a brave, male and
Western author to “deciphers” this chaos for his readers).2 In the line of
Michel Foucault’s definition of discourse3, and after Edward Saïd’s
Orientalism, an entire field of studies has developed in relation to the
knot of power-knowledge developed in the West in relation to the

                                                  
1 I rely on Hall’s definition or representation as the “production of meaning through language”
(Hall, 1997:16). According to Hall, representation is made possible through shared conceptual
maps and set of signs (Hall, 1997:19); this idea of representation as production of meaning is
connected to an idea of reality as discursively constructed. In the brilliant synthesis of Meijer,
“What we experience as reality is formed through the represented and the representable.” (Meijer,
1993:368) Thus, representation is not separated from reality, but rather reality functions through
and shapes representation, and inversely.
2 See Iordanova (2001), particularly chapter 3, for a brilliant analysis of Western movies on the
Balkans that adopt the narrative genre of the travelogue and that reproduce the Western traveller’s
gaze.
3 Foucault’s theorisation of discourse imply “a group of statements which provide a language for
talking about – a way of representing the knowledge about – a particular topic at a particular
historical moment…Discourse is about the production of knowledge through language. But…since
all social practices entail meaning, and meanings shape and influence what we do – our conduct –
all practices have a discursive aspect” (Hall, 1992, p.291 quoted in Hall, 1997, p.44). The concept
of discourse ‘contains the linguistic, the cultural, the socio-political, and the material as
undivided, as being part and parcel of the same regime’. (Meijer, 1993:368).
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“Balkans”. Maria Todorova’s foundational text Imagining the Balkans
(1997) investigates why words such as “Balkan” and “balkanisation”
became a synonymous for “the parcelization of large and viable political
units” but also for “a reversion to the tribal, the backward, the primitive,
the barbarian” (Todorova, 1997:3).

Differently than orientalist discourses, balkanist discourses would
not be about an “imputed opposition”, as in the case of the Orient, but
about an “imputed ambiguity”. The area of the Balkans is often portrayed
as a “bridge between East and the West, between Europe and Asia”, an in-
between space characterised by different stages of growth, and thus
“semideveloped, semicolonial, semicivilised, semioriental” (Todorova,
1997:16). According to Todorova, the Balkans became to stand for the
“alter ego, the dark side within” of Europe.4 In an opposite but
complementary way, the European space is ideally represented as devoid
of violence – an area of “freedom, security and justice” to quote EU
treaties – and thus the Balkans are often represented as in need to be
“Europeanised” (See Hansen, 2006).

Balkanist discourses, present at least since the Balkan Wars (1912-
1913) and the assassination of the Archduke Frantz Ferdinand in Sarajevo
(1914), had a new resurgence during the years 1990s, with the conflicts
fought on the territory of the former Yugoslavia. While during Cold War
the expression “Eastern Europe” was preferred to “Balkans”, after 1989,
and with the Yugoslav wars, the expression “Balkans” reappeared, and it
has “by now rekindled old stereotypes and licensed indiscriminate
generalisations about the region” (Todorova, 1997:136). The territory of
the former Yugoslavia was gradually associated to “Eastern Europe”, and
this is a paradox if we consider that during the Cold War Yugoslavia was

                                                  
4 By being geographically inextricable from Europe, yet culturally constructed as ‘the other’ within,
the Balkans have been able to absorb conveniently a number of externalised political, ideological,
and cultural frustrations (…) serving as a “repository of negative characteristics against which a
positive and self-congratulatory image of the ‘European’ and the ‘West’ has been constructed”
(Todorova, 1997:188).
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not perceived as part of Eastern Europe, and Yugoslav citizens used to
distance themselves from the Soviet block (Todorova, 1997:52-53; see
next chapter).

Another important point underlined by scholars in the field, is the
degree of interiorisation and circulation of orientalist/balkanist
discourses in the Balkan region itself as a component of Europe. Milica
Bakic-Hayden (1995) has defined this phenomenon as one of “nesting
orientalisms”. It consists of a proliferation of mechanisms of
“occidentalization of the self and orientalisation of the other” (Bjelic,
2002:4; see also Zarkov, 1995). The national or geographical or ethnic
self is portrayed as civilised while the national or geographical or ethnic
other is portrayed as backward and primitive; cultural difference
functions here, as in Western Europe, as a “marker of lower civilizational
standards” (Longinovic, 2002:54); at the same time, patterns of “self
inflicted exoticism” are present in the work of local film-makers and
seem sometimes to comply with Eurocentrism (Iordanova, 2001:68).

Since 1989 and particularly during the wars in former Yugoslavia,
the Western (European) balkanist discourse on the region, as well as
internal smaller “orientalisms” functioned in a co-constructed manner as
power discourses. It is not to forget that these discourses accompanied
geopolitical changes which implied a new capitalist restructuring and a
new redistribution of economic and political resources. Mocnik (2002)
has described Balkanism as an ideology articulating two types of relations
of domination, the hegemony of Western European powers in the region
and the internal relations of domination within so called “Balkan”
societies: “Balkanism supports, that is, ideologically mediates and
reproduces the economic, social, and political dependence of a certain
semi-peripheral European region upon the Western European centre, as
well as the socio-economic domination of the ruling elites within the
countries of the region” (Mocnik, 2002:79-80).
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During the Yugoslav break-up, international and local media have
played a consistent role in reshaping the geographical imagination of the
“Balkans”. The “ethnic war” in the former Yugoslavia was accompanied by
a “media war” aimed at establishing internal consensus against an
external enemy (Zarkov, 2007). On the other hand, international media
reported on the conflict often with little understanding of local power
relations on the ground, and relayed various official versions of war
events. International media coverage has often resulted in flawed and
partisan accounts, not to talk of the romantisation of the conflict itself, or
of the establishment of specific genres such as the travelogue.5

From the vantage point of Western Europe, a specific knowledge of
the former Yugoslav space came to be constructed since the 1990s
mainly through media coverage, as well as through military and political
interventions.6 As is also the case for scholarly research: the Yugoslav
wars cristallised a number of scholarly interventions by area experts,
interventions that have sometimes been criticised for not being able to
challenge the “instant history” produced by media and politicians (Stokes
et al, 2000).

The break-up of the Yugoslav Federation has imposed new notions
of history, of space and time, and new social identities, as well as forms
of remembering and forgetting, particularly in relation to the violence
perpetrated during the conflicts in Eastern and Southern Croatia and
Bosnia-Herzegovina (1992-1995). The violent partition produced divided
memories of war events, as well as profoundly different interpretations of

                                                  
5 As Goldsworthy (2002: 29) notes, “Some of the dullest backwaters in the former Yugoslavia have
acquired a dubious romantic resonance over the past ten years while reporters searched for the
Balkan heart of darkness, in order to return with tales of ‘unspeakable’ horror.” See also Iordanova
(2001).
6 Geographers such as David Harvey and Doreen Massey have underlined how space is a
component and a product of social and geopolitical relations. Harvey (1990:1) suggests in
particular that space and time are social constructs, produced by contested processes of social
change, which nevertheless “operate with the full force of objective facts to which all individuals
and institutions necessarily respond”. Scholars working on nationalism and ethnicity have made a
similar point in relation to national and ethnic identities (Anderson, 1983).
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the conflict, which challenge the political and ethical stance of the
researcher (See Naimark, 2003).

In this research, after having theoretically deconstructed the layers
of balkanist discourses and “nesting orientalisms”, I adopt an historical
approach aimed at recovering a spatial and social reality of coexistence
and multi-nationality – but also of social conflicts - that existed for
almost forty-five years. The historical transformations occured on the
space of what was Yugoslavia – as well as transformations occurred on a
global scale in the last twenty years - significantly contribute to shape
the memories of my interviewees; at the same time, against the backdrop
of official history, the cultural memories recollected permit to express the
“simultaneity of stories” in space (Massey, 2005:14), and show that space
is a conflicting “product of interrelations”, always “under construction”
(Massey, 2005:9).

This idea of space implies an open-ended, non-teleological
conception of history.7 This conception gives voice to different gender
orders and different histories of feminism as simultaneous and plural,
without trying to impose a single (spatial and/or temporal) model.  It also
demonstrates how power relations and hegemonic discourses function on
different levels, both local and global, as well as between nation-states,
regions, political entities and ethnic groups.  In the next section I will
explore the way in which power discourses related to “the Balkans” are

                                                  
7 Massey (2005:68) writes about the Western European conception of modernity: “Different
‘places’ were interpreted as different stages in a single temporal development. (…) Western
Europe is ‘advanced’, other parts of the world ‘some way behind’, yet others are ‘backward’.
‘Africa’ is not different from Western Europe, it is (just) behind (Or maybe it is indeed only
different from; it is not allowed its own uniqueness, its coeval existence.) (…) In these conceptions
of singular progress (of whatever hue), temporality itself is not really open. The future is already
foretold; inscribed into the story. This is therefore a temporality which anyway has none of the
characteristics of event, or of novelty. Nor does it live up to the requirement that space be always
and ever open, constantly in a process of being made.” This disposal of spaces and cultures on a
temporal scale on the path towards “modernity” has been translated and appropriated in contexts
other than the Western European, and has to do with globalised geopolitical and social
stratifications (for instance, cultural racism towards poorer internal or foreign migrants can be
expressed in terms of “modernity” and “primitivism” not only in Western Europe but also in Asia or
Africa, according to differentiations of class, gender, race, ethnicity etc.)
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gendered, and how “the Balkans” became a transnational site of feminist
intervention and scholarly research.

1.2. War rapes, representations of women victims of war and
transnational feminist interventions in the former Yugoslavia

Different power discourses related to and produced within the
Balkans (balkanism, Europeanisation, “nesting orientalisms”) are deeply
gendered. According to a number of scholars, the wars in the former
Yugoslavia have increased the power imbalance that characterises gender
relations. The wars and nationalist ideologies produced a progressive
militarisation of the political space, and were accompanied by discourses
promoting a re-traditionalisation of gender roles (Nikolic-Ristanovic,
2000; Cockburn, 1997; Ivekovic & Mostov, 2002). Ethnic violence has
been a gendered phenomenon, and the usage of sexualised metaphors
served the purpose to construct ethnicity and ethnic identities as the
most important element of social differentiation (Zarkov, 2007).

The mass rapes perpetrated in Bosnia and Herzegovina between
1992 and 1995 became a symbol of gendered and ethnicised violence,
raising media’s attention and becoming a matter of concern among
feminist activists and scholars, locally and internationally. In the former
Yugoslavia, media and political forces tended to use the issue of war
rapes for political purposes, without any worry about the safety and the
privacy of the victims. War rapes became an element of the “media war”
and of hate speech against the enemy, which also had the aim to silence
dissident voices that would question the “national unity” (Kesic, 1994;
Zarkov, 2007). In the international media coverage, as well, raped women
became all of a sudden “a large scale ‘news item’” (Kasic, 2000:197), with
little attention to the personal status of the victim.8

                                                  
8 See Mazowiecki (1993) and Bassiouni (1994) UN reports. To say that there have been political
and media manipulations on one side or another do not mean to negate that Bosnian women of
Muslim background were the main victims of mass rapes, following the fact that Bosnian civilians
of Muslim origin counted among the largest group of victims of the Bosnian war. The Mazowiecki
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A widespread simplified representation9 transformed the figure of
the rape victim into the “strongest image of women from these wars”
(Skjelsbæk, 2000:134). It also obscured other forms of women’s
victimisation in war, as well as violence against women that did not fit the
framework of the ‘good’ victim, such as women from mixed families
(Nikolic-Ristanovic, 2000). This strong image of women’s victimisation
contrasts with the agency of raped women who immediately testified and
advocated justice (Zarkov, 2007). Moreover, the dominant accent on
victimisation does not make justice to the extraordinary effort of local
women’s groups and transnational networks to provide self-help centres
and therapies for all forms of women’s victimisations in war and for
refugee women from all background. (Nikolic-Ristanovic, 2000; Zarkov,
1999).

An understandable focus on girls and women’s victimisation in war –
due to the urgency of initiatives of aid and therapy– had an inevitable
influence on the literature produced both by international and local
activists and scholars.10 For these reasons, and also because of difficulty
in translating the “grey” literature produced locally, (her)stories of
women’s activism and of transnational feminist practices and networks
during the 1990s -  also on the part of women refugees and victims of

                                                                                                                                                      
report concludes that the rapes were in the majority of cases perpetrated by the Yugoslav National
Army under the control of Belgrade and by Bosnian Serb forces against Bosnian Muslim women,
even if rape had been used as a tool of warfare by all sides. Later estimations about mass rapes on
the territory of Bosnia-Herzegovina range from 20.000 to 50.000 cases for Bosnian Muslim girls
and women only. Concerning the incidence of mass rapes on the territory of Croatia, the issue is
much more controversial (See Kesic, 2001:31). Moreover, there have been no independent studies
on the issue of mass rapes since Mazowiecki and Bassiouni reports.
9 In a combination of local and global Orientalism, or Balkanism, Bosnian women were described
as exclusively ‘Muslim’. The complexity of local identities, the differences among raped women
themselves, was ignored; a largely secular population in Bosnia and Herzegovina was associated
with traditional Islam. This discussion is very complex and I cannot cover it here. See Nikolic-
Ristanovic, 2000 and 2002; Slapsak, 2000; Zarkov, 1999 and 2007; Skjelsbæk 2001 and 2006.
10 The overwhelming majority of the literature published by Western feminist scholars about
gender relations in the former Yugoslavia in the last fifteen years has dealt mainly with the issue
of mass rapes, particulary in the field of anthropology and psychology (Allen 1996; Stiglmayer
1994; Hayden 2000; Skjelsbaek 2001) As well, feminist groups and scholars from and in the
former Yugoslavia contributed to the transnational debate on the issue of mass rapes (Helms,
2003; Nikolic-Ristanovic, 2000; Kesic, 2001; Zarkov, 2007)
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war11 – has been far less visible. Their importance is yet to be recognised
within European women’s studies and gender history. On the other hand,
few very visible Western feminist scholars who intervened in the debate
over war rapes have fallen into the trap of reproducing balkanist or
nationalist media’s and political discourses over war rapes, while entering
in conflict with local anti-nationalist feminist groups.12

Moreover, Western feminists and researchers in the 1990s were mainly
in contact with war torn regions such as Bosnia.13 As the history of
women’s organising has been less prominent there than in other former
Yugoslav republics, and as gender sensitive activities started to be
subventioned through international funds, Western feminists could have
the idea that women’s activism in the region was imported or extremely
dependent over international programmes of gender mainstreaming. In
these circumstances, feminism seemed to be absent or an untimely
idea.14 Women in the region have been thus sometimes depicted as in

                                                  
11 I think for instance of the Women in Black network between former Yugoslavia, Italy and Spain;
of the association Medica in Zenica (Eastern Bosnia), founded by German therapist Monica Hauser;
of the cooperation between U.S. writer Eve Ensler and the Centre for Women War Victims in
Zagreb, etc. See also Mladjenovic, 2001 about feminist and lesbian networks during wartime.
12 The episode of Catherine MacKinnon’s intervention is the most emblematic. In her article
“Turning Rape into Pornography: Postmodern Genocide” (published first in Ms. and later in
Stiglmayer, 1994) US feminist scholar Mac Kinnon gives a very problematic and essentialist
interpretation of mass rapes, through the usage of non verified information. The article also
contains very graphic and precise descriptions of sexual torture, which had been seen by critics as
“patterns of textual voyeurism” (Batinic, 2001: 17). Moreover, as MacKinnon had as a direct source
Croatian feminist groups who have been defined as “patriotic” and who distanced themselves from
the main “anti-nationalist” standpoint of feminists in Croatia, she echoed the position of these
“patriotic” groups and the line of the Croatian government voluntarily or involuntarily. This line
included attacks in the Croatian press against long-time committed feminists who had an anti-
nationalist and dissident stance (MacKinnon, 1994; Kesic, 1994; Batinic, 2001; Miskovska
Kajevska, 2006). Beverly Allen’s publication (1994), while more attentive to the context, fell into
the genre of the travelogue. Her introduction to the book emphasises the mobility and
engagement of the Western traveler to the Balkans, against the ill faith of victims and the survival
of local activists. For an history of women’s travel writing in the Balkan region, see Allcock and
Young, 2000.
13 It is to remind that in these areas, women who since then had led an ordinary life were
suddently traumatised, deprived of housing and means of subsistance, while Western aid workers
and researchers were often occupying decisional positions within foreign institutions. This
inevitably created an imbalance in reciprocal perceptions: while local women appeared as absolute
victims in the eyes of Westerners, Westerners appeared as the new class in power, not confined to
war and post-war settings. See later in this chapter.
14 Consider for example this passage: “But our organisations cannot really be said to emerge from
and reflecting a growing of radicalised consciousness among Bosnian women about disadvantage
and oppression. It is understandable that women are unready to criticise the patriarchal relations
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need for gender awareness (to be brought in by Westerners). Similar
judgments enforce a model of cultural superiority that does not imply
reciprocal translation.15

This overview of possible pitfalls within Western feminist writings
about the Balkans is meant to point at the pervasiveness of balkanist
representations even within feminist literature; the status of gender
relations in the West would then appear as a temporal and spatial ideal to
be reached, if the Balkans are to be civilised. I propose to look instead for
feminist stories which originated in the region of the former Yugoslavia
since the transnational encounter of Belgrade 1978, and to acknowledge
the “simultaneity of stories” in space, and the situated character of
feminist knowledges and imaginations (Haraway, 1991; Stoetzler and
Yuval-Davis, 2002).

Keywords and Methodology of the research

* A feminist encounter

The initial concern for balkanist discourses was progressively left aside
when confronted to the richness and complexity of my interviewees’ oral
accounts. I felt that together with a deconstructive work what was
                                                                                                                                                      
of the family – they are still grieving and honouring husbands and sons killed in the war. There is
as yet little in the way of subversive women’ culture, no women activists groups in the
professions, no women comedians, novelists, singers or artists dramatizing the inequities of
gender relations.” (Cockburn and Zarkov, 2002:73. Emphasis added). “Our organisations” refer to
the women’s organisations in Bosnia studied during the research, see Cockburn and Zarkov, 2002.
15 Gayatri Spivak writes “Rather than imagining that women automatically have something
identifiable in common, why not say, humbly and practically, my first obligation in understanding
solidarity is to learn her mother-tongue. (…) If you are going to bludgeon someone else by
insisting on your version of solidarity, you have the obligation to try out this experiment and see
how far your solidarity goes.” (Spivak, 1992:190). A good example of politics of translation is
Elissa Helms’ (2003) anthropological study over women’s groups in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Helms
analyses gender relations and women’s activism taking into account the broader social reality, the
historical, political and cultural processes which shaped women’s identities.  In this study the
focalization of the narration is also important. The academic text is also open to voices other than
the author’s, as well as to reciprocal interactions, so that readers can understand reciprocal
positioning in space and time. Helms notes also that the interaction with international donors has
created a whole new vocabulary within Bosnian women NGOs, and that this interaction produced
different subject positions for women working locally on the basis of international funding.
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required was a reconstruction of a feminist encounter, together with its
dynamics of remembering and forgetting.  I assume a broad definition of
feminism, following Rosi Braidotti’s definition of it as a project that
“encompasses both the level of subjectivity in the sense of historical
agency, and political and social entitlement, and the level of identity that
is linked to consciousness, desire, and the politics of the personal; it
covers both the conscious and the unconscious levels” (Braidotti,
1994:163).

The reconstruction of the meeting of 1978 confirms the need to look
at feminist stories from the point of view of the politics of location, as
formulated by Rosi Braidotti (1994) after Adrienne Rich (1986). What
emerges from the interviews of different participants, in fact, is that
“women may have common situations and experiences, but they are not,
in any way, the same. In this respect, the idea of the politics of location is
very important. This idea, developed into a theory of recognition of the
multiple differences that exist among women, stresses the importance of
rejecting global statements about all women and of attempting instead to
be as aware as possible of the place from which one is speaking”
(Braidotti, 1994: 163).

Sara Ahmed’s definition of a post-colonial and transnational
encounter has also served as navigating tool. Ahmed (2000:8) argues that
“the term encounter suggests a meeting, but a meeting which involves
surprise and conflict”. Encounters open up the space of the familiar, and
“shift the boundaries of what is familiar”; they involve “both fixation, and
the impossibility of fixation” in the interplay of individual and collective
identities. Moreover, “each encounter reopens past encounters”. A
particular encounter such as the one of 1978 is shaped by broader
relationships of power. Ahmed (2000:8) writes: “encounters between
embodied subjects always hesitate between the domain of the particular –
the face to face of this encounter – and the general- the framing of the
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encounter by broader relationships of power and antagonism. The
particular encounter hence always carries traces of those broader
relationships.” After Ahmed, I try to explore the singularity of the
encounter of 1978 as well as the ways in which this encounter was
framed by broader historical processes and transformation.

Finally I am inspired by Jackie Stacey’s (1997) and Claire Hemmings’
(2005) critique of progress and developmental narratives within feminist
theory. For this reason I try not to create binary dichotomies between
feminist theory and activism16 or “feminists” and “women”.17 Instead, I
attempt to underline the simultaneity of feminist stories in different
locations, and to situate feminist languages and strategies within broader
social and historical processes.

* Oral history, feminist methodologies
and the problem of interpretative authority

Concerning oral history and interviewing as possible feminist
methodologies, earlier feminist contributions saw in these methods a tool
to challenge women’s being “historically voiceless” and a way to affirm
the historical relevance of women’s everyday life (Gluck, 1996:216); the
apparently neutral and detached but in fact unethical and biased model
of “masculine model of sociology and society” was denounced (Oakley,
1981). Later approaches contested the unproblematic usage of
                                                  
16 “Feminist theory is a mode of relating thought to life and to experience. As such, it not only
provides a critical standpoint from which to deconstruct established forms of knowledge, drawing
feminism close to critical theory, it also established a new order of values within the thinking
process itself, giving priority to the lived experience. First and foremost in the revaluation of
experience, as I state earlier, is the notion of the bodily self: the personal is not only political, it is
also the theoretical. In redefining a self as an embodied entity, affectivity and sexuality play a
dominant role, particularly in relation to what makes a subject want to think: the desire to know”
(Braidotti, 1994:179).
17 In the course of the research I try to keep open what Braidotti defines as the links and tensions
between “being-a-feminist” and “being-a-woman”: “where does political belief come from? What
founds the legitimacy of the feminist political subject? What gives it is validity? Where does
political authenticity come from?” (Braidotti, 1994:178). I try to show that in the case of the
meeting of Belgrade 1978 there are other subject positions at stake: the public intellectual, the
dissident, the urbanite, etc.
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ethnographic methods in feminist research. The linguistic and post-
structuralist turn displaced the attention to representations of the self
and the other, and to the authoritative power of the researcher, especially
in relation to less privileged subjects (Stacey, 1988; De Laine, 2000).

Reflexivity18 was often promoted as a method to implement ethical
research (Hertz, 1996) but critics also argued that “reflexivity cannot be
easily called upon to ease some of the tensions existing in doing feminist
fielwork. Reflexivity is not in itself a process for overcoming distortion or
exploitation”(Wasserfall, 1993:25). The problem of interpretative
authority seems somehow unavoidable and critics suggest this ethical
tension to be constantly maintained rather than concealed (Wasserfall,
1993; Sangster, 1998).

Feminist authors have also noted how an excessive attention to the
conditions of knowledge production ran the risk of undermining truth-
claims. Sangster wrote that post-structuralist theorising has “enriched
our understanding of oral history, but it may also pose the danger of
overstating the ultimate contingency, variability and ‘fictionality’ of oral
histories and the impossibility of using them to locale a women’s past
which is ‘real and knowable’ (1998:94) To sum up, “the problem is how
best to strike a balance between empirical investigations of embodied
and material differences, power relations and inequalities, and critical
reflections on how knowledge is produced”(Ramazanoglu and Holland,
2002:97). This research represents an attempt to reflect on these two
interrelated issues (i.e. material power relations and conditions of
knowledge production) while assuming that materiality and discursivity
are not easily separable.19

                                                  
18 “Reflexivity generally means attempting tomake explicit the power relations and the exercise of
power in the research process. It covers varying attempts to unpack what knowledge is contingent
upon, how the researcher is socially situated, and how the research agenda/process has been
constituted.” (Ramazanoglu and Holland, 2002:118).
19 see note 1 and 2. According to the Russian linguist Bakhtin, “All words have the ‘taste’ of a
profession, a genre, a tendency, a party, a particular work, a particular person, a generation, an
age group, the day and hour. Each word tastes of the context and contexts in which it has lived its
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* Sources and organisation of the research

This research has been conducted between February and April 2008.
I interviewed twelve participants to Drug-ca 1978 (see list in appendix):
eight participants from the former Yugoslavia (seven women, four living
in Belgrade, one between Belgrade, Italy and the United States, one in
Sarajevo, one in Paris, and a man living in Amsterdam) and four
international participants (two women from Italy, one woman originary
from Turkey who lives in France, one woman originary from Poland living
in England).20 This was combined with research in the Students Cultural
Centre’s archive and in Zarana Papic’s private archive donated to the
Centre for Women’s studies, both in Belgrade.21 My immediate problem
was how to organise the multi-lingual material collected and how to to
combine the reconstruction of what happened with the memories of my
interviewees collected thirty years later. Moreover, the different sources
(1978 archive and press material; 2008 oral accounts) allowed me to
access different kind of information.

I started by interviewing local participants. However, oral accounts
would not be enough to grasp the conference as an historical event. They
are “less about events than about their meaning”, and as Portelli writes,
they express “not just what people did, but what they wanted to do, what
they believed they were doing, and what they now think they did”.22

                                                                                                                                                      
socially charged life; all words and forms are populated by intentions” (Bakhtin, 1981 quoted in
Maybin, 2001:68).
20 This selection has been somehow arbitrary, and limited by concerns of time, possibility to reach
the participants thirty years after, availability of the participants themselves. The majority of the
interviews were conducted during a 3 weeks stay in Belgrade and Sarajevo, and during short stays
in Rome and Paris. The locations of the interviews have been: bars, private houses, a building
hosting different NGOs in Sarajevo and a cultural centre in Belgrade; two interviews took place by
phone. See the profiles of my interviewees in Appendix.
21 I explored this material very quickly, as the private archive is not yet classified because of lack
of funds.
22 “The first thing that makes oral history different, therefore, is that it tells us less about events
than about their meaning (…) the unique and precious element which oral sources force upon the
historian and which no other sources possess in equal measure is the speaker’s subjectivity. If the
approach to research is broad and articulated enough, a cross section of the subjectivity of a
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Moreover, the issue of the Western gaze I was worried about was not at
all central in the narrations, and the interviews expressed a whole new
range of themes and concerns which challenged my initial hypotheses.23

What I found significant is that in my interviewees’ accounts 1978
became a landmark or a nodal point that served to structure the narration
in terms of before and after radical social changes occured in the (former)
Yugoslav space24: before and after the Yugoslav Federation and socialism,
which coincided more or less with before and after the war. Moreover, the
recollection of subjective experiences is organised around the before and
after of a feminist inaugural event, because after this meeting nothing
had been the same in terms of visibility in the public sphere and
organisation of feminist groups. These were the two most constant types
of framing 25 present in oral accounts.

I hoped to find a more systematic vision of the 1978 debates through
archive material. There are different versions of Drug-ca’s original
transcriptions, as well as an original tape from the meeting.26 I combined
these sources with a research of press documents in Italian and French
feminist reviews from the time, as these documents were of easier access
for me in terms of language.27 In the Western European press I could

                                                                                                                                                      
group or class may emerge. Oral sources tell us not just what people did, but what they wanted to
do, what they believed they were doing, and what they now think they did”( Portelli, 1998:67).
23 As Luisa Passerini writes in her study of workers’ popular culture under Fascism, “Oral sources
refuse to answer certain kinds of questions; seemingly loquacious, they finally prove to be reticent
or enigmatic, and like the sphynx [sic] they force us to reformulate problems and challenge our
current habits of thought” (Passerini, 1998:58).
24 “Changes which may have subsequently taken place in the narrators’ personal subjective
consciousness or in their socio-economic standing, may affect, if not the actual recounting of
prior events, at least the valuation and the ‘coloring’ of the story” (Portelli, 1998:69).
25 I discuss this issue in detail in Chapter Five.
26 The sources themselves reflect their multinational origin, particularly concerning the issue of
translation. The transcripts of the meeting are written in the local language (latin characters) but
the dialogue has to be reconstituted as one file contains the speeches of local participants, and
another file the responses of the guests. I discuss this in Chapter Three. The original tape
recovered, too, reflects the choice and the interest of the organisers: it contains Italian women
reflecting on the Italian feminism movement, in Belgrade. From this tape it is possible to evince
that the Italian group counted a number of participants that largely exceed the official list of
invited guests.
27I have read the local mainstream and feminist press (notably AZIN press-clipping and Kruh I
Ruze anniversary number) but I am not yet able to provide a proper analysis. There are also a
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perceive the “non pacified” part of the conference: the French or Italian
reports related the misunderstandings and the polemical confrontations
which took place during the meeting, yet from their cultural and political
standpoint.

Knowing that some very polemical exchange took place, I started to
interview international participants. However, international participants’
narrations, more than offering details on the event itself, would express
general impressions about Yugoslavia in 1978. The accounts of my
interviewees opened up a comparison between feminist debates in
Western Europe, Eastern Europe and Yugoslavia, in relation to their
cultural and political positioning. The conference in Belgrade sometimes
became a point of departure to explore other parallel stories, such as the
history of feminist movements and ideas in Italy and France and the
circulation of feminist ideas between Yugoslavia and Western Europe.28

Moreover, the meeting had a different significance for international
guests, precisely because they were guests and thus not engaged in the
organisation of a major event in their own country.

The challenge was then to operate a translation between past
documents and present voices, archival sources and memories. The
translation had to be done not only between voices of women in
Yugoslavia and voices of women in Western Europe, but also between two
different moments in time, 1978 and 2008, and the changes affecting the
political context in Yugoslavia, but also Italy, France, Poland. Temporal

                                                                                                                                                      
number of local reviews in which reports of the meeting were published, that I count to explore in
the follow up of this research.
28 For instance, I realised that one of the best anthologies on Italian feminist thought and practices
has been published in France by Louise Vandelac (1978) in a joint effort with Italian women. Many
articles on feminist movements in Italy which had been inserted in the reader for the meeting
came from this book (so a French translation of Italian texts re-translated in Serbo-Croatian).
Another amazing path of research would be the transnational cooperation among feminist
publishing houses in the 1970s, and the circulation and translation of different feminist texts due
to personal and collective engagement (For instance, there is evidence that at the conference of
Belgrade women from French des femmes and Italian Edizioni della Donna had joint discussions).
The translation of the book Our bodies, ourselves is a famous example of transnational feminist
cooperation (see Davis, 2007) but there are many other minor experiences of translation in
Western Europe and beyond.
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changes occurred not only on a geopolitical level, but also on a personal
level for my interviewees. The heterogeneity of sources and the gap
between what happened and what is remembered points to the layered
character of memory, to its intertextual and co-constructed character; it
also points to the situatedness of written and oral sources. This
“confrontation of different partialities” – including my own partiality as
narrator29 - constitutes the most challenging part of my research. I
attempt to translate these different partialities and voices into the text by
leaving space to original documents and transcriptions of interviews.30

*  Positioning myself as narrator

“ (…) we are being scrutinised from the West precisely because of the trauma that we
had lived through. In the political geography of scholarly interests, we have become the

subject of research and gaze because of the violence that we went through, and that
hurts.”31

As oral history is per definition a relational process, it is important to
position myself as narrator in the story, in relation to the context in which
the fieldwork was conducted and in relation to my interviewees. As I have
                                                  
29 In a foundational text, Alessandro Portelli (1998:73) writes: “Oral history has no unified subject;
it is told from a multitude of points of view, and the impartiality traditionally claimed by historians
is replaced by the partiality of the narrator. ‘Partiality’ here stands for both ‘unfinishedness’ and
for ‘taking sides’: oral history can never be told without taking sides, since the ‘sides’ exist inside
the telling. And, no matter what their personal histories and beliefs may be, historians and
‘sources’ are hardly ever on the same ‘side’. The confrontation of their different partialities –
confrontation as ‘conflict’, and confrontation as ‘search for unity’ – is one of the things which
makes oral history interesting.”
30 I chose to translate in English within the text when the language is other than English and
report the original quotation in the footnotes. When I report a quotation only in the footnote, I
report only the original version. For the press material, I only report the English translation for
reasons of space, except when reconstructing the episode of the “misunderstanding” between
Yugoslav and foreign guests in chapter 3. In that section it is important to have all different multi-
lingual voices to recostitute the exchange that took place. All translations are mine. See in the
appendix for a short biography of my informants, and location and date of the interviews.
31 Sandra Prlenda, extract from an intervention in the framework of the seminar Feminisms in a
Transnational Perspective, Rethinking North and South in Post-Coloniality, co-organised by the
Centre for Women Studies and Institute of Ethnology and Folklore Research in Zagreb and the
University of Helsinki and Tampere, at IUC Dubrovnik, May 28-June 1, 2007. The seminar included
a transnational community of researchers and this extract comes from a round table that follows
presentations of papers by Stef Jansen and Jasmina Husanovic (Jambresic Kirin and Prlenda, 2008:
11). Thanks to the editors for generously distributing this book during the IUC seminar in 2008.
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stated in the introduction, I came to research this event after having read
the texts and publications written by feminist authors in the 1990s,
among which some of my interviewees. The meeting is still remembered
by former participants and young feminist activists as a foundational
event, or a “myth” for feminist history in the region. The women I
interviewed, who had been part of feminist and dissident movements in
the late 1970s and 1980s in different parts of Yugoslavia, in the 1990s
found themselves on the opposite sides of the frontline, but tried to
maintain previous relationships of friendship and engagement with
strenuous and painful efforts.32

To simplify at the extreme – and relying on Dubravka Zarkov’s
analysis33 – feminists in the region managed to respond collectively to
warfare by adopting an anti-nationalist standpoint, i.e. a position that
interprets the conflict as imposed from above and that emphasises how
warfare and nationalism were the products of a masculine patriarchal
system, contrary to women’s interests and women’s needs.34 Many of my
interviewees actively engaged in peace networks, feminist organisations,

                                                  
32 See Mladjenovic and Hughes, 2000: Zajovic, 1994 and 1997.
33 According to Zarkov (1999), feminists in former Yugoslavia responded to nationalist patriarchal
agendas and “ethnic war” in different ways. Having encountered sexuality at the same time of
nationalism, this influenced their approach on both. In this way, feminist from the region resisted
nationalism but had problems in relating with women who identified with specific ethnic
identities. The common ground of former Yugoslavian feminists (anti-nationalism and anti-
militarism) - argues Zarkov - was shaken when war was raging in Croatia under Serbian
paramilitary attack (1992), positioning feminists in different locations, with different vocabularies
allowed (Croatia’s “pacifism under the circumstances of defence” and Serbia’s “nationalism of their
own people”). What prevailed under warfare was thus a compromise based on the adoption of a
victimised standpoint, which depicted war and nationalism as an all-male enterprise, and women
as their universal victims (see Zarkov, 1999 and 2007).
34 Younger feminist scholars have criticised these formulations. Roughly, the main critique is that
anti-nationalist feminist groups and scholars, mainly composed by urban educated and
cosmopolitan women, in their effort of anti-war activism, lost somehow the capability to account
for the appeal of ethnicity among ordinary citizens and ordinary women, and also lost the capacity
to read in a way other than manipulation the fact that mobilisations of women could also inscribe
themselves within a nationalist framework. At the same time, they criticise the automatic
association of feminism (and women) with pacifism (Zarkov, 1999; Jambresic-Kirin, 2000; See also
Devic, 2000; Spasic, 2000 and Bracewell, 2000). Here I do not discuss nationalism as such, nor the
continuities and discontinuities between the socialist state and its successor states. For an
overview of the actions of the political elites before and during the break-up, see Jovic, 2003.
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centres for women war victims and refugees created during the wars.35

Because of their anti-war and anti-nationalist standpoint, many of my
interviewees were accused of being “witches” and traitors of the
homeland in their respective countries.36

As I realised during the research, it is not easy to draw the line
between the different components (feminists, anti-war activists,
deserters, queer groups, artistic avant-gardes) of the oppositional
coalitions politics appeared since the 1990s in the former Yugoslavia.
There are generational and biographical continuities with the 1970s and
1980s that I start to explore in Chapter Five. This event then, for its
dissident character and its mixed audience, it is still considered as
relevant not only by women involved in feminist groups, but also by
people involved in dissident activities or located on the left of the political
spectrum.

As soon as I mentioned that the object of my research was Drug-ca
1978, my political affiliation (as feminist and somehow left-wing and
anti-nationalist) was immediately clear in the eyes of my Yugoslav
interpreters. Moreover, another important element that facilitated a
relaxed and often joyful exchange is the fact that I was researching what

                                                  
35 To name the most relevant: in Belgrade the Centre for Anti-War Action in the summer 1991, the
Centre for Cultural Decontamination, Women in Black in October 1991, the Belgrade Women’s
Studies Centre in 1992; in Croatia: the Anti-War Campaign Croatia in 1991, the Centre for Women
War Victims in autumn 1992, the Centre for Peace, Nonviolence and Human Rights in Osijek, the
Zagreb Women’s Studies Centre, the Zagreb Women’s Infoteka; in Bosnia, Medica Zenica in April
1993 and Women to Women See Mladjenovic and Hughes (2000), Skjelsbæk (2000), Terselic
(1997).
36 For an overview of the relation between oppositional movements and feminist groups before
and after the fall of Milosevic, see Slapsak, 2004; for a detailed account of feminist debates on the
issue of nationalism see Batinic 2001; Miskovska Kajevska, 2006. In Croatia there has been an
important split between anti-nationalist and “patriotic” feminist groups in 1992 and not all
feminists agreed in condemning Croatian nationalism, seen by some as legitimate defence against
Serbian agression. Moreover, as anti-nationalist feminists opposed the instrumental usage of the
war rapes issue on the part of the Croatian government, they were attacked in the press as
‘witches’. On the 10th of December, 1992, an unsigned article published in the weekly magazine
Globus with the headline “Croatia’s Feminists Rape Croatia!” attacked – adding detailed personal
information - Rada Ivekovic, Jelena Lovric, Dubravka Ugresic, Slavenka Drakulic and Vesna Kesic.
See also     http://www.cityofwomen.org/2005/sl/coweb/insecurity/the-womens-writing-in-the-    
1990-manipulation-vs-subversion     and     http://www.women-war-memory.org/en/vjestice_iz_ria/   
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looked like a “positive” event from the 1970s, thus taking some distance
from recent events of the 1990s. This has been perceived as an important
gesture by my interviewees, one that could challenge the “political
geography of scholarly interests” as Sandra Prlenda put it.  I could in this
way demarcate myself from the dominant interest in nationalism and war
that has been expressed by Western researchers, and at the same time
leave to my informants the freedom to touch upon this issue from
another angle, if they wished too.

Another element that facilitated my access was the fact that many of
my informants are highly educated people, academics or public figures,
and thus I could reach them via e-mail or through academic and activist
networks relatively easily. Many of my informants know each other as
friends or long date acquaintances. In this sense it has not been difficult
to find other contacts and reach former participants, as one of my
interviewee would often give me another contact or suggest me other
possible names. The fact that I could speak in English or Italian with my
interviewees was very important. I would have never been able to have
the same access to less educated women or women who do not speak
foreign languages, for instance; I am aware that some nuances will be
lost because of this, notably the possibility to access the terms my
interviewees would use in their native language.

Therefore, during this research I’ve tried to keep in mind the fact
that a certain commonality, or equality37 with my informants was also
constructed on the basis of a shared privilege in terms of cultural capital
and class. Outside of the space of the interview, I was more easily “hailed”
due to my class position and of my status of mobile, privileged

                                                  
37 “An inter/view is an exchange between two subjects: literally a mutual sighting. One party
cannot really see the other unless the other can see him or her in turn. The two interacting
subjects cannot act together unless some kind of mutuality is established. The field researcher,
therefore, has an objective stake in equality, as a condition for a less distorted communication
and less biased collection of data” (Portelli, 1995:31).
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Westerner.38 I was also summoned to take position in relation to political
divisions and contrasting dominant discourses in the region.39 On the
other hand, I felt that friends who shared a similar political standpoint
tended sometimes to idealise democratic institutions in Western Europe;
however, I myself was invited to take seriously local power relations and
local problems of extreme corruption and violence. A serious risk for the
sympathetic Western researcher who wants to avoid balkanist discourses
is in fact to “normalise” issues that local researchers and inhabitants do
not see as “normal”.40

As I presented myself as Italian living in the Netherlands, sometimes
my informants referred sympathetically to a certain cultural commonality
between former Yugoslavia and Italy, opposed to more distant cultures
such as U.S. and England, for instance; sometimes my informants
presupposed that I was primarily interested in knowing more about the
Italian group in 1978. Another interviewee recounted when as a child she
was detained with her family in an Italian fascist retention camp in
Montenegro, and then I felt “hailed” to confront the fascist legacy of my
country of origin.

Once I asked an interviewee to speak English when she left me the
choice between English and Italian, but in fact afterwards I realised her
being more comfortable speaking in Italian, as this language was
connected in her memory to her youth and to feminist readings of Italian

                                                  
38 See Helms and Jansen’s interventions in Jambresic Kirin and Prlenda (2008). Both reflect on their
position as Western researchers and on the dynamics this engenders in their respondents and
acquaintances, notably the fact of being associated with welth and with vested foreign interests.
39 Taxi drivers in Belgrade would ask me “who pays you for being here”? Or tell me phrases such
as “you Westerners are all rich” or “We are slowly dying of depleted uranium after NATO bombing,
why the world hates us?” In Sarajevo, the friend of the owner of an internet café negatively
commented over riots in Belgrade against the independence of Kosovo and assimilated the
protesters to the paramilitary forces in Srebrenica, where her father has been killed; two buses
leave from Zagreb to Belgrade approximately at the same hour every morning, and I happened to
be on the one preferred by the Serb minority who used to live in Croatia and has been expelled
since 1995. All these situations challenged my views of war events and highlighted the complexity
and singularity of individual and collective experiences, and the way in which national and ethnic
identities are constructed through violent events (such as the massacre of Bosnian Muslims in
Srebrenica, the expulsion of the Serbian minority from Croatia, the NATO bombing over Serbia).
40 See Jambresic Kirin and Prlenda, 2008:210-220.
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authors. Age difference was another recurring element of our dialogues:
through my youth, the youth of my informants would be evoked, or
comparison would be drawn between the status of young women in the
region and young women in “the West”, or in Italy.

Concerning the interviews with international participants, they had
been few for reasons of time and scope of the research, but crucial in
understanding how the representation of Yugoslavia and of women in the
region shifted, and how the wars of the 1990s interrupted transnational
links between feminist groups and individuals, but also favoured the
creation of new solidarity networks. An image of horror delivered
primarily through the media gradually substituted the one of Yugoslavia
in the late 1970s: a not very rich, but somehow beautiful and interesting
place. Often a feeling of guilt and deep empathy was expressed, in
relation to war events and due to the fact of having lost contact with the
women encountered at the meeting during the following years. At the
same time, the international guests could offer a fresh outsider
perspective, that I have tried to put in dialogue with insider points of
views and interpretations, in the form of a collage, or better an open-
ended puzzle that keeps being transformed by time.

In conclusion, my location and political positioning as researcher
was always relational and connected to broader power relations.41

Sometimes important “contingencies” of fieldwork42 occurred and re-
oriented my concerns. Different encounters highlighted conscious and
less conscious assumptions, making the fieldwork an important moment
of self-awareness.43 I’ve tried to apply reflexivity along the way, keeping

                                                  
41 “I suggest that feminist fieldowork methodologies need to account for some aspects of the
researched and researcher’s multiplex subjectivities, challenging any uniform idea of the
researcher and conceptualising the field as a site of complex power relations” (Henry, 2003:239).
42 Contingencies of fieldwork have a capacity to call into question the very organisation of the self
and demand a reshuffling and reformulation of self. A contingency of fieldwork may precipitate a
‘crisis of identity’; the ecology of the self could be so radically disturbed as to require major
reformulation of self and validation of self in interaction with others (De Laine, 2000: 62).
43 “Fieldwork brings researchers face to face with their values, beliefs, aspirations, fears and
concerns. Self-awareness comes from trying to understand what others expect of you and how
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in mind however that interpretative authority cannot be done away, but
only acknowledged as transparently as possible.

                                                                                                                                                      
you match up to these expectations through demonstrated practices; how subjects experienced
the researcher’s presence and what they expected the researcher to do” (De Laine, 2000:61).
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Chapter Two:
Socialist Yugoslavia, the “woman’s question”, and

the emergence of New Feminism (1941- 1978)

The cultural landscape in the 1970s – as well as the debate on the
“woman’s question” of 1978 – has to be understood in relation to the
history of Yugoslavia from the Second World War onwards as well as in
relation to the discourses and policies surrounding the “woman’s
question” during socialist times. The research on the conference of 1978
is also a research on the cultural and political consciousness of a
generation of cultivated, urban, “born into socialism” women and men.
This chapter is meant to analyse the development of this consciousness44

in relation to hegemonic discourses promoted by the socialist system,
particularly in terms of women’s status, as well as in relation to dissident
discourses and theories.

First, I will consider the history of women’s political participation
during Second World War, looking at the significance of women’s
organisations in the pre-war and war years, particularly the Anti-Fascist
Women’s Front. I will highlight how this heritage of autonomous
struggles was gradually silenced by official state feminism; at the same
time, I will consider the effects of socialist policies on women’s everyday
life. Secondly, I will deal with the emergence of the New Feminist
movement in Yugoslavia. I will explore its relations both with the internal
leftist dissidence and with Western European feminist movements and
ideas. I will try to show that in Yugoslavia, as in Western Europe, the
feminist movement find its roots in women’s engagement within leftist
parties and movements (more or less orthodox), as well as in the
discontent with the “solutions” offered by leftist forces on the basis of
Marxist theory. Thirdly, I will conclude by considering the political

                                                  
44 See note 22.
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positioning of New Feminism in relation to state feminism, embodied by
the Conference for the Social Activity of Women.

2.1. A genealogy of the word drugarica:
the Second World War and the Anti-Fascist Women’s Front

For those who do not know yet, and I am not talking of the giuliani, drugarica means
(female) comrade. For those of us who know her […] it means approximately this: animal

belonging to the human species, of female sex, which after special life conditions and
practices against nature, transformed in the face, the bodily forms and the spirit alike.
In this transformation all that she has of most delicately feminine became a monstrous

being, though and muscled, masculine. The spirit harmonised with the body and
cumulated in itself all that in human nature is most appalling and fierce. 45

(Il Grido dell’Istria, 9 december 1945)

We Italian women, we have a lot to learn from You, because despite the great sacrifices
of our glorious partisan struggle, fascism, internal capitalism and American imperialism
still dominate in our Country, so with your example we must work and strenously fight

in order for this to end forever. 46

 (Italian Women’s Union national committee,
to the Yugoslav Anti-Fascist Women’s Front, 5th of February 1946)

In 1946, the drugarica – the female Yugoslav partisan – was portrayed
within pro-Italian publications in Trieste as a female who had gradually
become a monster. The Cold War and international divisions played
around Trieste were thus embodied in this image of monstrous female
partisan47 who threatened the Italian land. At the very same time, women

                                                  
45 “Per chi non lo sapesse ancora, non certo i giuliani, drugarica vuol dire compagna. Per noi che la
conosciamo [...] vuol dire pressapoco questo: animale appartenente alla specie umana, di sesso
femminile, in seguito a speciali condizioni di vita e pratiche contro natura, si trasformò nel volto,
nelle forme del corpo e dello spirito. Nella trasformazione ciò che aveva di più delicatamente
femminile divenne un essere mostruoso, grosso e muscoloso, mascolino. Lo spirito si armonizzò
con il corpo ed accumulò in sé tutto ciò che di più turpe e feroce ha la natura umana.” Giuliani are
the inhabitants of the region surrounding Trieste, the Venezia Giulia region. Il Grido dell’Istria was
an anti-fascist clandestine review which opposed Tito’s partisans and the annexation of Trieste to
Yugoslavia.
46 “Noi donne italiane abbiamo molto da imparare da Voi, perché malgrado i sacrifici della nostra
gloriosa lotta partigiana, il fascismo, il capitalismo interno e l’imperialismo americano, dominano
ancora nel nostro Paese, perciò noi dobbiamo col vostro esempio lavorare e lottare strenuamente
perché tutto ciò finisca per sempre.” Pina Palumbo, comitato direttivo nazionale UDI, fac-simile
n.9 in Le Front Antifasciste des Femmes de Yougoslavie au sein du Mouvement International des
Femmes (see IISG archival sources in Appendix).
47 The description is accompanied by an illustration of a terribly ugly partisan woman, almost
animal like.     http://www.istrianet.org/istria/history/1800-present/ww2/1946_0627drugarica.htm     
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from UDI, Unione Donne Italiane, the organisation of women close to the
Communist Party, participated in the National Congress of the Anti-
Fascist Women’s Front of Yugoslavia (AFZ) and praised the action of the
Yugoslav female partisans.48 UDI even planned to organise summer
camps in Yugoslavia, at least until 1948, the year in which Yugoslavia was
expelled from Cominform.49

The Partisans’ fight in Yugoslavia came to stand as the founding epic
of the new socialist state, also due to the fact that Yugoslavia – together
with Albania - managed to free itself without the intervention of the Red
Army. This epic struggle shared by an important part of the population
was relayed through songs, books, youth novels, movies, and had a
larger audience than Yugoslavia itself.50 From the official brochures
issued by the government immediately after the war, we can see that the
discourse on women’s participation to the socialist struggle constituted
an important component of socialist rhetoric.

The brochures single out the contribute of women to the Partisans’
struggle, but even more the effort and the committment of the
Communist Party in the direction of women’s emancipation, through the
approval of a new Constitution and a new marriage code. They contain
images of  few brave female partisans in uniform; however, many more
female peasants, workers, housewives are represented. The photographs
represent women – often with their traditional scarf on the head – who
vote at the polls for the first time, work in the fields, and learn how to
read. A great attention is posed on the struggle against illiteracy. Next to
a photo of veiled women at school, caption states: “Through education,
                                                  
48 A subsection of AFZ, UDAIS, was created in Trieste, and included Italian and Slovene women
who favored Trieste’s annexation within socialist Yugoslavia. See Sluga, 1994; Nemec, 2000.
49 This letters are contained in an official brochure printed in Belgrade in 1950 (Le Front…see note
46); this official brochure has to be located after the split between Yugoslavia and URSS and aims
to accuse the International Federation of Democratic Women for not having invited Yugoslav AFZ
delegates  to the Plenum held in Moscow, 15-20 November 1949. This brochure contains
correspondance between AFZ and other women’s organisations close to communist parties, such
as UDI.
50 See for example colossals such as The Battle of Neretva (Veljko Bulajic, 1969)  and Sutjeska.
(Stipe Delic, 1973).
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Moslem [sic] women are freeing themselves from century-old prejudices
and are removing their veils”.51 The image of women as “comrade worker”
is characteristic of the immediate post-war years (Kesic, 2001:27), but it
is already a relatively pacified image if compared to the one contained in
clandestine war magazines such as Zena Danas or Nasa Zena, who
portrayed women as physically strong, almost masculine fighters.

The Second World War in the territory of former Yugoslavia had been
particularly violent, costing 10.8% of the pre-war population of
approximately 16.5 million people. (Jancar-Webster, 1990:46). The Anti-
Fascist Front of Women was instituted in 1942 and was meant to mobilise
large masses of women in the struggle against the Nazi-fascist
occupation and in support of the CPY (Yugoslav Communist Party)
project. Not only the AFZ local councils provided supplies, money and
medicines for the army, but they ran hospitals, orphanages, schools,
nursing and first-aid courses. In November 1943 243.000 women were
reportedly members of AFZ only in Croatia and officially 2 million women
joined the organisation by the end of the war (Jancar-Webster, 1990:143-
44; Slapsak, 2002:149).   

The women participating in the war were by no means a
homogeneous group; all nationalities, ages and class were represented,
and women joined the movement for very different reasons, contributing
to it in very different ways. (Jancar-Webster, 1990:74). A fundamental
distinction separated urban women leaders, who had an education and
had started political activities in the interwar period, from the very young
– mainly peasant – fighters recruited in the villages, 70% of whom were
estimatedly less than 20 years old. (Jancar-Webster, 1990:48).52 Women

                                                  
51 The Women of Yugoslavia Building Socialism (1948), brochure issued by AFZ Central
Committee, see Appendix.
52 According to the division between occupied and progressively liberated territories, they would
perform a variety of tasks, not only as fighters and nurses in the army, but also as “intelligence
gatherers, couriers, telegraph operators, cooks and typists”. The status of fighter in the
mountains was nevertheless preferred to the risky underground activities in the occupied
territories, as it was often safer to be with the partisans than at the mercy of Nazi-fascist or
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who had already an experience of legal and illegal activities within
women’s groups in the inter-war period constituted the core of the Anti-
Fascist Women’s Front. Some of them had worked as communist
sympathisers within the Youth section of the pre-war Women’s Alliance,
whose initial programme was later endorsed by the Communist Party.53

However, the history of pre-war movements and of women’s
autonomous or semi-autonomous mobilisation was later silenced by the
official narrative of the Communist Party, which “invented the tradition”
of socialism as the sole agent of women’s emancipation (Sklevicky,
1989). With the progressive liberation of the territory, the Party started
enforcing its control over what came to be perceived as a parallel
organisation. The Anti-Fascist Front was soon reincorporated into local
national liberation councils. The broadening of participation implied a
loss of autonomy, and silenced the demand for an increase of women’s
participation within other general organisations (Jancar-Webster,
1990:151-152). It is only in the late 1970s that “new feminists”54 – in

                                                                                                                                                      
collaborationist troops. Women of all ages played also a very important role in the rear, working in
agriculture, bringing supplies to the troops, taking care of the wounded and the orphans,
especially in the framework of organisations such as the Communist Youth Organisation (SKOJ),
local or provincial National Liberation Councils (NOO) or local sections of the Party, as well as
within the Anti-Fascist Front of Women (AFZ). It is calculated that approximately 25.000 women
died in battle, 40.000 were wounded, and 2000 of them acquired officer’s rank (Jancar- Webster,
1990:46). However, very few acquired the highest position in the military hierarchy. Only 92
women were designated as national heroes (Jancar- Webster, 1990:64).
53 The Women’s Alliance, created in 1923, had a neutral position, which permitted it to organise
even when, after the coup d’état of 1929, trade unions and other political associations, as well as
the Communist Party, were banned. Large mobilisations for the suffrage and strikes against the
high cost of living were organised in the late 1930s, while between 1939 and 1941 peace marches
and mass demonstrations for peace took place in all main towns (Jancar Webster, 1990:35). The
Communist Party – legally founded in 1919, gained quickly support (65.000 members at the end
of the 1920), becoming the third main party of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia by 1921. It was
outlawed in 1921, and more strongly repressed after the coup d’état establishing a dictatorship in
the hands of the king Alexandar in 1929.  Internal conflicts and illegality reduced its members to
2.122 (100 women) in 1928. However, after 1935 the Party went under a profound reorganisation,
and Tito assumed the leadership in 1936. Forced to lead its activities secretly, it started to
organise mass agitations and to infiltrate legal organisations and societies, among which the
Women’s Alliance  (Jancar- Webster, 1990, p. 24).
54 In this thesis I refer to New Feminism whenever I deal with the new political tendency, to
emphasise the emergence of a new political subject in relation to other political subjects
(particularly the CSAW and state feminism). This was also the name used at the time both by
feminists and by their opponents. I employ the term “new feminists” whenever I refer to the
women who composed this tendency. The brackets point to the plurality and non-homogeneity of
this intellectual and political tendency.
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opposition to the official discourse of state feminism - rediscovered the
history of their (fore)mothers and their engagement in the pre-war
feminist movements, as well as in the Antifascist Women’s Front (See
Sklevicky, 1989).

2.2. Tito’s Yugoslavia and state feminism

The Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia (from 1963 the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia) was proclaimed in 1946, with Belgrade as
capital, and was composed by six socialist republics (Macedonia, Croatia,
Serbia, Slovenia, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina) and two
autonomous provinces within the Serbian republic (Kosovo and Metohija;
Vojvodina). This setting was meant to ‘solve the national question’55 after
the political and ethnic conflicts occurred during Second Word War.

                                                  
55 Many texts discuss former Yugoslavia as a multinational state and ‘the national question’.
Bringa notes that “while in Western Europe citizenship and nationality are synonyms and
nationality refers to the relation of a person to a particular state, in the multiethnic socialist state
national identity was different from and additional to citizenship” (Bringa, 1995:25). The
underlying idea of this system was that “the policy of equality among the many nationalities in
Yugoslavia, in tandem with Communist Party hegemony, would allow nationalism within
Yugoslavia to exist, mature, and finally diminish as a political force without jeopardizing the
political stability and economic development of the country as a whole. Consequently the
identification of people with their nationality was accepted to the neglect of an identity associated
with the state as a whole” (Sekulic et al. 1994:1). The ‘nations of Yugoslavia’ (narod) were Serb,
Croat, Slovene, Macedonian, Montenegrin, and Muslim, and they were entitled to a ‘national home’
corresponding to one or two republics (Serbs and Croats had Serbia and Croatia, plus Bosnia and
Herzegovina); Bosnia-Herzegovina, however, contained three narod (Serbs, Croats, and Muslims)
and did not coincide with a particular narod. Another category was the one of narodnosti,
“nationalities of Yugoslavia” entitled to linguistic and cultural rights, such as Albanians or
Hungarians; a third category included ‘other nationalities and ethnic minorities’. (Bringa,
1995:25-26) Since 1961, the category of “Yugoslav” as possible narodnosti was created. 1.7 % of
the population (317.000 people) declared themselves as “Yugoslavs in 1961 and 1.3% (270.000)
did the same in 1971. More than a million and 200.000 inhabitants declared themselves
“Yugoslavs” in the 1981 census. Urban and young inhabitants, active within political party
organisations, and having a mixed background were more likely to declare themselves as
“Yugoslavs”. Another significant factor was the fact of belonging to a minority nationality within a
republic. The percentage of identification was higher in mixed areas such as Bosnia and
Vojvodina. The creation of the category of Muslim as a ‘nation’ (narod) in the 1971 census has
been object of debate, as many Bosnians who declared themselves as “Yugoslavs” in 1961
switched to “Muslim” in 1971 (Sekulic, et al. 1994:84). Some critics read the creation of this
category as the beginning of a process of ethnicisation (Zarkov, 1995:107; Morokvasic, 1998:70-
71). For an overview of the failure of “Yugoslavism”, see Djokic, 2003.
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Concerning the “woman’s question”, women’s right to vote was
proclaimed in 1946, together with equality and welfare policies.56

The Yugoslav socialist regime was far more popular than the
socialist regimes of the Soviet block. It gained political legitimacy through
the autonomous Partisans’ struggle against foreign occupation and
through the idea of reconciliation between different national groups.
However, in the immediate post-war years Yugoslavia appeared as a
dutiful ally of the Soviets, with economic planning and centralised
political control. It is not until the break with URSS and Cominform in
1948 that the Yugoslav system came to represent a middle way between
capitalism and Soviet-style socialism (or revisionism in the eyes of
orthodox communists). However, political liberalisation started only in
the early Fifties: even the period following 1948 is remembered as the
one in which internal political repression was the most severe, resulting
in allegedly “Stalinists” political suspects being sent to the prison camp
on the infamous island of Goli Otok.

The tight political control over internal dissidence, youth and
women’s organisations was also reflected in the policies that affected the
Anti-Fascist Women’s Front. The implementation of policies concerning
women was gradually assigned to a “small number of nomenklatura
women” (Slapsak, 2000, p.34), many of whom former partisan leaders. In
1950 the Anti-Fascist Women’s Front was absorbed into the National
Front as “the Women’s Section”. In September 1953, the Fourth AFZ
Congress decided that AFZ “has completed its work”.57 As AFZ was

                                                  
56 The Yugoslav Constitution of 1946 stated: “Women enjoy equal rights with men in all spheres of
state economic and social life. Women are entitled to a salary equal to that of men for the same
work, and enjoy special protection in the labour relationship. The state particularly protects the
welfare of mother and child by the establishment of maternity hospitals, children’s homes and day
nurseries, and by ensuring the right to paid leave before and after confinement” (Quoted in
Ramet, 1999:94). The family code, moreover, made no distinction between children born within
and out of the wedlock.
57 “In the belief that the further existence of the Antifascist Front of Women as the comprehensive
and sole women’s organisation, evenly organised from bottom to top, would (…) tend to keep
women from taking part in the joint efforts to solve social problems, maintain the false idea that
women’s status was a separate women’s issue and not an issue of our social community and of all
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dissolved, it was replaced first by the Union of Women’s Societies, an
umbrella organisation connecting 2000 local women’s societies,
cooperatives in charge of welfare activities, accompanied by commissions
that would enhance women’s political participation.

In 1961, these societies and commissions had been reunited into
the Conference for the Social Activity of Women (CSAW), which no longer
had individual membership, but rather included representatives of
various institutions monitoring the implementation of measures focused
on women. The Conference published a number of magazines, but also
ad hoc publications for international events, such as UN conferences
(Tomsic, 1980:80-85). The CSAW was itself part of the Socialist Alliance
of Working People of Yugoslavia (SAWPY), a mass organisation meant to
mobilise citizens and which would ideally represent all different instances
of civil society.

The CSAW became then main organ in charge of implementing
state feminism along the official line of the League of Communists:
women’s status wasn’t to be discussed as separate from economic and
social issues, basically from class and labour. The need for autonomous
women’s organisation was denied, and any independent women’s
initiative (such as the ones of the pre-war years) dismissed as
“bourgeois”. This narrative was still very much present in the late 1970s,
but in the meantime new problems and spaces of critique had emerged,
together with profound changes affecting the Yugoslav society.

                                                                                                                                                      
the fighters for socialism, the Fourth Congress of the Antifascist Front of Women adopts the
decision to set up the Union of Women’s Societies in its place.” (Tomsic, 1980:80). Emphasis
added.
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2.3. Women’s lived reality under socialism

The reconstruction and the economic growth had been accompanied,
in the 1950s, by a gradual political opening. In 1952 the Communist
Party of Yugoslavia changed its name into the League of Communists of
Yugoslavia, claiming that it would allow for a democratic “struggle of
opinions” in society. After the break with URSS, the theoretical and
political basis of the system had been reformulated in terms of revisited
Marxism. The principle of workers’ self-management of enterprises and
factories constituted a middle way between planned socialism and market
capitalism (especially after economic reforms in 1965). Workers had a
limited decisional power over matters of organisation and redistribution,
while experts and party cadres retained their decisional power on the
upper level.58

The country GDP saw an extraordinary growth between the mid 1950s
and the mid 1970s, also due to the foreign policy of Non-Alignement,
that allowed economic relations with Western Europe, Africa and Asia.
The margins of political and economic freedom became even broader in
the 1960s and 1970s. The open borders guaranteed income from
tourism but also constant flows of remittances from Yugoslav émigrés
working in Western European countries. Life standards had considerably
improved and some of the challenges that followed Second World War,
such as the struggle against illiteracy, seemed to be overcome.59

Women’s entrance into the labour market had been impressive, with
women composing one third of the labour force. Paid work and
alphabetisation were seen as main factors of women’s emancipation, but
                                                  
58 I sum up here the description made by Todor Kuljic,
http://www.republicart.net/disc/aeas/kuljic01_en.htm     
59 The substantial diminution of illiteracy across generations was and is still considered as one of
the greatest achievements of the socialist system. According to official data of the 1970s, before
the war, around 40% of the men and 56% of women over the age of ten were illiterate, reaching
percentages such as 84% and 93.3 % for women in Bosnia and Kosovo respectively. Tomsic (1980)
reports that rates of illiteracy as calculated in the census of 1971 were of 7.5 % among men,
22.2% among women.
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there was also an attention towards reproductive rights (abortion60, family
planning,61 IVF), equality within marriage, welfare provisions and
childcare facilities for mothers and non-discrimination of children born
out of the wedlock.62

Despite the very advanced legislation, the reality was somehow
mixed. In the labour market, women tended to be concentrated in
unskilled professions; few of them managed to reach leadership
positions in the professions and in politics, and half of the unemployed
were women (Morokvasic, 1998:75). Moreover, the double task of
women as ‘workers and mothers’ and their reproductive role within the
family was never denaturalised (Morokvasic, 1998), adding to the
phenomenon of double burden.63

Another problematic issue in the enforcement of socialist
policies was the uneven industrialisation of territories that before the

                                                  
60 The abortion legislation was started in 1952, and changes of the law at the federal level were
implemented at the local one, with the aim to reduce illegal abortion. UN data report that
mortality related to abortion shifted from 180 deaths per 100.000 abortion in 1960 to 11 per
100.000 in 1976. Source: Population Policy Data Bank maintained by the Population Division of the
Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. (Last
accessed:06/06/2007):     www.un.org/esa/population/publications/      abortion       /doc/      yugoslavia      .doc   
(Here Yugoslavia stand for the ‘Third Yugoslavia’, the Federation of Serbia and Montenegro).
61 UN report that family planning were part of the regular medical services in Yugoslavia since the
mid-1950s. However, sex education in the schools and family planning counselling has not been
systematically developed, resulting in insufficient knowledge and fear of modern methods of
contraception, with only 12 per cent of married women used a modern method of contraception in
1976. Source:     www.un.org/esa/population/publications/      abortion       /doc/      yugoslavia      .doc   
62 It is worth to note that Vida Tomsic, from her position of emancipation through paid work had
nonetheless a very advanced stance on the issue of a ‘sexually egalitarian relationship’ between
married partners and put emphasis on the fact that the husband should give up patriarchal habits.
Reported in Antic and Vidmar (2006:234).
63 Feminist scholars have highlighted how the exclusive accent on emancipation through labour in
socialist systems had overshadowed issues such sexism and violence in the private sphere.
Barbara Einhorn argues that socialist systems in Eastern Europe, through an ‘instrumental reading’
of Marxist classics - such as Engels’s On the Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State
(1884) and Bebel’s popular Woman and Socialism (1879) which stress the link between the
emancipation of women and the socialisation of means of production – developed the
“conceptually reductive notion that labour force participation was not only a necessary, but also
the sufficient condition for women’s emancipation.” (Einhorn, 1993:20).  This theoretical stance –
presently seen as insufficient – produced nevertheless at the time of Russian Revolution, and at
the end of Second World War, “pathbreaking” legislations in terms of right to vote, rights within
marriage and family law, reproductive rights, right to state childcare facilities and maternity
leaves. At the same time, the gendered order of society symbolised by the familiar unity and
women’s reproductive role was rarely questioned: thus women assumed the double role (or
double burden, as it is often argued) of “workers and mothers”. See ‘The ‘Woman Question’: The
Legacy of State Socialism’ in Einhorn (1993:17 – 38).
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war had been mainly rural (Jambrek, 1974). The gap in urbanisation,
services and possibilities between inhabitants of different regions of
the Yugoslav Federation was huge. Even if women’s illiteracy scored
22.2 per cent in 1971, this percentage has to be disaggregated: only
1.3 per cent of Slovene women were illiterate in 1971, contra 40 per
cent of women in Kosovo (Tomsic, 1980:112-113). Moreover, “roughly
two thirds of the female population of Yugoslavia lived in
circumstances which were removed from the socialist ideal of ‘woman
at work’” with scores of women’s unemployment as high as “90 per
cent in Kosovo, 69 per cent in Bosnia-Herzegovina, and between 58
and 50 per cent in the more developed regions of the country”.
(Morokvasic, 1998:74). Similar huge differences were to be found in
records of life expectancy, health care, higher education,
unemployment of both men and women, according to the republic and
the urban or rural setting inhabited.64

After 1974, with the approval of the new Constitution favouring
even more decentralisation - and, it is argued, fragmentation,65 many
competences (including family codes, health and welfare provisions,
education) were under the jurisdictions of the republics. The transfer of
competences to the republics reinforced the difference between more
advanced legislations in Croatia and Slovenia (such as laws on IVF or
paternity leave for example) and less advanced measures in the other

                                                  
64 The process of industrialisation advanced incredibly fast, but it often led to a ‘semi-industrial’
or semi-rural system, with men commuting to industrial town while the rest of the family was
employed in agriculture. Jambrek (1974) distinguishes the urban, the rural, and the urban-rural
lifestyle. This is the model related by Tone Bringa (1995) in her research about rural Bosnia in the
mid-1980s. Scholars see the gap between rural, semi-urban and urban areas as a major factor of
social differentiation and social conflict, which became instrumental in re-directing social
frustration against the model of coexistence established in the towns. See Morokvasic (1998:68)
and Jansen (2005) for a critical discussion of this issue.
65 “In the Constitution of 1974 the republics were declared to be responsible for their own
economic development and for the economic development of the federal state, so that the latter
was stripped not only of responsibility but also of any opportunity to influence the economic
development of its constitutive republics. The prerogatives of the federal state were thus
paralysed. In practice this meant the establishment of nation-states at the level of republics long
before there could be any question of their secession.” (Morokvasic, 1998:71. See also Jovic,
2003).
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republics (such as the penalisation of same sex relations).66 Since the
late 1960s and along the 1970s, the CSAW issued reports and
researches about these major problems, a proof that they were widely
acknowledged even at an official level.67

Another element that has to be added to the picture is the
progressive coexistence of a prevalently labour-oriented approach in
the public sphere – where women were constructed “as equals – but
only as workers” (Antic and Vidmar, 2006:224-225) with Western
consumerist images of femininity in the private one. From the 1970s
onwards, Kesic (2001:29) writes: “we had it all – beauty contests, soft
porn, the import and advertising of cosmetics (…) At the same time, no
significant women’s movement or feminist questioning of gender
relations within our societies existed. Consumerism of limited power
(…) was the prevailing ideology of everyday life.” Domestic violence
was another issue that wasn’t discussed on the public level until
feminists raised it in the late 1970s and 1980s.

The representation of Yugoslav women as “liberalised” and
“Westernised” tended to reflect the experiences of “middle-class urban
women”, while the experiences of a majority of women and men living
in rural or semi-rural areas were not taken into account in this
prevailing imaginary of modern Yugoslavia (Kesic, 2001:29). This gap
between centres and peripheries is also crucial in understanding the
positioning of the women who organised the conference, and the
                                                  
66 See the report included in Tomsic (1980:157–166); “In the constitution of Croatia and Slovenia a
clause prohibiting homosexual relationships was abolished in 1977, while in the other republics
and provinces the same paragraph was still enforced.” (Spehar, 1997:205).
67 See the Resolution on the Main Lines of Social Action to Promote the Socioeconomic Status and
Role of Women in the Socialist Self-managing Society, in Tomsic (1980:180). Ramet (1999) notes
that many official resolutions and recommendations were issued in order to implement women’s
equality in practice, but always with a labour-oriented approach. It is bitterly ironical that the
linkage between women’s equality and economic development was once again proclaimed at the
eve of the economical crisis that would have contributed to the dissolution of the country. The
Resolution mentioned above suggests to implement working conditions, maternity leaves,
socialised child care, participation of women in national defence and the role of media, while
concluding once again that “the further promotion of socialist relations on the principles of self-
management and a more successful economic development are a prerequisite for the greater
participation of women in social and economic development.” Tomsic (1980:189-190).
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generational and political developments of feminist groups and
movements in Yugoslavia in the following years (see Chapters Four and
Five).

2.4. The intellectual landscape in Yugoslavia
in the 1960s and 1970s and the emergence of New Feminism

It is a generation of young and educated urban women that constituted
the core of the New Feminist movement in the late 1970s. This
generation of women “born into socialism”, located in the urban centres
such as Belgrade and Zagreb, had experienced the access to education,
employment, and the cosmopolitan intellectual debates on Marxism and
socialism taking place in Yugoslavia in the 1960s. But they had also
experienced the differences between the official discourse of socialist
equality and women’s everyday reality: sexism in the private sphere, as
well as mysognic attitudes and sexism within the labour market and the
academia. During their travels in the late 1960s and early 1970s, many of
them encountered feminist movements and theories in the United States
or in Western Europe: they started to translate this intellectual and
experiential interpellation into the Yugoslav context, committing
themselves as feminist public intellectuals.

At the same time, as feminist movements in Western Europe, the New
Feminism in Yugoslavia couldn’t have been possible without the social
movements of the late 1960s, nor without the theoretical formulations of
the leftist dissidence. The critique denouncing the gap between
revolutionary discourse and lived reality in Yugoslavia had been
formulated by students’ movement and dissident intellectuals since the
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mid-1960s, particularly by humanist Marxist philosophers who gathered
around the internationally renewed Praxis journal. 68

The progressive radicalisation of philosophy departments in Zagreb
and Belgrade led to a week of students’ revolts in June 1968. Echoing the
students’ revolt in Western Europe, the Yugoslav students demanded the
application of those principles that were formally at the basis of the
regime, namely social justice and equality.69 Tito admitted that the
students’ requests were in line with socialist principles,70 but at the same
time a wave of repression swept into universities, against students, but
also against the critical marxist professors who revolved around Praxis,
seen as instigators of the students’ revolt.71 These responses underlined
the problematic status of rebellion in a country where revolution was
supposed to have already taken place (see Chapter Five).

In a way, the socialist system tolerated and sometimes encouraged a
certain space for political participation and internal critique, but under
certain limits. Moreover, as the bureaucratic state machine was
subdivided in a number of decisional institutions, and geographically

                                                  
68 The Praxis school started a critique of the Yugoslav system from a Marxist perspective, arguing
for instance that self-management tended to be implemented from above and not reflected upon,
that workers’ alienation had not been eliminated, and that the increased decentralisation of
economic resources towards the republics favoured the interests of a new middle class of
bureaucrats. “Socialism is propagated, popularly explained, and its faithful gather in the
newspaper columns, but no one thinks about it, since it has long ago been proclaimed as being
beyond doubt” wrote Milan Miric in Praxis n.43-4, 1971 (Quoted in Sher, 1977:187).
69 “Ideologically, the 1968 student revolt was leftist in character, which is only to say that the
students, agitated over the adverse consequences of the economic reforms and frustrated by the
inability of Yugoslav society to rid itself of the vestiges of authoritarianism, clamored for direct
implementation of those ideals of social equality and justice for which the revolution itself had
been waged. (…) The major political document and rallying-point of the revolt, the so-called
Action-Political Programme of the Belgrade students, addressed itself to such pressing problems
as social differentiation and privilege, unemployment and political sinecures, real as opposed to
merely formal self-management, the democratisation of social organisations and especially of the
League of the Communists, land speculation, the commercialisation of culture, and the quality of
university life” (Sher, 1977:210).
70 The movie Varljivo Leto 1968 (Goran Pascaljevic, 1984) is a fresque on the political climate of
the summer of 1968, and how it affected – mainly through television - the life of the inhabitants
of a small village in Serbia.
71 The repression of the Praxis group consisted in different episodes, culminating in 1975, when
the journal was censured and eight university professors, members of the Praxis school (Mihailo
Markovic, Ljubomir Tadic, Zagorka Golubovic, Svetozar Stojanovic, Miladin Zivotic, Dragoljub
Micunovic, Nebojsa Popov and Trivo Indic) were expelled from the Faculty of Philosophy in
Belgrade on the basis of a decision of the Serbian Assembly.
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fragmented, the degree of political control varied between different
republics. A theme recurs in my interviewees’ oral accounts: “if you could
not publish in Belgrade, you could publish in Zagreb” and inversely. This
created further possibilities of intellectual, artistic and political exchange
within Yugoslavia itself, as well as with intellectual, artistic and political
movements from abroad. Open borders and foreign policies of Non-
Alignment favored the presence of foreign students from Asia, Africa and
the Middle East, as well as gathering of intellectuals, artists and avant-
garde groups in main urban centres, making them relatively
cosmopolitan, in comparison to what came in the following years.72

2.5. Positionings and generations: New Feminism,
the Conference for the Social Activity of Women, Praxis

In this section I will anticipate some elements of context that are
necessary in order to understand my analysis of the memories of the
meeting of 1978, namely the positioning of New Feminism in relation to
the Conference for the Social Activity of Women (CSAW) – the official
organ in charge of state policies concerning women - and the leftist
dissidence revolving around the review Praxis.

As mentioned above, the “struggle of opinions” within the system was
admitted insofar as the socialist orientation was not contested openly.
This happened also on the theme of women’s emancipation, with the
difference that the question was considered even more “solved” than the
issue of revolution and socialism itself. The main delegates of CSAW were
                                                  
72 Despite a common sense idea of Yugoslav successor states as exclusively and homogeneously
“white”, in the 1970s and 1980s foreign students from Africa, Asia and Middle-East were present
in major urban centres due to Yugoslav Non-Aligned foreign policies. The centre for foreign
students in Zagreb – located near Theatre &TD - was destroyed in 1989 by nationalist fanatics,
and the remnant foreign students expelled. (Interview of the author with theatre director and actor
Zlatko Buric, Zagreb, summer 2007). In the context of the Eurokaz Theatre festival in 2007, Trivo
Indos and Zlatko Buric worked on a theatre piece, Zeleno zeleno, which also included memories of
foreign students from Non–Aligned countries. For an overview of cultural avant-gardes and
political dissidence in the 1970s, see the English special issue of the magazine Prelom:
http://www.prelomkolektiv.org/eng/08.htm     
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women who had been engaged in the Women’s Alliance or the Anti-
Fascist Women’s Front, and had later become spokesperson for the party.
Rada Ivekovic remembers them in this way:

These (that we called “conferences of women” to cut it short) were strongholds of
communist women who before the war had been feminists but then had been
absorbed by the communist movement and the moment of resistance to Fascism
and Nazism, for strategical reasons. They have been coopted by the Party and they
became quite… well, they had a regime position. And the weird thing is that they
never forgot their original feminism. They were really quite feminists, meaning
state feminism (…) thinking that the Party will solve all these issues. They were
really tough towards men but towards us they were…there could not be a feminist
discourse other than theirs. When you read the party internal discussions with
men, it was a truthful feminist discourse. And when you read what they said of us,
you know, they liquidated us. We did not exist, our discourse did not have the
right to be. 73

In the description of these older women in charge of state feminism
and of their attitude towards New Feminism I see not only a difficulty to
separate neatly between “feminist” and “communist” engagement, but
also a generational difference. The older women had fought for the
socialist system, had reached an institutional position and were trying to
implement policies they perceived as progressive. They were not willing
to share power with the new generation of women, more impatient in
relation to the bureaucracy and only partial autonomy of CSAW.74

The CSAW, however, had been for long time the only existing space of
discussion and lobbying for women’s interests. The fact that it had local
units almost everywhere enabled it to conduct grassroots campaigns, for

                                                  
73 “Queste che per abbreviare chiamavamo “conferenze delle donne” erano roccaforti di donne
comuniste che prima della guerra erano state femministe ma poi erano state assorbite dal
movimento comunista al momento della resistenza al fascismo ed al nazismo, per ragioni
strategiche. Sono state cooptate nel partito e quindi sono diventate abbastanza, cosi, avevano una
posizione di regime. E la strana cosa è che non avevano mai dimenticato il loro femminismo di
origine. Loro erano veramente abbastanza femministe, nel senso di un femminismo di stato.
Femminismo di stato però con tutte le riflessioni delle donne e così via, però si confidava, si
pensava che il partito avrebbe risolto tutte queste cose. Erano molto combattive verso gli uomini
però verso di noi erano…non poteva esserci un altro discorso femminista che il loro. Quando tu
leggevi le discussioni nel partito con gli uomini, era un discorso veramente femminista. E quando
leggevi cosa dicevano di noi e a noi, sai, ci liquidavano. Noi non esistevamo, il nostro discorso non
aveva diritto di essere” (interview with Rada Ivekovic).
74 This is confirmed in the article by Manuela Dobos, which gives an account of the activities of the
Croatian section of CSAW from 1965 till 1974 (Dobos, 1983).
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example on the issue of maternity leaves and childcare provisions
(Dobos, 1983). The CSAW issued a journal on the federal level, Zena
Danas and other journals at the level of republic, such as Zena, in
Croatia. Many young professional women who later were involved in New
Feminism had already published in these journals or worked within the
Conference in the years preceding 1978 (Dobos, 1983). It is only during
the meeting of October 1978 that the dilemma of political positioning
towards CSAW was finally posed, as New Feminism clearly appeared as a
new political subject. In the CSAW official writings published after 1978 it
is possible to perceive a certain irritation against the New Feminist
thought, but also its importance, as women in the official state
organisation felt compelled to respond to the its critique.75

The meeting of 1978 also posed the question of the relation between
feminist women and the leftist intellectual dissidence revolving around
Praxis. The new generation of feminists had grown up, as I’ve mentioned,
in a climate of students’ rebellion and vibrant intellectual debates. Some
of my interviewees had attended courses taught by the older generation
of Praxis philosophers. However, when they started articulating their own
position and entering academic departments, the younger generation of
dissident intellectuals, born after the war, reacted with hostility towards
women intellectuals of their age.76

                                                  
75 CSAW published an annual review in French and English titled Faits et tendances. The tone is
extremely official, and in the number of 1983:129 we can read: “Neo-feminist forms of rallying
women for instance, even when they are within the framework of a socialist orientation (…) have
an essential deficiency, i.e of an attempt to form a women’s movement on sex identification and
confrontation and on the reduction of the programme of the struggle for the emancipation of
women to a particular demonstration of patriarchal relations, beyond the context of a
comprehensive (…) struggle for the general emancipation of the human being”.
76 Rada Ivekovic recalls: “(…) in quei tempi era ancora una cattiva parola, era una bestemmia
essere femministe. Ci voleva anche un po’ di coraggio a dichiararsi, avevamo due tipi di reazione,
un po di reazioni violente; poi un po di reazioni, sai, ridevano di noi. Io ricordo, tra gli amici al
dipartimento di filosofia. Erano tutti uomini. No, due donne, e l’altra all’epoca non era femminista
perché era sposata con un mio collega e non parlava mai di queste cose. Io invece volevo parlare
di quei temi, volevo far pubblicare articoli, avevamo una rivista…ma loro mi ridevano in faccia! Sai,
io cercavo di inventare un po di teoria. Leggevamo a quell’epoca tante femministe americane,
Simone De Beauvoir, e io cominciai a leggere le italiane allora. E ricordo questa storia di classe per
sé e classe in sé. Io cercavo di spiegare e io ricordo che tutto il dipartimento sono caduti dal riso,
dal ridermi in faccia (ride) quando io ho cercato di spiegare loro che la situazione delle donne è
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As in Western Europe, the reproduction of patriarchal patterns within
official and alternative leftist forces and students’ movements would
determine political positioning, pushing women who had been engaged
in these movements to criticise not only conservatism or state institutions
but also dogmatic leftist political practices. As in Western Europe,
generational differences and conflicts – included changes in customs,
habits, visions, and power sharing – contributed to the emergence of New
Feminist ideas, with the fundamental difference that in Yugoslavia the
official discourse over the accomplished revolution limited and
constrained the discursive range of possible political interventions. In the
next section, I will explore the genealogy of the conference “Comrade
Woman. The Women’s question: A new approach?” and I will analyse the
way in which my interviewees translated contemporary feminist debates
into their social and political reality, problematising the official narration
over female comrades.

                                                                                                                                                      
così (…) Ecco, era una cosa che mi sembra così semplice ed evidente oggi, all’epoca era
impossibile dirlo, era assolutamente… per loro era…era un delirio…per loro… “quante
stupidaggini possono pensare queste donne”. Stanno sempre lì, alcuni di loro non si sono mai
mossi e non hanno fatto alcuna evoluzione dopo.”
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Documents (1978)
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Chapter Three:
Comrade Woman: a reconstruction of the debates

through 1978 documents

As mentioned in the introduction and in the methological section, this
chapter is meant to give a general overview of the meeting, in terms of
genealogy, organisation, content of the debates between local and
international participants, while in Chapter Four I focus on the memories
of the participants thirty years later. In this chapter I will combine
interview material, articles from the press and original transcripts of the
meeting in order to make sense of what happened, with the awareness
that this is one of many possible interpretations of sources (see previous
chapter, methodological section).

3.1. A female genealogy and an exercise in translation

The atmosphere of the meeting is directly connected to its setting. The
Students Cultural Centre (SKC) in Belgrade – founded after student
protests in 1968 - was a very significant institution at the time, not only
in Belgrade, but for the whole political and cultural landscape in
Yugoslavia. All alternative events in Belgrade revolved around SKC. It was
“the place where everything interesting happened, not just politically but
also culturally”.77 Political dissidents and leftist groups met there, but
also “scientists and artists, foreigners and locals”, interested in “art,
literature, philosohy, everything”.78 Further, it was a space in which it was
common to hold international events: the novelty of the 1978 event
consisted more of its feminist rather than of its international character.79

                                                  
77 Interview with Sonja Drljevic.
78 Interview with Rada Ivekovic.
79 E-mail exchange with Rada Ivekovic. For articles dealing with the importance of SKC as a
cultural space, see also     http://www.prelomkolektiv.org/eng/08.htm     
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SKC gained its importance due to the open-minded and daring
direction of art historian and curator Dunja Blazevic.80 Dunja Blazevic and
her sister-in-law Zarana Papic,81 who had recently graduated in sociology
and anthropology, had been the major organisers and coordinators of the
meeting. Nada Ler Sofronic, at the time assistant professor of sociology
at the University of Sarajevo, remembers that she came to Zarana Papic
with the idea to set up a meeting with leading feminist scholars in
Western Europe, in order to discute their issues in relation to the so-
called “women’s question” in Yugoslavia. Nada recalls:

At that time I was really obsessed by the idea of inviting to this meeting all
relevant names of European New Feminism, which at the time was one of the
strongest social movements, maybe one of the most influential social movement
in the world (…) I wanted to meet in live, in vivo, and to talk openly and commonly
about patriarchy in the world (…) I wanted to meet in live, in vivo, and to talk
openly and about our common problem, patriarchy. In spite of the big differences
between our systems, socialist systems and capitalism, we found that we have
many things in common.

Zarana - who was able to access the space of Students Cultural Centre
because of Dunja’s direction - started to organise in Belgrade, after
negotiations with local political authorities.82 There are other important
figures in this genealogy. Jasmina Tesanovic, student and film-maker,
childhood friend of Zarana, lived in Rome at that time and had contacts
with women within the Italian feminist movement. Jasmina also
remembers that during a dinner with Zarana they discussed about a
possible international meeting. Rada Ivekovic, philosopher at the
                                                  
80 All participants agreed in that it was her presence that made SKC “one of the most precious
public spaces” (Rada Ivekovic). The place was later available for other feminist meeting due to her
direction, but once she left the centre did not stay the same, and a partipant in his memory
connects her departure to the absence of other significant conferences later on. “… it was a luck
that Dunja was the director of that place, so we could always have a place for free, for any activity
we wanted, so that was really the blessing” (Sofija Trivunac) ; “It’s not that we had another
conference of this size. It has to do maybe that Dunja Blazevic left later, was running this Student
Cultural Centre and the man who became director later was not so interested” (Dragan Klaic)
81 See Appendix for a biography of Zarana Papic.
82 In fact, at the beginning the local authorities and the Conference for the Social Activity of
Women agreed on the meeting. However, after the second day of debate, the attacks in the press
started. See last chapter. Unluckily it hasn’t been possible yet to talk to Dunja Blazevic, so I could
not explore the whole issue of political negotiations and political control in depth.
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University of Zagreb, lived at the time between Zagreb and Rome and had
also been in charge of inviting Italian feminists.83 Lepa Mladjenovic,
among others, contributed by translating documents for the conference.84

The original programme included a Yugoslav meeting (24-26 October)
and an international meeting (27-29 October). In fact in all accounts the
international meeting is remembered as the crucial moment, while an
informal Yugoslav meeting took place afterwards. Around thirty foreign
participants had been invited to the international meeting, (see list in
Appendix). The list of Yugoslav guests included approximately twenty-
five women who, mostly in Belgrade and Zagreb,85 worked on the theme
of feminism and sexism as sociologists, philosophers, historians,
doctors, writers, journalists, artists and art historians.

Between the 27th and the 29th of October, around twenty invited
Yugoslav guests and fourteen invited foreign guests gathered at SKC. To
this number of invited guests, we should add the general public in
Belgrade, and all international participants86 who came even if they hadn’t
been invited as guest speakers. In the photographs, sixty-five people can
be counted, without a complete view of the room. The number of eighty
participants is thus highly possible, and maybe an underestimation.
Here’s the brilliant description of the meeting offered by Dragan Klaic:

I will tell you, for me it was very important as it was the first conference type of
event with a feminist agenda, trying to bring people from Belgrade and Zagreb and
elsewhere in Yugoslavia together, plus a lot of people from abroad. There were
some eighty people there in these two days. So the core feminist group was trying
to go from this very small intellectual circle a little bit broader, bring some
younger students and get some media attention. It was an exploration and an

                                                  
83 “Io all’epoca stavo a Roma, ero a Roma per conto mio e dunque Zarana mi aveva contattato per
chiedermi di organizzare un po’ di italiane e un po’ di francesi, lei aveva qualche contatto in
Francia e io ne avevo un po’ di altri. Ma principalmente io feci venire le italiane” (Rada Ivekovic).
84 “I was translating, I already knew Zarana from before, she asked me to participate translating
the material and that’s how I end up in the conference…” (Lepa Mladjenovic).
85 In the list of invited guests, I could find two participants from Rijeka, one from Ljubljana and
one from Sarajevo. But the public seemed to be more diverse, as Belgrade was the capital and
many people from other smaller towns and other republics studied or worked there.
86 Among others, there were five or more participants from France, four or more from Great
Britain, around twenty from Italy, one from Western Germany, one from Poland and one from
Hungary (see revised list in Appendix).
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agenda setting meeting, and much of networking …and it was fascinating to get
all these people from abroad, all of quite different orientations. It was dynamic
and polemic, but of course all slowed down by translations. So there was Italian to
English, English to Serbo-Croatian, German, French, Spanish… Ivan Vejvoda - who
was then the boyfriend of Zarana and who speaks seven languages - was
translating three languages (he mimics the task)…because of course people do not
speak languages well enough. So I remember 80 people sitting there two days and
socialising in the evening hours and questioning each other with utmost curiosity.

In fact, also from the accounts found in the foreign press, it is possible to
deduce that the the conference revolved around two and a half days of
collective debate,87 with simultaneous translation, a task which indeed
presented quite some problems, according to the reports of the
participants. Besides  discussions, some  exhibitions and screenings were
also part of the agenda, and they included art works and films by women
artists and film-makers.

3.2. Preparatory documents and content of the meeting

Zarana Papic had been trying very hard to reach a number of foreign
guests, among which important names such as Juliet Mitchell, Sheila
Rowbotham, Simone De Beauvoir, Luce Irigaray. Many of these women
never came, but letters had been sent to them shortly before the
meeting. In the letters, Zarana signs as “Zarana Papic, organiser-ess”,
while Dunja Blazevic is “director-ess” of the Students Cultural Centre.
                                                  
87 The initial plan (see Programme in Appendix) was that after a first presentation of international
guests on Friday morning, the participants would have divided into different workshops and then
come together for a round table (with simultaneous translation) in the afternoon. Saturday’s day
programme was organised in the same way. On Sunday, a general debate was planned in the
morning, before the departure of the foreign participants. In fact, the separation finally did not
take place.  This is my interpretation on the basis of press and oral accounts, transcriptions, and
archive material. In all foreign women’s accounts, it seems evident that they all assisted to the
same discussions. In one first version of the programme, the plan was to have a discussion on
four different themes during four different morning workshops: “Women-capitalism-revolution”;
“Today’s women’s movement”; “Psychoanalysis-sexuality-woman’s identity”; “Woman and
culture”. However, in the very last schedule, the separate sections on psychoanalysis and women’s
movements disappeared, and two separate morning workshops on Women-capitalism-revolucion
and Woman and culture were planned, with collective round tables in the afternoon. These
workshops however were substituted with collective moments discussion. All the four proposed
initial themes were touched upon during the meeting. All these decisions were probably taken at
the last moment, perhaps due to the short amount of time available and the large number of
participants.
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Zarana Papic had also prepared a reader in English and Serbo-Croatian
for the conference. This reader gives a good overview of the texts that
circulated in Western Europe and Yugoslavia at the time, and that inspired
the organisers. It included texts of Marxist or socialist feminism (such as
Alexandra Kollontai, Evelyin Reed and Sheila Rowbotham), feminist
analyses that combined Marxism and psychoanalysis (Shulamith
Firestone; Juliet Mitchell), theories of sexual difference (Luce Irigaray), as
well as texts on the emergence of feminist movements in Italy (Manuela
Fraire; Rosalba Spagnoletti) (see Appendix).

A part from the reader, essays written by the Yugoslav guests – of
which some had been published in periodical such as Zena and Vidici –
had been translated into English for the conference. These texts offer a
critique of Yugoslav society in feminist terms, while arguing for the
universal relevance of feminist theory in a socialist society.88 However, it
seems that the foreign guests received or read them only after the
conference; Yugoslav participants themselves did not specifically
remembered them as significant. A document of four pages, presenting
the conference had instead a wider circulation, as it had been translated
into English, Italian and French. It presented the main “theses” of the
                                                  
88 See Appendix for the authors and titles. The main arguments could be resumed as follow:
feminist theories and movements pose problems that are universally relevant in Marxist terms
(Cacinovic) or in terms of the contemporary conflicts between central and marginal groups,
defenders and critics of the status quo (Pusic); the family is an instrument of reproduction of the
existing social order, and is constructed as the limit of outer word and personal satisfaction for
women (Sofronic); within Marxist theory and Yugoslav society the issue has not been treated
satisfactorily, and has been limited to formal equality and a labour-based approach, without
considering issues such as the double burden; women are fundamentally alienated in the space of
the family and by the division public/private which also creates a double morality; Italian and
French feminist mouvements are strong even without being internal to the Communist Party, and
have “solid Marxist foundations”. They raise problems “that are in our midst” even if we have
“others in addition”; the media promote a “petit bourgeois” image of women and enforce women’s
alienation (Ivekovic); biologism and the myth of motherhood have not disappeared within
socialism, thus sex relations, production and reproduction should not be dealt separately (Papic);
there is a difference between emancipation on a societal level and on an individual level, and if
women are oppressed across classes, men are also forced into certain sex roles (Drakulic);
violence and rape are connected to private ownership and to the status of women in society;
according to stereotypes rape is due to women’s fault, collaboration with rapist, or secret desire.
Marital rape is not codified in Croatia – rape is per definition against someone who’s not the wife –
while Slovenia acknowledges it. Court cases show that the institutions who are in charge to
sanction rape (police, courts) are themselves permeated with sexism and constantly attempt to
justify the rapist (Sklevicky).
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meeting, the programme, the method of discussion and the list of
participants. This document gives an important hint of the way in which
the Yugoslav organisers attempted to legitimate feminism within
dominant Marxist discourse, specifically to translate feminist theories
from Western Europe into the Yugoslav reality.

The document (see Appendix) underlines the need to “demistify and
decodify all (apparently natural) forms of the social determination of the
human sexes”, linking this to the “demystification of the totality of social
life.” The inequality between the sexes is described as an element of
social alienation, reflected by the institutions of marriage and the family.
After having said that the emergent women’s movements in capitalist
societies point to the “the untenability of the traditional patriarchal order
and the social inequality of the sexes” and are “an indivisible part of every
project of socialist revolution”, the analysis moves towards an
interrogation of the Yugoslav system:

Meanwhile, in the socialist societies, even though many things have been achieved
there is a whole series of open questions concerning the position of women, the
family, marriage, social relations between the sexes and their still present
inequality. The family, women and everything concerning the relation between
sexes is still under the pressure of bourgeois morality, patriarchal tradition,
religion and various social taboos and (new and old) habits. Such a traditional
consciousness represents an anachronism and is not in accord with the
[progressive] tendencies of self-managing society.89

This passage well exemplifies the attempt to develop a feminist critique
of the socialist system without dismissing the legal and material
achievements brought by socialism. Patriarchy is depicted as an
anachronism, as a remnant of bourgeois morality. In this way, the
feminist critique is legitimated in Marxist terms, while showing that the
“woman’s question” hasn’t been solved despite the “victory of the
socialist revolution”. We read:

                                                  
89 Emphasis added. The word “progressive” has been added to the printed version by handwriting.
This is probably an earlier version of the presentation.
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Does the existing emancipation of women lead to her actual liberation when we
know that she still goes on about her traditional family duties and that she is not
present there where the decisions have been taken? (…) Did the level of
emancipation existing up till now actually touch upon the traditional structure of
the family? (…) Why are there few attempts at alternative forms of life among the
younger generations in our country?

As in the texts written by Yugoslav authors for the conference, the
contradictions of self-management are highlighted and the inequalities
of women in society are denounced as something that goes against
socialism. The argument by which the organisers start a feminist
reflection on Yugoslav society could thus be resumed as following:
feminist movements and theories have a universal progressive value,
being an attempt to struggle against human alienation. If our society
wants to live up to its socialist premises, it cannot ignore this struggle
without being irremediably caught in contradiction.

This internal critique of the Yugoslav system – feminist but not anti-
socialist – is a very specific one, and represents, in my view, the major
point of cultural and political difference between the Yugoslav and the
international participants, the knot that can more difficulty be translated.
The other important difference is that the Yugoslav organisers were
meeting for the first time, with a rather academic background, and with
no previous experiences of feminist autonomous political practices (even
if they had travelled and lived in France, Italy, the U.S., and experienced
feminist movements out of their country).

3.3. Feminist political culture in Western Europe: the Italian case

The internal political debates taking place in Yugoslavia were almost
unknown to international guests who came to Belgrade and this
contributed to the misunderstandings that took place during the two days
and a half of the meeting. Moreover, the international participants came
with a radically different background in terms of political culture. In
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Western Europe, and especially in Italy and France, feminist movements
emerged soon after 1968. In 1978 the Italian movement was by far the
strongest in Western Europe, as Italy was also the country with the most
radical leftist social movements since the Sixties.

The Italian participants were close to the sensibility of left-wing
groups and parties, and used to the practice of  “double militancy”
(doppia militanza) within leftist and feminist organisations. However, by
1978 they had also developed a strong critique of the hypocrisy and
double morality that was still present within these groups whenever
referring to the “feminine condition”. Many of them had denounced the
typical subaltern tasks assigned to women within leftist movements, and
had refused to be the so-called “angels of the cyclostyle” (angeli del
ciclostile).

Even if Marxist terminology often informed the feminist reflection, it
was a non-dogmatic Marxism. A perspective of “emancipation” was seen
as insufficient, as it risked only to integrate women in a all-male system,
without criticising the mechanisms that reproduced this same system,
eternally postponing women’s needs and desires to revolutionary times.
Feminists preferred to the word “emancipation” the one of “liberation”,
which signified the need for a process of consciousness raising, in order
to deconstruct internalised structures of oppression.

The separatist consciousness-raising groups represented a space
where women would share personal experiences within a collective,
practicing the idea of “starting from one self” (partire da sé) in order to
transform society as a whole. The feminist movement – constituted of a
myriad of groups and collectives – had by 1978 adopted an autonomous
stance in relation to other political forces, in order to avoid cooptation
and compromises. The issues of health, the body and sexuality, violence
against women, and the critique of the private sphere coexisted with
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practices of visibility in the public sphere, developed in the course of the
long battle for divorce and abortion rights (See Vandelac, 1978).

The bill legalising abortion was obtained in June 1978. This victory
marked the highest point of the movement in Italy, but also what has
been called a “parabola discendente”, a peak of activism that slowly
declines. During the discussion of this project of law, the Italian
Communist Party had taken a very moderate position, and even UDI
(Unione Donne Italiane) the women’s organisation closest to PCI, had
adopted a more radical perspective, after the feminist movement (See
Bertilotti and Scattigno, 2005).

To conclude, Italian feminists, but also other Western European
feminists, came to Belgrade with a standpoint that was profoundly critical
of formal “emancipation” – liberal emancipation through the law, but also
Marxist theory of emancipation through class struggle. Particularly after
the Soviet repression in Hungary in 1956 and in Prague in 1968, the
movements which were part of the New Left in Western Europe were quite
disenchanted about life conditions and political elites in the countries of
the Soviet block. When they landed in Belgrade, on the 27th of October
1978, Western European feminists, consequently, were doubtful – if not
quite skeptical -  about the ability of communist parties to enforce
women’s emancipation through state intervention and in the absence of
democratic participation.

3.4. “Like at home” but not quite:
estrangement and critique in the Italian feminist press

The importance of Drug-ca 1978 is evident when we consider the echo
that it had within the feminist press in Italy, France and elsewhere. It is to
say that almost all international guests were intellectuals, writers, editors
or journalists, and thus wrote reports once back home. The Italian group
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was the largest, including approximately twenty people. The publishing
house Edizioni delle donne was represented, together with the reviews
Effe and Quotidiano Donna. The group also included members of the
Ligue of cooperatives, of the Union of Italian Women (UDI), of
autonomous feminist collectives, but also independent film-makers,
journalists and academics. The Italian delegation arrived only at the end
of the first day, on Friday afternoon, due to a strike of the airlines. Here I
will consider some articles published in feminist reviews but also regular
newspaper.90

The Italian reports expressed at first a moment of disappointment, or
estrangement. The organisation of the meeting, as well as the
presentations of the Yugoslav speakers, left the Italian participants
perplexed. Dacia Maraini91 wrote that the Italian delegation literally burst
into the discussion by rioting over a male sociologist92 who was speaking
about women’s oppression. This protest embarassed the organisers, who
invited not to discriminate between women and men. A discussion on the
“autonomy” of the women’s movement started, and – according to Dacia
Maraini – the Yugoslav participants seemed to negate the need for an
autonomous women’s movement, defending Yugoslav laws and self-
management.

Manuela Fraire93 wrote that once that the Italian group had arrived, she
felt “like at home” because of the protest against the male speaker. Soon
afterwards, however, Fraire realised that those who were “truly different
from us were the Yugoslav women, even if to this moment I could not say
why.” The tight organisation of the event, the fact that the interventions
                                                  
90 The articles by Dacia Maraini and Adele Cambria were published in Quotidiano Donna and the
article by Manuela Fraire was published in Effe. The three articles by Carla Ravaioli, however, were
published by the daily Il Messaggero di Roma. All quotes in this section are contained in the
articles listed in the Archive material section, see Appendix.
91 Dacia Maraini was an affirmed writer in 1978, and Sofia Trivunac had interviewed her before she
came to Belgrade. The interview is reproduced within the press-clipping prepared by AZIN (see
AZIN, 2003). She was also an independent film-maker and presented some movies at the
conference (see Programme).
92 The sociologist in question is Slobodan Drakulic.
93 Manuela Fraire is psychoanalyst and feminist.
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of Yugoslav women were quite formal and never “starting from one’s self”
(partendo da sé), together with translation problems, all these elements
left the Italian participants with many questions and the impression that
they couldn’t grasp the context in full.

Carla Ravaioli94 – whose report has been the most extensive and
articulated – started by noting the disappointment of the foreign
participants during the first two days. Yugoslav analyses, she wrote, were
all “based on the old emancipationist line: work, laws, services, social
integration, political participation, construction of socialism” and so on.
The interventions of the women coming from abroad dealt instead with
“oppressing machismo, expropriated sexuality, symbolical elaboration,
unconscious, daily life, autonomy, materialist theory that has to be
constructed starting from the body”. These interventions, thus, sounded
like “voices from another planet, or even as provocations.”

This profound difference in political languages led to a deep tension at
the end of the second day, and to polemical exchanges. Carla Ravaioli
reported that after a series of interventions by foreign guests, the
Yugoslav women stated: “Don’t come here to give us lessons, what do
you know of our reality?” To this Western European feminists replied: “If
you continue talking of economic development and self-management,
you will get nowhere”.95 The ice seemed to melt only during the third and
last day: discussions became more open and the Yugoslav women –
according to Ravaioli - started to speak more freely, with discussions on
“sexuality, orgasm, masturbation (…) interiorisation of patriarchal norms
by women, resistance of males against law, sexism in the press.”

Dacia Maraini noted that eventually a common line had been found in
the reluctance of all male comrades – even in a socialist country – to give

                                                  
94 Carla Ravaioli is journalist and writer, see profile in Appendix.
95 “Non venite qui a darci lezioni. Che ne sapete voi della nostra realtà?” era la dura reazione
jugoslava. “Se continuate a discutere di sviluppo economico e autogestione, non approderete a
nulla”, ribattevano le femministe. E si domandavano perché mai erano state invitate” (Carla
Ravaioli, 5/11/1978, Il Messaggero di Roma).
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up their privileges, “even if this is not recognised at the official level.”
Adele Cambria96 interpreted the many “silences” as the expression of an
emerging “desire for feminism”, in a context that was not totalitarian – as
the Yugoslav women emphasised – but in which nevertheless it was very
hard to express one’s own subjectivity as woman (dire il proprio essere
donna). In the end, Manuela Fraire made the hypothesis that “they made
us say what they weren’t able to claim (and say to themselves) in the first
person”.

Carla Ravaioli concluded that a significant and positive exchange took
place, even if this exchange had been initiated by young and cultivated
people “who certainly do not constitute a representative sample of the big
feminine masses in Yugoslavia”. She assimilated the situation in
Yugoslavia to the situation witnessed “at the beginning of the movement”
in Italy, assuming that the women’s movement in Italy was no longer
limited to a “cultivated and privileged elite”, but has reached a mass
dimension.

In other words, Italian participants expressed in their articles a certain
displacement when confronted to the political climate of the meeting,
perceived as quite official or anyhow difficult to interpret when compared
to political developments in Italy. These impressions were partially
overcome only during the third day, when the impression of “feeling like
at home” could be reconstituted.97 Moreover, only Carla Ravaioli seemed
to have a clearer picture of the relations between the organisers, the
Conference for the Social Activity of Women, and Yugoslav women in
general. In this sense, the comparison between feminist women in Italy
and Yugoslavia highlights a certain similarity but also a fundamental
difference in outreach and temporality or timing of the movement; it is
                                                  
96 Adele Cambria (born in Reggio Calabria, living in Rome) is journalist and writer. She took part in
leftist and feminist activism and directed the feminist review Effe. She wrote essays, novels and
screen-plays and collaborated with RAI public television.
97 In the narration, the authors often associated this impression of feeling (or not) at home with
the appeareance of Yugoslav women. Yugoslav women dressed similarly, yet they sometimes
appeared as “truly different”. See next chapter and note 131.
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also very telling about the self-representations of Italian feminists
themselves.98

3.5. “We, the ‘Westerners’, we are in the dark” : seen from Paris

In the French feminist press, two reports99 are available, one written by
Christine Delphy, Marxist feminist scholar and guest speaker, and the
other written by women from the review des femmes en mouvement100

who hadn’t been invited but who decided to attend the conference
nevertheless101. The polemical attitude of this group provoked heated
discussions during the conference (see next section). Their report is
written from an anti-academic, non-marxist and pro-mouvement
standpoint. The authors are keen on stressing their difference from other
guests: first, they were not invited, second, they do not recognise
themselves in the position of “specialists of Feminism”. They participated
in the conference by giving only their first names, and they prided
themselves on refusing to participate in “this kind of individualist
declination (surname, profession and other patriarchal functions and
cautions)”.

                                                  
98 See the next chapter for a further discussion.
99 All the quotes in this section come from the report by Delphy in Quéstions Féministes and from
the report by des femmes (see list of Archive material in Appendix).
100 The review des femmes en mouvements was a section of the publishing house des femmes,
which came into being in 1974 from the group Psychanalyse et Politique, under the initiative of
the controversed figure of psychanalist and writer Antoinette Fouque. The publishing house had
the goal to spread and made visible works of “female creation” that were refused by mainstream
publishers. The group Psichépo was part of MLF but had a polemical positioning, as they declared
themselves “anti-feminists” insofar as they perceived feminism as an attempt to integrate women
into “phallocrate society” (Pavard, 2004); by 1979 they had published 150 books.
101 The women from des femmes had not been invited because Yugoslav organisers apparently did
not know them previously. Rada Ivekovic had an interesting anecdote: “Mentre io stavo in Italia
una volta all’una della mattina ricevo una telefonata da Parigi da una femminista senza cognome,
il nome non ricordo, incazzatissima: “Vous organizez un truc sur le féminisme en ex Yugoslavie,
nous voulons y aller, vous nous avez pas invitées après tout ce que nous avons fait!”
Je lui ai dit, “désolée, mais je ne vous connais pas, je ne sais pas ce que vous avez fait, nous ne
sommes pas au courant”. Era molto molto arrabbiata perché pensava avessero fatto tanto lavoro
importantissimo e che noi si invitava la gente a seconda dell’importanza del loro lavoro. Noi in
realtà non sapevamo tutto del femminismo, non sapevamo dell’importanza del lavoro delle une e
delle altre, avevamo invitato più o meno le persone di cui abbiamo saputo, che abbiamo letto”.
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The article by des femmes group is striking for its aesthetic quality and
for the rich plurality of sources: four big double pages with reports from
the round-tables, interviews, photographs, a chronology of the women’s
movements in Yugoslavia from 1919 to 1946 and a map of the country!
Because of their hostility against institutionalised events, they decided to
simply retranscribe passages from the debates,102 “in order to let appear
the contradictions in which the Yugoslav women find themselves now, at
least the organisers”. The most interesting components of the report,
however, are the interviews with two women slighty external to the
conference, Biljana (Tomic) and Bojana (Peijic), respectively the
responsible of the art gallery and of the archive of the Students Cultural
Centre. By interviewing two women who weren’t involved in the
organisation of the meeting, other very precious experiences are made
available.103 We also get a glimpse of the relation between participants
and organisers. Bojana for instance denied that the meeting had an
“official” character, despite the impressions of foreign guests in that
sense.104

There is indeed no doubt on the fact that many international
participants had mistaken the discourse of the organisers as official, or
not spontaneous, in other words dictated by political control. Christine
Delphy’s report well illustrates this first impression. It has many
resemblances with Italian reports, but seems to me the most effective in
                                                  
102 Their montage of passages from the conference concern the debate of the second day on the
family and the relation between patriarchy and the law (see last section).
103 Biljana relates her childhood, the oppression of her mother in a rural area, her emigration with
her mother to Belgrade, her studies, her relation to marriage, criticising the structure of the
conference and the silences on the issue of sexuality. Bojana’s interview tells a lot about Belgrade
cultural landscape from 1968 onwards, on the history of the Students Cultural Centre and on the
financing of cultural institutions in Yugoslavia.
104 In the words of Bojana Pejic as they are retranscribed by des femmes: “One could have had the
impression that the Yugoslav women who spoke during the meeting created a block by not saying
‘I’ but ‘we’, that they were controlled by the Party, or that they spoke for the Party, but here it is
not like that, the women who were there are a young generation of women. As a whole, the
women in this country have a big mistrust in relation to feminism, in relation to images that have
been proposed, but we felt the difference between the different countries and the different groups
of women.” (My translation from French). This idea that different groups of feminists proposed
different feminist images and strategies according to their political and national background
comes back in Chapter Four.
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acknowledging the different cultural and political context of Yugoslavia,
and the most successful in analysing the attitude and the reactions of
international participants.

As in Italian reports, Delphy started her report by describing the
surprise of the guests once in Belgrade. Yugoslav women had invited
international guests who were close to autonomous feminist movements;
none of the guests was an official delegate, even if some of them were
members or sympathisers of Western European communist parties.
Nevertheless, the Yugoslav organisers seeemed to keep their distance
from the idea of an autonomous women’s liberation movement. Delphy
reported: “To start with, we, the ‘Westerners’, we’re in the dark. We lack
information on everything, on what the Yugoslavs think and what they’re
expecting from us. And we are more and more frustrated, since at the
end of the whole day, we don’t know much more. To the lack of
information should be added the difficulty in communication”.

Delphy also commented negatively upon the official tone of the
meeting, with cameras and microphones all over the place and a public
whose reactions were not easy to interpret. As the Italians noted, during
the first two days the “capitalist comrades” could not understand where
the discussion was going and the local speakers’ interventions were
perceived as too formal, defensive of the system, or banal. The tension
grew after the episode of the male sociologist chased by the Italian
delegation, which caused embarassment among the organisers. After this
episode, wrote Delphy, “no more smiles in the halls: there are two sides,
each one ignoring the other”.

Once again, we find a description of the tense exchange which took
place at the end of the second day. According to Delphy, the Italian
group105 tried to push the Yugoslavs to be more explicit about their

                                                  
105 Delphy writes: “Les Italiennes, beaucoup plus directes que les autres, demandent carrément
aux Yougoslaves ‘qu’est-ce qu’elles comptent faire à propos de ceci ou cela’ et ‘quand vont-elles
créer un mouvement?’ La dynamique oppositionelle s’accéllère (…) Les  Yougoslaves se sentent
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political positionings. The Yugoslav women felt summoned to “imitate”
the Westerners and treated as “backward”, and one of them finally stated:
“We have no lessons to receive” (or, as Carla Ravaioli wrote: “Don’t come
here to give us lessons, what do you know of our reality?”). Some
attempts of mediation managed to ease the situation, recalled Delphy.
She also described the discussion on the third day as more relaxed and
open, even if opinions differred on the follow-up of the conference
among Yugoslav participants, once the international guests had left:
some said it had been more open, some didn’t.

A posteriori, however, the author ended up questioning her own
interpretative framework. Initially, she thought that the Yugoslav group
was divided between those who were in favour of an autonomous
movement, and those who were against,106 and that the guests had the
function to support the first group. However, once she read the position
papers of the organisers, she found them much more radical than what
they sounded during the meeting. The interventions from the Yugoslav
side were perceived by Westerners as not radical enough, and dismissed
as “in line with the Party”. But, in fact, Delphy realised that the defense of
the line of the Party didn’t have the same meaning in France and in
Yugoslavia. She wrote:

The reasonings on the tone “self-management as a response for all”, they
sounded to us as biased, then dishonest. In fact, not only the Yugoslavs are
sincere – they believe in it – but in a way they do not have the choice. It is not a
political line, it is a political fact. We did not take seriously enough the problem of
a society where one cannot do the revolution, one cannot even talk about it,
because it has already been done..

                                                                                                                                                      
poussées dans leur retranchements, sommées de se justifier, mieux, de nous ‘imiter’, bref,
traitées en attardées. Il apparait tout au moins que c’est ainsi qu’elles comprennent les questions
qui leur sont addressées quand l’une d’elles éclate: ‘Nous n’avons pas des leçons à recevoir’”.
From the transcriptions it seems that it was in reality the intervention of des femmes group which
provoked this answer, even if the interventions by Ewa Morawska, Jill Lewis and Dacia Maraini were
also met with a certain unease (see last section).
106 This is also the impression of Ewa Morawska, who divides the Yugoslav participants in “official
women” and “young students”.
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Delphy acknowledged that the tools for feminist struggle were necessarily
different in a society where revolution had been declared as
accomplished and women’s emancipation as realised. She underlined the
difficulty to formulate a materialist analysis of women’s oppression in
Yugoslavia; the local feminist argument necessarily pointed to the “gap”
between “the normatif level” of socialism and “reality”, or what seemed to
be a remnant of bourgeois or patriarchal mentality. While judging “naive”
the idea that the socialist laws would correspond to the material reality of
society, Delphy argued that to presume that the country wasn’t really
socialist was not a viable political option, and would have stirred
censorship.107

By looking at rights obtained after the Second World War (vote,
abortion, divorce, possibility to keep one’s name after marriage) Delphy
came to the following question: “how to struggle against a system when
women’s liberation is part of its principles?” By formulating this question,
she recognised that the strategies that feminist groups can adopt in a
socialist country were necessarily different than in “our systems”. Her
interpretation was not far from the analyses formulated by my  Yugoslav
interviewees: local feminists needed the presence of the “foreigners” in
order to gain a certain visibility and in order to “legitimate the issue”.
Their attitude of distance and moderation was part of a general strategy
of legitimation, that could not be understood at first by international
guests. Delphy’s conclusion is worth reporting, as it expresses a strong
positive feeling:  she wrote that the encounter with such passionate and
determined women – particularly those who looked more spontaneous
and less “stiff” - appeared like “a miracle that gives again faith in the

                                                  
107 Delphy is the only one to perceive the fragility of the state itself, a problem that did not appear
in any other report. She sees that what is oppositional is perceived as being against the Party, but
can also be associated to autonomist vindications, so to real threats against the “territorial
integrity of the Nation”. These threats already manifested themselves few years before 1978,
during the so-called “Croatian spring” in 1971.
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force of feminism”. The privilege to meet them, she ended, “was itself
worth the travel”.

3.6. “Very logical and very necessary misunderstandings”:
a glimpse of the discussion through archive material

If the Italian and French press gives an overview of the interpretative
frameworks and doubts of international participants, the original
transcripts of the debate can tell us something more about the dynamics
of the event and about the episodes reported in the press. This section,
thus, results from a combination of press reports, original transcripts and
some notes taken during the meeting by an Italian participant.108 I will
focus in particular on the most polemical exchange between local and
foreign participants, the one taking place at the end of the second day,
October the 28th.

Let’s resume for a moment the development of the meeting: on
Friday, the 27th, a debate on the issue of the family in Western European
and Yugoslav society, as well as on women’s discrimination on labour
market and double burden took place. The protest against the male
sociologist is to be located at the end of the first day. On Saturday, the
28th, the Italian group intervened for the first time, with a presentation
round (as they arrived late the day before) and asked more information
on the issue of the autonomy of feminist movement in Yugoslavia, as well
as on the concrete situation of Yugoslav women in the private sphere. In
the afternoon, once concluded the interventions by international guests,
                                                  
108 During my visit to the archive of Zarana Papic and SKC archive in Belgrade I could gather more
than 70 pages of transcripts. However, the transcripts are not systematic, as sometimes certain
interventions are not reported, or transcribed separately. My language skills allow me to grasp the
general sense of the discussion, but not all the details. I have matched these sources with press
reports, particularly the one from femmes en mouvement, which is itself a transcription, as well as
with Maria Rosa Cutrufelli’s personal notes, which she reads to me during our interview. Voices
are thus mediated through various sources (speech-tape-transcript), and the result of my
translation from Serbian (the language of the transcripts) or from Italian (from the notes of Maria
Rosa Cutrufelli) or French (the report by des femmes). I provide the most direct quotation available
as translation, and the original in the footnote (see Methodological section, Chapter One).
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Yugoslav women started to answer the questions posed in the morning.
Evidently, the international guests questioned the positioning of the
Yugoslav organisers in relation to the political system, as well as the
legitimacy of the system itself, while the organisers were keen to
underline the “specificity” of Yugoslav situation.

For instance, when Ewa Morawska, the participant from Poland, asked
about the possibility to create an autonomous women’s movement in
Yugoslavia, Dunja Blazevic stressed that it was necessary to first clarify
the relation between  the organisers and other political forces, and
pointed out that the situation had nothing to do with planned state
feminism in Poland. Nada Ler Sofronic stated that the autonomy of social
movements was guaranteed by the system of self-management; for this
reason, the question about the autonomy of women’s movements had to
be posed from below.

As we’ve seen, after a number of interventions, the tension between
Yugoslav and international participants increased. Christine Delphy and
Carla Ravaioli reported that someone from the Yugoslav side uttered: “We
have no lessons to receive”. The matching of the press and the archive
material can give an approximate scenario of what happened during this
episode. This matching, however, is possible only by chance, because one
of my Italian interviewees, Maria Rosa Cutrufelli, read to me her original
notes taken in 1978. She had kept her notebook and took it out for me.
Only in her notes, the intervention which triggered the Yugoslav response
is made explicit. Here is Maria Rosa interpreting her notes:

Then it is the turn of the French women from édition des femmes, who say: “to
create the publishing house has meant to discuss the circulation of money”. They
speak of economic capitalism and of symbolic capitalism, “which appropriate
feelings and exists also in socialist countries”. And then one woman says,
polemically: “the comrades think that we cannot realise this by ourselves?” To
become autonomous subjects, obviously.109

                                                  
109 “Poi ecco parlano le francesi dell’Edition des femmes, che tirano fuori il discorso: creare la casa
editrice ha significato porre in discussione la circolazione dei soldi, parlano di capitalismo
economico e di capitalismo simbolico, che è quello che si appropria dei sentimenti e che esiste
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In the original transcription, the intervention  of the French woman is not
reported, but instead we find names, and the complete reply given - we
know it by know through the transcript - by Rada Ivekovic. This is the
dialogue as it appears in the transcript:

Jacqueline (France):
Rada Ivekovic: “Sure, that is quite interesting, but I only wonder why the colleague
think what they think, why many seem to think that they have to teach us, I mean
why they think that we cannot reach these things by ourselves (?).”110

The matching of Maria Rosa Cutrufelli’s notes and of the transcripts of
the discussion permit to reconstruct, approximately, the dialogue as it
took place, or at least its content. Soon afterwards, Jill Lewis from
England asked which kind of problems should be dealt with in a one-
party system, and the answer by Rada Ivekovic was again that there was a
misunderstanding, that Yugoslavia was not a centralised system.

After this tense exchange, some interventions tried to operate a
mediation. Vesna Pusic for example pointed out that the gap between
normative level and reality was not specific of Yugoslavia, but was a
common element of different political systems, and that’s why it was
interesting to compare different experiences. Later on, Dacia Maraini
emphasised the difference between emancipation and liberation, and
described emancipation as a simple reproduction of a masculine ideal.
Nada Ler Sofronic answered that Yugoslav women did not struggle for a
model of equality in which women are like men, but rather against
discrimination and sexism based on sexual difference.

The transcriptions, then, confirm the difficulty for the foreign guests
to understand the functioning of the Yugoslav system and the fact that
                                                                                                                                                      
anche nei paesi socialisti. E c’è una che dice, polemicamente: le compagne pensano che noi non
possiamo arrivarci da sole? Evidentemente, ad essere soggetti autonomi” (interview with Maria
Rosa Cutrufelli).
110 “Sigurno, to je svakako zanimlivo, ali ja se samo pitam zasto kolegica misli kao sto one? se cine
da mnoge misle da nas one mogu nauciti, naime zasto one misle da mi same do nekih stvari ne
bismo same mogle doci”. (Original transcript, SKC Archive; one word is illisible).
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the Yugoslav feminists did not want – or could not – take a totally
external position in relation to it. A long clarifying remark by Zarana
Papic seemed to respond to all the objections raised by international
guests. She stated that “there is a difference in accent, Yugoslavs speak
of work and foreigners speak of something else”,111 meaning that the
foreigners focused more on the issue of personal self-awareness and
consciousness. But she also added that if the guests would have stayed at
the Yugoslav follow-up, they would have realised that Yugoslav
participants weren’t only concerned with labour or with the public sphere.

Zarana Papic acknowledged the constraints on the debate in
Yugoslavia: “in our society it is difficult to be autonomous”, to create an
autonomous women’s movement, but nevertheless, she warned the
foreign guests, “this meeting is a totally internal initiative and does not
come from some official perspective”.112  She noted the presence of a new
young generation, with a specific subculture and with specific needs, to
which the conference tried to respond, albeit in an indirect way; she
stressed, moreover, that it was the first time that something similar was
discussed, with a a direct attention to feminist experiences in Western
Europe. For this reasons, she argued,

Misunderstandings are very logical and somehow very necessary, it’s a pity only
that we cannot sit here for a month, because from national mentalities or
elementary pride which serve to defend one’s personal way of life, a bunch of
misundertandings can come out.113

Misunderstanding and misinterpretations could come out “because of
national mentalities and elementary pride” and not only from real
divergences of opinion. Zarana Papic argued that despite the different
                                                  
111 “Le donne dei paesi capitalistici accentuano l’elemento della coscienza, le donne dei paesi
socialisti partono dal lavoro” wrote Maria Rosa Cutrufelli in her notes.
112 “Htela bih da sa druge strane upozorim da je voaj skup i citava jedna unutrasnja inicijativa ili
nije inicijativa u nekom zvanicnom vidu…” (Zarana Papic, Original transcript, SKC archive).
113 “Prema tome intencija ovog skupa nesporazumi su vrlo logicni i neki su vrlo a neke strane
potrebni, samo steta sto ne mozemo mesec dana da sedimo ovde, jer cak i sa stanovista
nacionalnog mentaliteta koji jesta neka fraza ili nekog elementarnog ponosa kojim se brani
stanoviste u kojoj jedna osoba zivi, prema tome citav niz nesporazuma moze proizaci” (Zarana
Papic, Original transcript, SKC archive).
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accents, and despite the absence of a strong and autonomous women’s
movement in Yugoslavia, something was changing and many of the local
participants were aware of issues of sexuality and imposed
heterosexuality, as well as of contradictions between the public and the
private sphere.

On Sunday, under the pressure of the guests, and as reported in the
press, debates revolved around the private sphere and women’s everyday
life in Yugoslavia. The transcripts confirm that different voices from the
Yugoslav side acknowledged that there was indeed a difficulty to discuss
about the private sphere, to ask for instance “if women are happy”
outside the workplace. Issues like abortion, contraception, medicalisation
of childbirth were discussed at length. Vesna Pusic argued that even if
there were very good laws, there had been no trials for rape, and many
women had never considered abortion. The differences between family
codes in the six republics had also been discussed. Another intervention
posed a question about the possibility to reach women who were not part
of an intellectual avant-garde: how to spread alternative visions when
women are not conscious of their right and reproduce their own
oppression?

To conclude, after a number of “very logical and somehow very
necessary” misunderstandings, the transnational exchange had the merit
to open up a series of questions (particularly in relation to women’s
everyday life and to the private sphere) that had never been discussed in
Yugoslavia, or at least never in such a spontaneous and challenging
atmosphere. If we consider that all this took place in two and a half days,
the intensity and the richness of the debates are startling. In the next
chapter I will investigate how this intensity is remember by participants,
thirty years after the meeting.
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Memories (1978 – 2008)

The atmosphere was very very full of energy, lot of discussions, and women were
in some kind of … kako je odusevljenje? (Sonja)

The public was really shocked, not shocked but…the general climate was totally
different compared with the climate of institutional conferences, totally different.

The atmosphere in the conference was absolutely new, something energising,
something fresh, something mai visto! Era un’atmosfera veramente nuova commovente

emozionata ma anche supportata con gli argomenti.  (Nada)

It was very inspiring, to every one it was inspiring in different ways…
for me, I was very happy to see all these women talking about these things,

and moving things, I was young and hopeful that you can change things easily… so it
was nice. (Sofija)

C’était gigantesque, il y avait des femmes du monde entier, des medecins, des
sociologues…c’était extraordinaire. Ca a duré…c’était très serieux, avec traduction

simultanée, on ne pouvait pas prendre la parole comme ca…ca m’avait beacoup
impressionée!  (Nil)

Practically it was based on enthusiasm, but it was a small thing,
I had 15 women sleeping at my place, something like that, alternative…(Jasmina)
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Chapter Four: Remembering the transnational encounter

It is not easy to translate a plurality of voices and languages into a single
narrative that would sum up the atmosphere of the meeting. But if there
is something on which all the participants to the “Comrade Woman”
meeting seem to agree upon, it’s on the extraordinary intensity of these
two and a half days, and on the feeling of witnessing an unprecedented
event of historical importance. Descriptions include the words “boiling”,
“excitation” (odusevljenje), “fresh, energising,… never seen” (mai visto).
The atmosphere is retold as  “moving, emotioned” (commovente,
emozionata) and at the same time as “supported by arguments” and “very
serious.” Official, but not too much, that was the title of the report by
Carla Ravaioli.

In this chapter I assemble passages from oral accounts by international
and local participants. While dividing roughly between outsider and
insider perspectives, I have tried to pause each time on the singular
narration, as well as on the major themes emerging within each narration.
Some episodes recur in the narrations and are somehow shared, but
every recollection is also deeply personal, shaped by the location of each
woman in 1978 and in the present, and by their statements over the
present through the narration of the past.

4.1. “Time lags”: differences in space and time

In this section and in the next one I would like to combine recollections
of the meeting by international participants of different origin, who
engaged in the conference in a variety of ways. I will try to show that
the way in which the conference and the Yugoslav context are
represented and interpreted depends on the positioning of each
participant in terms of political affiliation and experiences, cultural
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background, geopolitical identity or identification, personal
engagement and interactions during the conference. In these
recollections, the identity of the narrator and her positioning are more
explicit than in the press reviews. In the recollections of Italian women,
for example, some themes that are already present in the press are
made explicit. When I asked Maria Rosa Cutrufelli, Italian activist and
writer, about her first impression of Yugoslavia at the time, she
recalled it in this way:

Belgrade immediately gave me the impression of going back to the Sicily of my
childhood. There was that type of poverty and also…that type of behaviour, men
hanging out in front of cafés…it really was an archaic image, for me. In the sense
that it was a bit like the image of Sicily when I was little, and this greatly
impressed me.114

This image of distance in time, together with distance in space, is also
projected into the debate that took place in Belgrade. The exchanges
during the meeting are interpreted in the light of discussions over the
relation between feminist movements and leftist forces, discussions
which had been taking place in Italy since the late 1960s. Maria Rosa
recalls:

The other thing that struck me - because we were already in 1978, so it is true
that the relation of Italian feminism with the Left has always been traditionally
quite strong (…) but it was, how can I say, a Marxism that has been revisited for
quite a while. The first groups, [started in] ’69-’70…so for more than eight years it
had been elaborated in a Marxist way. And the relation with the left had been the
object of infinite discussions (…) – but there, instead, the discourse of the relation
with socialism, or with Marxism… It was like going back to the discussions we had
eight years before, even if they were…at least for me they were familiar
discussions…but they were discussions that we had left behind.115

                                                  
114 “Belgrado mi ha dato subito un‘impressione come se fossi tornata alla Sicilia della mia infanzia.
Aveva quel tipo di povertà e anche quel tipo…quel modo di comportarsi, quel ciondolare davanti
ai bar degli uomini…era veramente un’immagine arcaica, per me. Nel senso, era un po’
l’immagine della Sicilia di quando ero piccola, e questo mi aveva molto colpito.”
115 “Dunque, l’altra cosa ripensandoci che colpiva - perché oramai eravamo nel 1978, quindi è
vero che il rapporto del femminismo italiano con la sinistra è sempre stato tradizionalmente
abbastanza forte (…) Però, come dire, era un marxismo rivisitato già da tempo. I primi gruppi, fine
69 – 70-…per cui erano otto anni e passa che era stato rielaborato in chiave marxista. E il
rapporto con la sinistra era stato oggetto di discussioni infinite (…) - però ecco lì invece il
discorso del rapporto col socialismo, o col marxismo, era…era come se fossimo improvvisamente
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Even if there is no attempt to diminish the value of the discussion in
Belgrade, the issues addressed gave the impression of going back to
discussions that had been “left behind”. In the narration, thus, emerges
not only a geographical difference, but also a difference in time, or
timing, which is applied also to the development of the feminist
movement and its relations with the Left. This is a recurrent theme in
Italian and French 1978 reports and recollections thirty years after.

The memory of the conference is also connected to the memory of a
different geopolitical space, the one of “real existing socialism”. When
trying to remember the conference in Yugoslavia during our interview
in her apartment in Rome, Carla Ravaioli associates the image of
Yugoslavia with her own memories of travels in other socialist
countries, such as Georgia or China. Even if these spaces are only
loosely related to the Yugoslav context, the common thread linking
them in Carla’s narration is the machismo of communist party elites in
the East as well as in Western Europe, and their ghettoisation of women
in the feminine sections.116

Carla Ravaioli also connect the meeting to the experience of
women’s participation within the Italian Communist Party, and to the
generational and political conflict between older and younger women.
The Yugoslav “girls” who tried to have a new approach to the women’s
question made her think “a bit of what happened within the PCI, with
many women who felt they wanted to adhere to feminism and
                                                                                                                                                      
ritornate alle nostre discussioni di otto anni prima, anche se c’erano, o almeno a me erano
discussioni familiari…però erano discussioni che noi c’eravamo lasciate alle spalle.”
116 A theme recurs in her narration: the impossibility to to express her feminist critical remarks on
two occasions, while travelling within Italian press delegations to communist countries. First she
tells me that once she visited a kolkhoz in Georgia, where women workers did not sit at the table,
female director included, while she was being served as member of the delegation. (I was
ashamed to be the only woman. I also told this to X. (…) How come that no woman sits, I am
ashamed! Shut up, he poked me…) Later on during the interview, she recalls how during an
official meeting in China everyone avoided to mention the issue of abortion (I mentioned abortion,
and a woman who conduced the Italian delegation grabbed my elbow, leave it…). In both cases,
she would like to say something, but someone suggests her to shut up. The structure of the
narration of both episodes is very similar.
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encountered a resistance from the block of the party, even from old
women who were emancipationists”.117 As in the articles by Dacia
Maraini and Manuela Fraire, there is a tendency to expect a similar
development in feminist elaborations in Yugoslavia in relation to leftist
forces, namely a decision in favour of the autonomy of the women’s
movement.

The development of the feminist debate in Western Europe -
compared to the situation in the East – and the tendency of Western
European feminists to expect a similar development elsewhere has
sometimes been perceived as an attitude of cultural superiority, as
we’ve seen in the “we have no lessons to receive” episode. The idea of
the Westerners being persuaded of having travelled much ahead is also
present in the account of Ewa Morawska, a Polish-born emigré
sociologist who lived first in the United States and later in Great Britain.

Her double East-West perspective is very different from both West
Europeans and from the Yugoslav one, and well expresses how
differences in experiences had been shaped by geopolitical
positioning. While the Italians or the French felt that the conditions of
life in Yugoslavia were “low”, “like going to the Sicily of my childhood”,
from the Polish perspective Yugoslavia looked like a “free and affluent
country”, and not less than a market economy. Yugoslav themselves
were proud of the self-managed system, and favourably compared
their living conditions with the ones of the Eastern block.

Ewa Morawska divides the participants into “Yugoslav students” with
their “great anticipation”, “official [Yugoslav] representatives”, on the
part of which she felt a certain tension, and “the Western delegates”. 118

She stresses the sense of intellectual superiority of the Westerners,
                                                  
117 “A me veniva in mente un po’ quello che accadeva all’interno del PCI tra molte delle donne che
sentivano di voler aderire al femminismo e c’era la resistenza da parte del blocco del partito,
anche delle vecchie donne che erano emancipazioniste.”
118 As I have explained, even if some officials of the Conference for the Social Activity of Women
took part in the meeting, no one spoke in the name of the Conference. Moreover, many of the
Yugoslav organisers were no longer students at the time.
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their “sense of having travelled already light years ahead of the
situation in Yugoslavia” in terms of the debate on gender inequalities:

I followed in part the discussions, comments of Western feminist participants,
during the breaks in the couloirs. They were exactly half amused half puzzled
half…you would want to say patronising but it would be matronising. For reasons
historically comprehensible, having been much ahead of the situation in
Yugoslavia. To that my comments in the couloir were: “Just imagine yourself in
Eastern Europe”… So you have here three phases: the West with its bubbling
feminist debates and legal adjustments; Yugoslavia with its very vibrant interest in
what’s going on in the West, and Eastern Europe where nobody heard of feminism
and whatever they heard was “the ugly lesbians”.119

I find it very interesting that the matronising attitude of Western
feminists is noted but not really challenged in Ewa’s narrative. Their
attitude is taken instead as a measure of the “time lags” (in terms of
the development of feminist discourse) that has separated on one side
Western Europe and Yugoslavia (“So I think from the Western
perspective Yugoslavia was about 10 years, 15 years behind, but on
the good road towards”) and Yugoslavia and Eastern Europe on the
other. The “extraordinary event” that was the conference marks a clear
distance between Yugoslavia and Eastern Europe (“A revolution
compared to Eastern Europe or Poland, where it was simply unheard
of”).

Moreover, and this points to the complexity of geopolitical
positionings, from the Italian and French press it is possible to infer
the absence of any common ground between the Polish participant and
the Yugoslav organisers. While Yugoslav women defended some of the
advantages of self-management in terms of women’s emancipation,
the Polish experience did not allow for such optimism, as, according to
Ewa Morawska, labour participation of women did not affect “the thick
cultural layer of patriarchy underneath”. We measure here, also, the

                                                  
119 Interview with Ewa Morawska.
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degree of popularity of the Yugoslav system in 1978 when compared
to political regimes of the Soviet block.

4.2. “Australians” and Yugoslav villages: material differences

Another very valuable and somehow double perspective is the one of Nil
Yalter, an artist born in Turkey, who had lived in Paris for more than ten
years at the time of the conference. Nil had been invited to present her
drawings, photographs and videos; her travel had been arranged and
funded by the organisers, while some of the participants paid the travel
themselves. Nil is still impressed by the quantity of participants and by
the efficiency of the organisers (for example, she relates that they
managed to find a video player that was very difficult to find even in
Paris). Despite all that, she is well aware that the conference stood out as
an exception in the Yugoslav landscape. When I ask her about the level of
life in Yugoslavia at the time, she answers:

Oh, it was low. It was the intellectuals who made the conference, it was not the
factory workers…but well, it was very joyful! There was the old Belgrade, the old
town where you eat and drink.  There were plenty of restaurants, people went out,
it was like any other town in Europe, less expensive…but you could feel when you
passed next to shops that it was still…but it was not the worst. The worst I have
seen was Bulgaria, at that time…120

Nil travelled extensively through Eastern Europe at the time, and in her
recollection the material conditions in Yugoslavia were a bit better than
in Bulgaria, but “worse than in Hungary”. In Yugoslavia Nil Yalter could
still find a lot of influences from the Ottoman imperial legacy. She
reminds how she was even brought to see the famous sculpture made

                                                  
120 “C: Et vous vous rappelez quoi du niveau de vie en Yougoslavie?
N: oh, c’était bas…ils étaient des intellectuels les gens qui faisaient ça, c’était pas d’ouvriers
d’usine. Mais bon c’était tres gai! Il y avait la vielle Belgrade la vieille ville ou on mangeait on
buvait, il y avait plein des restos, les gens sortaient, donc c’etait comme n’importe quelle ville de
l’Europe, moins chère…mais on sentait quand on passait devant des magasins que c’etait quand
meme…ce n’etait pas le pire. Le pire que j’ai vu c’était la Bulgarie, à l’époque.”
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of skulls left by the Ottomans in Nis. Even though she told me that for
three days she felt “like a German in Israel”, it is possible to evince a
certain solidarity and empathy with the Yugoslav organisers and
participants.

Nil relates that Zarana was “like a bomb, very sympathetic, very
dynamic, fantastic!” She still has a lot of admiration for the fact that
organisers managed to get “women from all over the world” in
Belgrade, even “Australians”.121 In their interaction with international
guests, Yugoslav organisers are described as very conscious and
tough, while the tensions emerging from the exchange are portrayed
as very positive:

C: Do you remember any tension during the conference?
N: ah, well, tensions…I mean women who came from Australia Germany England
were more offensive (…) luckily the Yugoslav who were there and also those who
organised the conference: one, they were very well informed, two, they did not let
the others put them down! So there were positive tensions, except with the women
from librarie des femmes (…) it was evident that all women there were Marxists,
Marxist feminists, everyone except them! So tensions came from these women.
They came from very rich countries, and Yugoslavs were not. But it was a positive
tension. This is my impression. I have found all this passionating. Why, you’ll ask
me? I don’t know. Women were speaking there…for example violence against
women, rape, sexuality. It has been one of the most interesting subjects. And
there Germans and British and others were more at ease; the Yugoslavs were less
at ease. There was a discipline: we do not speak of women’s sexuality. But they
did nevertheless, this is a positive tension. See, it’s coming back in my memory!
the Yugoslav intellectuals started to speak of sexuality. But it was a bit taboo…it
was a bit taboo.122

                                                  
121 To my knowledge, there were no Australian participants. Portelli (1998:68) writes that “the
diversity of oral history consists in the fact that ‘wrong’ statements are still psychologically ‘true’
and that this truth may be equally as important as factually reliable accounts”.
122 “Bah, des tensions..c’est-à-dire des femmes qui venaient de l’Australie de l’Allemagne de
l’Angleterre étaient plus offensives (…) heureusement les Yougoslaves qui étaient là , et aussi
celle qui ont organisée la conference, 1) elles etaient très documentées et 2) elles ne se laissaient
pas faire! Donc il y a eu des tensions positives, sauf avec ces femmes venues de la Librarie des
femmes (…) parce que c’est evident, toutes les femmes qui etaient là etaient marxistes, marxistes
feministes, toutes sauf elles! Donc les tensions venaient de ces femmes, elles venaient des pays
tres aisées, et les jugoslaves ne l’étaient pas.  C’est peut-etre a cause de ça. Mais c’etait une
tension positive, j’ai l’impression. Moi, j’ai trouvé ca très passionant. Pourquoi, vous allez me dire?
Je ne sais pas, il y avait des femmes qui parlaient…par exemple la violence vis à vis des femmes,
le viol, la sexualité, ça a été un des sujets les plus interessants, et là les Allemandes les
Anglosaxonnes et les autres pays étaient plus a l’aise, les Yougoslaves étaient moins à l’aise…il y
avait quand meme une discipline, on ne parle pas de la sexualité de la femme, et elles ont quand
meme, ça c’est une tension positive… Ca me revient! c’est que les intellectuelles Yougoslaves ont
commencé à parler de sexualité. Mais c’était un peu tabou…c’était un peu tabou."
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What permeates Nil’s oral account is the awareness that women’s
different concerns are related to the socio-economic context, and to
differences between Western and Yugoslav women but also between the
Yugoslav organisers and the majority of Yugoslav citizens. In the whole
narration, the differences within the debate are not attributed to a higher
or lower development of feminist discourse in a certain context, but to
different social and economic backgrounds. Visibly, Yugoslav participants
had also less experience in debating matters such as women’s sexuality.
They were “less at ease” and the topic seemed “a bit taboo”; this account
is confirmed by the press and archive material.

However, this difference in feminist practices and concerns is exactly
what opened up a positive exchange. Nil describes the exchange as
positive on both sides, perhaps because a certain equality between
international and local participants is guaranteed by the self-awareness
of Yugoslav organisers, who did not let anyone else – especially not
women from richer countries – put them down (“elles ne se laissaient pas
faire”). Moreover, the organisers were determined to discuss issues
related to their reality, a reality that did not always correspond to the
Western one. If we follow Nil’s narration, even Australians were “forced to
listen most of the time”.123

4.3.  “You can self-manage the pans”: different political contexts

In the next three sections, I will assemble different voices from
Yugoslav participants. As for international participants, the experience
of the transnational encounter is recalled in various ways, according to
their involvement in conference, their political views and their personal

                                                  
123 “Et les gens d’Australie venaient avec leur problematique mais quand meme elles etait obligée
d’ecouter la plupart du temps…parce que dans les villages yougoslaves ou dans les petites villes
le niveau de vie était beaucoup plus bas”.
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identity.  I will start with the recollection of Rada Ivekovic, philosopher,
who lived in Rome at the time, and who came to Belgrade with the
delegation of the Italian women. Being one of the organisers, her
narration is the most precise on organisational details, and the most
critical of the international presence.

One of the first things she recalls is that while passing by the suburb
of Novi Beograd  on their way from the airport, the Italian delegation
expressed horror at the sight of modern housing blocks, interpreting
them as the peak of middle-class alienation, while Yugoslavs saw in
Novi Beograd an amelioration of living standards compared to cramped
living quarters in downtown Belgrade. Rada Ivekovic states:

They were surprised by these houses in Novi Beograd, by this way of living. They
were surprised by what they saw as consumerism. They hoped to arrive in an
Eastern country, first of all, and they were quite badly informed from a political
point of view. They didn’t know that Yugoslavia was not like other Eastern
European countries. That’s the thing. On the other side, they hoped to find I don’t
know what utopia, where people have no consumer goods, but they found toute
proportion gardée the same thing as in the West and they were surprised. We
knew it was the same thing and we were not surprised at all! Of course it was the
same thing, toute proportion gardée.124

On the Yugoslav side there was in a way the idea of having acquired a
double vision, of both socialism and capitalism, due to frequent travels
and life in the West. The guests, on the contrary, do not seem to grasp
the specificity of the Yugoslav political system compared to other
socialist countries in Eastern Europe, as well as its blend of socialist
ideology and consumerism.

                                                  
124 “ Loro erano stupite da queste case a Novi Beograd, da questa maniera di abitare. Erano stupite
da quello che vedevano come il consumismo. Loro speravano di arrivare in un paese dell’Est (…)
Non sapevano che la Jugoslavia non era come gli altri paesi dell’Est. (…) Dall’altra speravano in
non so quale utopia dove la gente non abbia beni di consumo però hanno trovato toute
proportion gardée la stessa cosa come in Occidente e sono state stupite da questo. Noi invece
sapevamo che era la stessa cosa e non ci siamo stupite per niente! E certo che era la stessa cosa,
toute proportion gardée.” Other interviewees, however, recall that Westerners were surprised by
the absence of advertisement in the streets. Another element noticed by foreigners, and reported
by Dacia Maraini in her article, was that Yugoslav men were not exempt from demonstrations of
sexism in the streets of Belgrade.
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The main misunderstandings, as we’ve seen, are related to the fact
that the the guests didn’t have a clear idea of local power dynamics.
They were not aware, for instance, that this was the first real “coming
out” of a dissident group, or they realised it later on. As mentioned in
the previous chapter, the guests perceived the relation between the
organisers and local political authorities as more tight that it was in
reality. The account of Rada recalls this internal political dimension
that the guests could only partially grasp:

During the whole meeting they were very angry at us, and very critical of us, the
Italians also, but especially French women if I recall it correctly. They considered
that we weren’t radical enough. Probably we were not. We were very radical
against our government and the party but this dimension was completely unknown
to them, they could not get anything of it. So it was a dialogue between deaf and
mute. That’s it. For the rest, we listened to them, many of them came with
discourses that did not correspond at all to our experience, and this did a lot of
good for us, because it’s good to hear other people’s experiences, and other’s
people’s thought. And maybe it did them good to listen to us. Our problems were
very basic.125

One of the problems raised by the Yugoslavs was the fact that the self-
management institutions did not take into account women’s schedules
and problems. Women could not participate in political activities, as
they took place at the end of the working day, when women ran to pick
up children at school. Among other themes, Yugoslav feminists raised
the issue of the participation of women in the public space, an issue
that was dismissed by men and colleagues with sexist jokes, such as
the one suggesting that women could “self-manage the pans”.

While Italian and French feminist mouvements were building their
mass campaigns on themes such as divorce, abortion, and right to

                                                  
125 “Durante tutto il convegno erano molto arrabbiate contro di noi e tutto il tempo molto critiche
di noi, come anche le italiane, ma soprattutto le francesi se ricordo bene. Erano…perché non ci
consideravano sufficientemente radicali. Probabilmente non lo eravamo. Noi eravamo molto
radicali nei confronti del nostro governo e del partito però a loro questa dimensione era
completamente sconosciuta, a loro sfuggiva questa dimensione, non potevano capirne niente.
Quindi era un dialogo di sordomuti tra noi e loro. Ecco, sennò le abbiamo ascoltate, molte di loro
sono venute con dei discorsi che non corrispondevano in niente alla nostra esperienza, il che ci ha
fatto molto bene perché fa bene sentire l’esperienza degli altri, e il pensiero altrui. E forse a loro
avrà fatto bene sentire noi. I nostri problemi erano molto terra terra.”
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health, in Yugoslavia all these rights existed already, and thus did not
constitute an issue. In the presence of a hegemonic discourse that
stated that women’s emancipation had been already assured, which
portrayed neo-feminism as bourgeois or imported, and in the absence
of major social conflicts, the conditions for the development of a wide
feminist movement were scarce. Grassroots feminist movements would
have spread only in the following decades in Yugoslavia, particularly in
the late 1980s and during the wars of the 1990s, contemporarily to
stronger social conflicts.126

It is also to be reminded that the positioning of the women who
organised the conference did not stand for women’s positionings in all
Yugoslav territory.127 It is not just a matter of class, but also of
education, possibility to travel abroad, and urban location. An episode
recalled by Rada Ivekovic is quite telling of how geographical location
within Yugoslavia itself could determine women’s self-perception and
awareness of one’s rights. She recalls:

I remember… there was a girl, a girl from Kosovo. The Italians did not know that
abortion was allowed. And we did not know that it was an issue, for us it seemed
self-evident (…) And then when the Italians asked of the right to abortion, we did
not understand where the question came from, but the girl from Kosovo – where it
was also allowed as in the rest of Yugoslavia – she did not even know that it was
allowed! She told immediately “No, no, abortion is not allowed!” Oooohh….Zarana
rebuked her : “What are you saying?! What, it is not allowed! Of course it is
allowed!” and then I understood that for her abortion was something terrible
morally, morally it was not…she did not realise as around her no one thought of
doing it…so she answered fortright…that is, we were not informed of our rights,
at least this girl was not.128

                                                  
126 This analysis that considers Italian and Yugoslav situation in 1978 and later on is the result of
my discussion with Rada Ivekovic. Talking of the Italian struggle for divorce and abortion, Rada
Ivekovic reflects: “Noi non avevamo questioni di questo tipo, purtroppo. In un certo senso i
movimenti femministi in ex Jugoslavia sono cresciuti molto di più durante questa ultima guerra.
(…) Durante la guerra o quando c’è un forte conflitto sociale è più facile per il movimento
femminista come altri movimenti uscire fuori. Mentre non c’è ancora un conflitto sociale è molto
difficile articolare le cose. Ed è quello che è successo a noi, purtroppo. E quindi sarebbe stato
vano aspettare da noi negli anni Settanta già un movimento articolato. Era troppo presto. Non era
troppo presto per il nostro lavoro teorico”. See also next chapter.
127 see  Chapter Two.
128 “Io ricordo per esempio, c’era una ragazza, una ragazza dal Kosovo. Le italiane non sapevano
che l’aborto era permesso da noi. E noi non sapevamo che fosse un’issue, per noi sembrava
evidente, per noi non era nel mirino dei nostri progetti, perché era una possibilità. E quindi
quando le italiane ci chiesero del diritto all’aborto, noi non si capiva bene da dove viene la
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Here we have the difference between the political context in Italy,
where feminists had just gained the bill on abortion, and the Yugoslav
political context, where abortion was taken for granted. But we also
have the difference between Zagreb, or Belgrade and the province of
Kosovo, where despite the law there was a lack of awareness about the
possibility to get abortion. The “girl from Kosovo” who didn’t know or
didn’t conceive that abortion was allowed, and answered to Italian
guests that it was not allowed, destabilised the scene composed mostly
of Yugoslav women who used to live in urban spaces and within more
developed regions. This intervention displaced the self-representation
of the organisers as modern women, aware of their rights, in front of
foreign guests.

This episode would open a discussion on the degree of awareness
of women’s rights according to gender, ethnicity, class, geographical
position in a single nation-state, and will lead us too far. But the
anecdote gives also an idea of the problems faced by any feminist
avant-garde when trying to reach out to other women and try to meet
women’s needs. Moreover, as mentioned before, this mouvement did
not exist prior to the conference of 1978. Even the critique of Marxist
theory and of the Yugoslav leftist dissidence -  which could have
constituted a common thread between Yugoslavs and Western
Europeans – was clearly formulated only after the conference, when
this group constituted itself as a political subject for the first time. As
Rada recalls:

                                                                                                                                                      
domanda, però la ragazza dal Kosovo – dove era permesso l’aborto come nel resto della
Jugoslavia – non sapeva neanche che era permesso! Lei ha detto subito “no no, l’aborto non è
permesso!” Oooh… Zarana l’ha rimproverata, le ha detto “Ma cosa dici?! Ma come non è
permesso!? Certo che è permesso!” e ho capito allora che per lei perché l’aborto era una cosa
terribile moralmente, moralmente non era… e lei non se ne rendeva conto perché intorno a lei
nessuno avrebbe mai pensato di poterlo fare…per cui lei candidamente rispose…cioè non
eravamo neanche informate dei nostri diritti, quella lì non lo era”.
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Before the conference we did not exist. We happened during that conference. We
did not know each other, Zarana put all of us together, and we were not a group.
We hadn’t the awareness that we could represent something. During that
conference we understood that we were many, and that each one of us did some
feminist work, a bit of research, of critique.129

The meeting allowed local women to count themselves, and to start to
act in the public space. In this sense, and as international guests partly
realised, their presence was very important as it created an attention
and a “legitimation” that wouldn’t have been possible otherwise:

For us the meeting has been very important: thanks to the foreigners we felt and
understood that these themes were legitimate. Then we went public, and were
catapultated into the public space, also because the foreigners were there. ‘Cause
if they wouldn’t have been there, the journalists wouldn’t have come…for ten
Yugoslav women they wouldn’t have come. They came because foreigners were
there and there was an international debate. And this launched us and gave us a
lot of courage, and it has been important. Then we understood that it was really
an issue. So in this sense it was an absolutely founding moment for us.130

Despite the fact that the local press came because of the foreigners,
and covered extensively the meeting, the international guests were
only partially aware of the political role they were playing. The new
feminist dissident group could be mistaken as official by the guests.
Paradoxically, then, the critique moved by foreign feminists to the local
women – of not being radical enough-  was sometimes relayed by the
local media and by the government in order to assure that they were
the rightful (and most radical) representatives of women’s
emancipation. In the following sections, and through oral accounts, I
will examine the ways in which international and local guests played

                                                  
129 “Perché prima della conferenza noi non esistevamo. Noi siamo avvenute in quella conferenza.
Non ci conoscevamo tra noi, Zarana ci ha messe tutte insieme, e non eravamo un gruppo. Non
avevamo la coscienza di rappresentare qualcosa. In quella conferenza abbiamo capito che siamo
in molte, e ognuna di noi aveva fatto lavoro femminista, un po’ di ricerca, di critica…”
130 “Per noi è stato molto importante quel convegno perché grazie alle straniere abbiamo sentito e
abbiamo capito che sono temi legittimi, e poi siamo andate in pubblico, siamo state catapultate
nello spazio pubblico anche perché c’erano le straniere. Perché se non ci fossero state le straniere
non sarebbero venuti i giornalisti…per dieci donne jugoslave non sarebbero venuti. Sono venuti
perché c’erano degli stranieri e c’è stato un dibattito internazionale. E questo ci ha lanciate e ci ha
dato molto coraggio, e questo è stato importante. E allora abbiamo capito che è veramente
un’issue. Quindi in questo senso era per noi un momento assolutamente fondante.”
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out various feminist strategies during the conference. I will try to show
that the definition of what counts as feminism is very subjective, and
shaped by political and cultural differences.

4.4. “Playing on thin ice” :
feminist strategies and cultural differences

The presence of Western European women, and their strong vindication
in favour of an autonomous and radical  women’s movement posed a
problem in a country in which the word feminism was silenced or
ridiculed in public discourse, even within intellectual circles, and in
which feminist groups did not yet constitute a specific sub-culture.
Some oral accounts of the meeting between “locals” and “foreigners”
evaluate differences and commonalities in terms of personal
appearance, culture and political orientation. Nada Ler Sofronic, one of
the organisers, recalls the difference in looks between the Yugoslavs
and the Westerners, despite their commonality of ideas:

So the first time… the first day, or maybe half of the second day, we were a bit
shocked by how they looked.  We were different: most of the ‘locals’ were dressed
as middle-class ‘bourgeois ladies’, compared to the guests. They sat on the floor,
without bra.It was a little shock on the first day, but after one day and a half we
were together, we were totally together. Maybe in their opinion (I dont’ remember
exactly who expressed this opinion) we were not enough against male culture and
not critical enough of male models of female beuty: in some way corrupted by
male culture. It was something synpathetic, something like folklore, nothing very
important...because in my opinion we had very similar ideas.

As in the Italian press, the difference between the locals and the
internationals is projected onto the different outfit, or fashion, and
commonality is also expressed through or despite external
appeareances.131 Sofjia Trivunac, journalist at the time of the

                                                  
131 “Encounters involve both fixation, and the impossibility of fixation. So, for example, when we
face others, we seek to recognise who they are, by reading the signs on their body, or by reading
their body as a sign.” (Ahmed, 2000: 8)
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conference, also remembers that at times she felt judged by some
foreign feminists because of her look:

It was the first time that groups of women here got a public validation: yes, this
exists, and there are many many forms of feminism. But I have to say that lot of us
were saying: “oh no, no no, we are not feminists, we just want equal rights”.
Especially when you see somebody coming from England who looks like a
horrifying butch, and you sit here with nails and they look at you like ouaah
(expression of disgust). It’s pretty bad, you know?

Here the fact of reading each other’s body as a sign and the reciprocal
sighting is connected to the idea that certain normative definitions of
feminism were not translatable into the Yugoslav context. In Sofija’s
view, some of the “many forms of feminism” that had been expressed
ran the risk of being counter-productive, as they did not seem to allow
for the expression of different feminine models. Moreover, as
mentioned previously, certain statements by international guests could
provoke unwanted effects in a context with its own specific power
dynamics. I find this long passage very significant, as it connects the
possible unwanted effects of outsiders’ discourses in a “bureaucratic
regime” with the need to adopt specific feminist strategies in such a
context:

Some of them were coming and giving us lectures, like how we should behave, not
knowing anything about the situation, and how dangerous it was. Not dangerous
life, this was not the Soviet Union. But every time you do someting in a
bureaucratic regime, which is really putting the finger in your eyes, you close the
door to some other freedom you can get. So we devised a lot of covert ways, how
to do the thing but not call it feminist. We had many activities that were really very
feminist but were not called feminist. I know you can put a theoretical question
around it: “why should I hide that I am a feminist?” etc. That’s true, if you are
living somewhere where is not a big deal. But when it is not a big deal you are not
moving much, right? So it’s like playing on thin ice. You discover that writing one
little article somewhere makes such a difference for so many. Or some little action,
while no action in America makes any difference…

In Sofjia’s narration, the normative attitudes of certain foreign
participants is connected to the normative attitude of official state
apparatus and bureaucracies. Comparing the situation in 1978 Yugoslavia
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with gender mainstreaming in America (where she later emigrated during
the war), she distinguishes feminist practices enacted “where it is not a
big deal”, but at the same time “you are not moving much” with activities
that sometimes should be done without being called feminist, but which
can have nevertheless a much wider effect in reaching out to the public.

In the late 70s, Sofija started to write articles in a commercial feminine
magazine, Bazaar, and her articles came to be considered as feminist,
gaining a certain popularity. She recalls how she had a lot of attacks
because of her articles, and how she “made it always a point to look very
very feminine”, in order not to be disqualified “as an ugly woman who
can’t catch a man.” In this sense, some of the participants at the
conference are seen as too rigid in their definition of possible feminine
models: once gathered together, she remembers, “they looked fierce, a
lot of them”. Instead, Italian women “had a total understanding of the
culture, and they were really much more feminine, and they had this
passion, and they were waving like us”. Here the similarity in political
culture is also connected to a similarity in look, or models of femininity.

The evaluation of certain similarities or differences thirty years after
should also be read as a statement about later events and about the
present. In this sense, the description of the encounter with foreign
guests is part of a broader, coherent narration, and depends on the
themes that prevail within the narration itself. Sofija’s account, for
instance, is permeated by a certain distance from feminist practices
encountered in England and in the U.S, distance which is also projected
into the memory of the conference (“I think the Anglosaxons pretty much
destroyed the popularity of feminism, now I understand why but at the
time I could not”). Nada’s narration, instead, tends to stress the
commonalities between Yugoslav and Western European guests especially
in relation to their feminist critique of the left after 1968. Differences and
disagreements are repeatedly portrayed as “folklore” or as a matter of
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minor importance. In the next section, I will show that processes of
identification with different international participants are also connected
to processes of redefinition of the self.

4.5. “This is your world”: the international encounter
as transformation of one’s self in space

In no other narration does the meeting take the role of a pivotal event for
the redefinition of the self as it does in the one of Lepa Mladjenovic. A
student of psychology at the time of the conference, Lepa had previously
participated to feminist groups during her high school years spent in the
United States. She was invited to join in the organisation of the
conference by Zarana Papic, by helping out with translations.132 The
meeting is described as a set of turning points, the first one being the
discovery that women can be at the centre of research on an international
level, and that being a woman could orient one’s profession in a feminist
sense. The presence of sociologists or philosophers “only researching on
women” left Lepa “totally surprised”. So did the presence of many
important foreign feminists in Belgrade.133  But most significant had been
the evening time during those three days:

Imagine: it was such a historical conference and I would not even come on time. I
would come in the afternoon to hear and then to go out every night. Every night
we went to the restaurant as women groups. It was a crucial moment; it was the
first time in my life that ten women would enter a restaurant and men would say:
“Look, they are alone”. And we would say: “No, it is the ten of us”. For the first
time I was going to the restaurant with ten or twenty women only. This was a
second turning point for me, the new experience of myself in male space -
restaurants. And we had great discussions there…I was out of my mind, I was
really happy.

                                                  
132 In fact, she describes herself “as the little baby of the conference”, even if she was 24 at the
time, while Zarana and Rada are described as those who “knew what was going on”.
133 “All these foreign women were in much bigger number than we from here. There was Rada,
Zarana, Slavenka, Nada Ler and few more, women who worked on women issues. I had the
impressions that there were more international participants than [women] from here. It was first
fascinating. Why they are here? How come they are here? Something should have motivated them.
After, I realised that Rada and Zarana are fantastic feminists” (interview with Lepa Mladjenovic).
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The memory of extraordinary women-only evenings and parties in the
restaurant of the old Belgrade is a shared theme that keeps coming back
in the narrations of the participants, locals and internationals. The
possibility to appropriate space as women during the evenings in
restaurants is connected in Lepa’s account to the figure of Christine
Delphy. Lepa laughs while remembering that “she was following Christine
everywhere”, because she was “trying to understand her. She was totally
different than anyone in my street, that’s the point. She was totally
different”. Here we see that difference works as a category of  positive
identification, in terms of models of femininity. Seeing Christine Delphy,
Lepa asks herself “where does this woman come from, from what world?”
while Italian women, in her view, looked “a bit like my aunts, more
emancipated than my aunts”.

Even if Lepa was not yet identifying as a lesbian at the time, she
noticed immediately a difference between Christine Delphy and some of
the Italian women in their relation to men and heterosexual validation. (“I
was not really aware… something attracted me …she was not a married
wife. She walked down the streets not paying attention to  male eyes.
This was a difference I named later on.”). Lepa’s interpretation of the
episode of the male sociologist chased from the conference is also very
different. Most of the Yugoslav participants supported the presence of
“feminist friendly men” against the separatist perspective of Italian and
French participants. Lepa, instead, – even if she explains the behaviour of
her male friend as an “ego-trip” – is enthousiastic about the novelty of
the episode. Interestingly, while Christine Delphy wrote that the Italian
delegation chased the male sociologist, in Lepa’s account it is Christine
Delphy herself134 who tells to the man to leave the space of the
conference:

                                                  
134 As in the case of the “Australians”, memory here tells us a lot precisely because it does not
correspond to facts (see Portelli 1998).
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The third turning point for me was Christine Delphy, when Delphy told a man:
“You can walk out, you stop now”. There were a few men participants who wanted
to be cleverer than us. This was a young leftist sociologist. He wanted to tell us, he
went on and on and on, and Christine just said “you know, you just stop know”, or
“you can even walk out”…something like that. It was a huge scandal! (she laughs)
The daily Politika wrote: “feminists have thrown men out of the conference”!

In this way, the figure of Christine Delphy is connected to the
possibility to appropriate and create a feminist space without male
laws, and without men silencing women, firstly by drawing “limits” in
relation to men and secondly by avoiding to request their heterosexual
validation, and to disperse the “energy” that is present among women.
The theme of the restaurant, of ten women entering the restaurant, it
is a crucial expression of the need to break symbolical and material
boundaries of male space, and at the same time conveys the excitation
provoked by the reappropriation of this space. Christine Delphy is the
figure who embodies this possibility in Lepa’s narration:

If I wanted to choose whom I would look like, I would say her. Not because of what
theoretically she was saying.  This lightness, I felt  she was walking in a men’s
world in a different way ; autonomous, she is self contained, she does not depend
on this heterosexual validation when entering spaces and every space is a
misogynist space. I felt she would feel that every space is her place. And I only
caught it as an energy…she did not expect waiters to validate us, she did not
intend to explain to  all these men in restaurants  who we are. Usually, women
around me tried to excuse themselves or to court with men …she did not spend
energy on it…you don’t spend energy on it (…) and this is your world, even though
you know it is not.   In that sense she was crucial as a model. She was clever, she
had already interiorised feminist principles, and that’s what I was really sensing,
how do you live up to feminist principles.

As the memory of the extraordinary evenings in the restaurants, the
impression of excitement due to the transgression of symbolical
boundaries is a shared feeling. The account written by Christine Delphy
in 1978 matches almost word for word Lepa’s recollection. Delphy
wrote:

This meeting it is also, for me, even more than the official discussions, the
deambulations searching for a restaurant big enough to contain us all, small
troops of “lonely” women. I find again the atmosphere of the beginnings of the
movement, the excitement apparently disproportionated in relation to the
objective adventure. Apparently. Because in Belgrade today, as in Paris in 1970,
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ten women together on a side-walk, without men, it’s not a crime, it’s worse: a
major transgression for its implications; the reactions of passers-by (male of
course) as well as our feeling of solidarity and exaltation, tell it well enough.

The collective transgression of symbolic spatial boundaries, and the
feeling of  autonomy and solidarity against male reactions who still see
ten women together as “lonely”, is something that transforms the self.
The individual subjectivity and its relation to space is reshaped by the
presence of the collective, by the assurance that “this is your world,
even though you know it is not”, and by the awareness that this
possibility exists.  I would like to conclude with one last passage from
Lepa’s interview, which well expresses the subjective transformations
produced by an event of such intensity on the women involved in it.

Practically it was so intense for me and many of us that it was never the same, me
myself I. It was the first moment that we women organised an event for ourselves.
For me that was totally new, that we take ourselves seriously in our daily life,
private life and in theory. It totally changed how I see myself in daily life and how I
see what can I do one day. If I want to research on something I can seriously
research on women, I never thought of that before. And the whole history of
organising in Yugoslavia really started after that meeting.

In this last passage we find a wonderful formulation of the significance of
a collective mouvement for the redefinition of the self. A mouvement at
its start appears as something demanding a certain courage to go beyond
the traditional division of space and roles. The collective experience
transforms the vision of the self, of “what can I do one day”, and makes
someone “never the same” on the basis of something that was never
“thought before”. But again, the individual and collective transformation,
the fact of going beyond established roles and spaces, is a risky matter.
During the meeting, individual Yugoslav women -  who until then “played
on thin ice” - gathered together and performed a “major transgression” in
material and discursive terms, that is, the launch of a collective feminist
subject in the public sphere. In the next chapter, I will consider the short
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term and long term effects of this “major transgression” in the Yugoslav
and post-Yugoslav cultural and political space.
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Chapter Five:
The conference as a landmark between before and after:

post-Yugoslav cultural memories and
the critique of the contemporary European present

Borka Pavicevic: …have you seen the place [the Students Cultural Centre]?
C: Yes.

Borka: At that time there were not the stores and all that shit, it was a nice building. It
was a culture working building, it was not a place for selling stockings or whatever there

is inside…
C: I have only seen the archive, I haven’t been around.

Borka: You haven’t been around. It looks different. And the trees were in front of that.

The outbreak of war in the disintegrating Socialist Federated Republic of Yugoslavia
(SFRY) and consequent social processes in its successor states finds its meaning not

only in the present, nor is it only an “evocation” of past ethnic conflicts. Its disruptive
power, which lies in the very destabilization of the previous perception and intelligibility
of the balance between past, present, and future, elevates the war to status as the event

of the early 1990s in the western Balkans. It is a new, mutated totality of the past,
present, and future, dramatically imposed on all people who lived (now expelled or

dead) or are still living in the region – it is not the past we thought we knew, nor the
present we thought we had been living, nor the future we thought we could foresee and

expect. The catastrophic drama of Yugoslavia’s “eventfulness” shows how the
“transition” of one socio-political system may turn into a disaster for both humans and

civilization” (Zarana Papic, 1999:157).

In this chapter I will analyse the narrations of my informants in relation to
the major historical transformations occurred in the region of the former
Yugoslavia since 1978. I try to operate a reflections on the themes that
emerged during the interviews, as they permit to explore the effect of
geopolitical change on memories, as well as the changes themselves
through the memories. The initial quotation reports an exchange that I
had with one of my interviewees in Belgrade. The Students Cultural
Centre did not move, but the street name changed from Marsala Tita to
Kralja Milana. The street number is always 48. The change in the name of
the street, from Marechal Tito to a XIX century Serbian king, well
exemplifies the change in international and local politics since 1978. The
fact that the centre has been transformed into a commercial cultural
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institution stands for the transition from socialism to post-socialist
capitalism. The change in topography, in short, can be taken as a sign of
the wider historical, economical, political and cultural transformations
that have occurred in the last thirty years, globally and locally.

If the global transformations had been important, in Yugoslavia they
took a dramatic aspect. The transition from socialism to post-socialism
implied the partition of the Federation, a long conflict with approximately
100.000 victims and millions of refugees and internally displaced people,
which ended up with the creation of six (and perhaps seven with Kosovo)
new nation-states. As such, the country of 1978 in its original
geographical borders and political features does not exist anymore, so
that the cultural memories recollected are not only memories of the past,
but also memories of a very different geographical space, that contrasts
with the present  geographical imagination.

As I mention in my first chapter, the narrations of my informants
were constructed in terms of before and after events such as war and the
break-up of the Federation, and sometimes also before and after the
conference of 1978 as the first founding moment of feminist organising.
In this chapter I will consider how the memory of an event such as the
meeting of 1978 can become a tool for reflection on the present. First I
will consider general themes such as nostalgia and political responsibility
in relation to war and nationalism; then I will account for the
consequences of the meeting of 1978 in terms of feminist organising,
and reflect on transformations in gender relations occurred in the late
1980s and 1990s; finally, I will explore in detail a recurrent theme in the
narrations, namely the idea of having been part of Europe, as Yugoslavs,
for a certain period of time, and the impact of geopolitical
transformations on transnational feminist exchanges between (feminist)
women from Yugoslavia and Western Europe.
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5.1. “A paradise for children”: becoming political subjects

A certain nostalgia for the socialist Yugoslav space emerges in the
narration of all my informants. This is a shared social phenomena within
post-Yugoslav successor states. In my view these narrations, constructed
in terms of before and after (before and after socialism, before and after
war) represent a critical statement about the present more than an actual
longing for the past.135 Anecdotes about socialist times, thus, acquire a
very specific symbolic meaning in relation to present days.  The ideal of
social justice promoted by the socialist system, for example, seems no
longer imaginable. That’s why in the narration of Lepa Mladjenovic the
cultural memories of holidays during socialism become significant. She
collects anecdotes on holiday time during socialism, which become
coherent digressions in her narration. The memory of a photography of
her childhood permits her to re-construct a whole anecdote:

I have found a photo: I was in kindergarten, they took children from the
kindergarten to the Adriatic sea! And there is a photo of thirty of us on the
seaside, only with two women teachers, and we all looked alike on that photo,
girls and boys at age of 4. It was far in Croatia. It did not matter where you go: it
was the same country. Then, I was in a plane after the war. There was  a woman
sitting next to me, and I was asking her about her youth time. She was in Bosnia in
the orphanage, and she also remembers that they took kids every year to the
coast. She remembered happy travelling on an old train  to Dubrovnik ! Now it’s
like Saint Tropez! Can you imagine this now, kids from the orphanage in
Dubrovnik? It is just gone!

We see here how memory works by association, Lepa’s childhood with
the childhood of the Bosnian woman she met on the plane. The
Croatian coast was at that time still part of the same country, and even
kids from the orphanage had right to a vacation in Dubrovnik. The
same goes with workers from the factories, who could have paid

                                                  
135 Hirsch and Smith observe that nostalgia is not necessarily conservative, as “ the longing for a
lost home or group identity can serve as a form of critique rather than idealisation” (2002:9 )
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vacation on the coast. This “story within the story” is also very
significant:

I have another story, from a taxi driver in Zagreb. We were also talking about old
times. He was a worker in a big electronic factory that makes televisions, an
ordinary worker. And he remembers also that one year for the 1st of May, the
director decided that all the workers, until the cleaner… would  go to weekend in
Opatja. Opatja is another forbidden beautiful town, now mainly rich Italians go
there. It has an old famous hotel, the Imperial, which at the time was open to
everybody and now is untouchable. So, that year all the workers would go to the
Imperial.  There were still the stories and the fame surrounding the hotel. And
there is a balcony outside looking at the sea, a huge balcony. He said to me: (she
whispers) “we never imagined we will be on that balcony one day” - because they
were not sure they would deserve it. But in fact the balcony was all set up for
them, breakfast was served for them - they could not even believe it - on the
balcony watching over the sea.

The story of the workers who deserved to be on the balcony of hotel
Imperial in Opatja on the Workers’ Day celebration is more a story about
the loss of this possibility than on the experience of holiday itself. It
describes a period in which even workers could enjoy relatively high
standard of life and mobility. The possibility of mobility is also a
recurrent element, as this possibility was compromised later on. Because
of Non-Aligned foreign policy, the Yugoslav passport allowed to travel
without visas in many countries.136 Lepa recounts that she was
hitchhiking throughout Europe; moreover, Yugoslav urban centres were
experienced as cosmopolitan places, with all sort of cultural and art
festivals. Even if this “almost welfare state” was financed by foreign
credits and was not sustainable, Lepa recalls that it looked like “a
paradise for children, when you do not know anything of politics
otherwise”.

This idea of paradise for children connects to a more in depth critique
of processes of depolitisation among Yugoslav citizens. Rada Ivekovic,
together with other feminist authors, connects later tragic events with the
                                                  
136 Lepa tells me that her brother was hitchhiking at that time from Belgrade to India, before the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. In old times, “from Belgrade to India there was no war”, tells me
Lepa. Her brother pretended to have lost his passport, but she thinks that probably he had sold it,
as it was one of the most expensive on the black market.
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political irresponsibility and depolitisation promoted by the system. Their
generation, she tells me:

…has nothing to think about, because everything has been designed for her, and
all is organised, all planned. So the generation of the fathers want to save the
generation of the sons from the necessity to be subjects. ‘Cause to be subject is
not an easy matter: you have to decide, all is political…and they honestly thought
that they could keep us from having to take responsibility. So we were born happy
in a socialist country and everything has already been done for us. We were born
free, so they educated us not to think, not to take political responsibility. This is
the palanka.137 And from there all sorts of violence is possible, not necessary but
possible. And that’s what happened in this last war.138

To become political subjects and to be able to assume responsibility
was discouraged by the dominant narrative, and only partially
challenged by social and cultural movements appearing after 1968. My
interviewees, thus, faced a double challenge: not only to become
political subjects in the Yugoslav public space, but also to do this as
women, defying traditional male definition of citizenship, and
reappropriating the heritage of women who fought for emancipation
before and during the Second World War, without accepting the
dismissal and silencing of that heritage (See Sklevicky, 1989).

                                                  
137 Rada Ivekovic refers here to the writings of the philosopher Radomir Konstantinovic, who wrote
in the 1960s a book called Filosofija Palanke (The philosophy of the village), a powerful analysis of
provincial mentalities and depolitisation. Palanka is here a metaphor for limited horizons and
provincial set of minds.
138 “…della generazione che non ha a che pensare, perché è già stato tutto pensato per lei, e
dunque tutto organizzato, tutto messo apposta, dunque questa generazione qua a cui si vuole
risparmiare, la generazione dei padri, quella generazione vuole risparmiare ai figli la necessità di
essere soggetti. Perché essere soggetti non è facile, bisogna decidere, è tutto politico…e loro
pensavano onestamente di risparmiarci la responsabilità. Quindi noi siamo nati felici in un paese
socialista e tutto era stato già fatto per noi, noi siamo nati liberi, e cosi ci hanno educati a non
pensare, a non prendere la responsabilità politica. Questo si chiama la palanka. E da li sono
possibili tutte le violenze, possibili ma non fatali non necessarie, ma sono possibili. E questo è
successo in quest’ultima guerra” (Interview with Rada Ivekovic).
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5.2. “Against evil, wherever they are”:
nationalism and the Yugoslav generation

The memory of the previous system also presents conflictual aspects
when read in the light of successive historical events. The development of
nationalist movements and the wars of the 1990s make it impossible to
disconnect the before from the after, a whole political and social system
from its tragic ending. In 1978, the women who participated in the
conference started a critique – even if internal – of a system constructed
by the generation of their fathers, and often literally by their fathers and
mothers, as many of them were daughters of former partisans. The
challenge to become political subjects, thus, often coincided with a
challenge against one’s own parents. As Borka Pavicevic puts it, it was an
historical  moment in which “it was decent to question your father, God,
the State”.

This moment of internal rebellion and political liberalisation brought to
the fore different social, political and artistic movements, but also
opened up a space for new nationalist movements, which gradually
acquired hegemony while the socialist regime slid into an  economic and
political crisis. All the women and men who participated in the conference
of 1978, and who had contributed to the internal critique of the socialist
system, were confronted with the nationalist movements a few years
after. Dragan Klaic explains:

You have to understand that we were not criticising Yugoslav self-management
socialism as such. We were criticising the sexist elements of the Yugoslav system
with which we identified in general. In that sense it wasn’t a radical critique of
Yugoslav socialism…and when you look at all those people, they were all then and
they all remained - I don’t think there is a single exception – opposed to -
nationalism and they all remained anti-nationalist. I don’t think there is anyone
who then in the 1980s - when nationalism became more powerful and more
prominent and more appealing and more corrupting - went to the nationalist
side… These were progressive leftist intellectuals, but anti-dogmatic, critical,
especially of the official Yugoslav ideology and the ideological jargon and the
ideological façade, but not anti-socialist…and with a steady critical analysis of
capitalism, as well.
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It is important to remember that in the 1980s a number of left-wing
dissidents and a number of intellectuals became closer to nationalist
elites, and gained significative advantages from this stance, in a climate
in which it became more and more difficult to express anti-nationalist
opinions. The most significative aspect, then, in relation to the meeting
of 1978, is that its participants managed to face this process without
going, as Dragan Klaic observes, “to the nationalist side”. The fact that
practically all the participants refused nationalist ideologies on the basis
of progressive politics and a critical attachment to the socialist system,
reshapes the memory of the conference through the experience of anti-
nationalism and opposition to the war of those who participated in it.
Borka Pavicevic, founder of the Centre of Cultural Decontamination in
Belgrade and anti-war activist, tells me:

I mean, you will see that of course the connection is anti-war…and that actually all
these Yugoslav women here were systematically collaborating during the whole
war and they have been very much agaist evil, wherever they are. I mean they were
all slighly left oriented persons…Ok. If you retold the destiny of all these Yugoslav
women, then actually you would get the meaning of this meeting. If you see what
happened in the meantime, who of these women did what, you will actually get the
substance of the meeting, isn’t that?

The connection with anti-war movements is obviously a retrospective
one. But there is no doubt that the conference was foundational for the
movements that followed, and that many of the participants who started
to be active in the public sphere as feminists later became known for
their intellectual and activist work against nationalism and ethnic
violence. The attachment to a Yugoslav space – and to internationalism -
was also a mobile to maintain communication between women of all the
former republics even when this was a very risky and difficult matter.

Nevertheless, despite their strenuous activism and courage, the
position of the “Yugoslav generation” is a paradoxical and often painful
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one.139 The political, cultural and artistic critique started in 1968 – against
the generation of the fathers – did not end as expected. The system could
not accept the rebellion, as it exposed the fact that socialism was far
from realised. In the end, liberalisation did not brought democratisation,
but the partition of the country, due to the inability to reform the system.
Borka Pavicevic comments:

Also in 1968: why do we need rebellion, when we are that. And if it [rebellion]
appears, it means we are not. And that was the failure of the system: it could not
absorb modernisation from the inside. This is the story of the Yugoslav
communist party: they can’t change. And therefore we entered the war. They
cannot modernise from the inside. And this is of course the story of liberals in
Belgrade. They could not face the free economy, which became very strong. And
that was either the party, either the economy. That was practically the crucial
moment of the failing of modernisation here. And take the army, take the army,
what did the Yugoslav army do.

In Borka Pavicevic’s narration, the failed internal modernisation of the
state born from the struggle against fascism during the Second World
War produces the reappeareance of fascism, i.e. nationalism, during  the
yesterday war. The after of Yugoslavia is in this sense characterised by
the return of fascism.140 Borka locates the meeting of 1978 in the middle
of two wars, the Second World War and yesterday war : it contested the
absence of women’s participation after 1945, and anticipated the critique
of the backlash that would manifest itself in the 1990s.141

                                                  
139 Sekulic et al. (1994:95) write: “Only a relatively small proportion of people in the former
Yugoslavia ever expressed the social identity of being Yugoslavs. Many of the social and political
underpinnings of an emergent shared identify, however, were in place and operating to increase
the likelihood of Yugoslav identification. These included powerful influences for urban residence,
intermarriage, and political participation, even participation in a Communist Party apparatus that
itself was ambivalent about promoting a Yugoslav identity. It will remain unknown if these forces,
given sufficient time, would ever have created a strong collective identity for the citizens of the
former Yugoslavia as common members of a unified nation-state. While this failure to establish a
shared identity among the people of this region cannot be said to explain the disintegration of
Yugoslavia, it is apparent that a shared identity was not much in evidence as a mediating
mechanism sustaining Yugoslavia through difficult transitions or slowing its disintegration into
warring national camps.”
140 See also the interview with Dubravka Ugresic, in Kovacevic (2007). Ugresic reports on the
gradual hegemony of nationalism among the majority, and compares the situation to other
totalitarian contexts.
141 Borka tells me for instance: “this seminar that you’re asking about, it was a question as I
remember about why it has happened, why the women were so big fighters on a very important
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There was no possible awareness of the development of the
situation in the eyes of my informants,142 but earlier signs are collected
retrospectively, as if they could have foretold the future. The issue of
nationalist movements appearing contemporarily to progressive ones
comes up in Borka’s interview through an anecdote :

I remember that Dragan [Klaic] was in Celje. He was in the army, in the Yugoslav
Army in Celje in Slovenia. And we were sitting in hotel Merks, where he was
coming from the army, in the uniform, and we were doing this scenario.143 At that
time there was the opening night of Tosca, the opera, the choreodrama done by
Nada Cocotovic and Ljubica Ristic upon the scenario of Veran Zupa, in Celje
theatre, can you imagine, and that all was connected. And from that time I
remember we were sitting in the morning after the very crazy night of this
opening, when Veran Zupa, he is theatrologist and professor in Zagreb (…) said:
“hey listen, those nationalists are always more in collaboration than we are, and
that will be the disaster”. And exactly it’s happened like this.

The impossibility to prevent these major historical developments is often
taken up as a personal responsibility. The trauma is expressed often
through anecdotes, such as the one taking place in the theatre, as well as
through silences and hesitations.144 Anti-nationalist and feminist groups

                                                                                                                                                      
mission during Second World War and then why it goes to hell, and then becomes… then another
side of history of Serbia is the wife of somebody, the influential wife of someone, and then the
end is Mirjana Markovic.” [the wife of Slobodan Milosevic].
142 Dragan Klaic: “But when you look, Yugoslav socialism was very successful in many ways in its
first twenty-five years or thirty years, it was very successful in terms of modernisation, it was very
successful in really eliminating nationalism…it was a sort of ridiculous anachronistic sentiment
nationalism, in my eyes, when I was living there, so obsolete…”
143 The scenario in question is the one for the TV programme Muski Rod, Zenski Rod, the first TV
programme to approch the so called “women’s question” in prime time. An episode of the
programme contains videos of the meeting of 1978 but I could not recover this videos so far.
144 C: But at that time, were you thinking about the nationalist issue? You talked of the
conversation in Slovenia…
Borka Pavicevic: “Yes, we have been aware of these discussion inside the republics, and that
nationalism will be a weapon against communism. That’s the beginning of the story, with
nationalistic writers discussing from the two points, from the point of view of each nation. We
have been aware of that. But of course in 1978 to think that will go to this extent…no. (resigned) I
was then about thirty, and that’s maybe the main cause, I don’t know… Maybe this Yugoslav
generation we did not came to…as we have been Yugoslavs, I mean most of those ladies were
Yugoslav…in 1978, that it will go…it was some…by the way, this movement and the people who
participated were anti-nationalist by the work, by the statement, by the opinion, by the education
let’s say, by origin...by statement. Maybe we should have done something else at that time, but I
don’t know exactly now what. Maybe this Yugoslav movement should be gathered again, and we
gathered it again in 1991: it was the Civic Resistance movement, which was composed by people
from all Yugoslavia. In that movement we asked for multinationality, as the only way to prevent
war. That the people in Bosnia …that it [multinationality]  should be recognised. So we had been
aware of that.
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and individuals promoted an assumption of ethical and political
responsibility for the crimes and the abuses committed in the name of
respective “nations”, challenging the denial of political responsibility from
the side of the regimes that directed war crimes. This assumption of
responsibility was precisely part of a political positioning of disloyalty or
de-identification in respect to these same regimes.

The feeling of responsibility for having challenged the fathers’
system - which promoted somehow inclusiveness and social justice
compared to what has followed - led Borka Pavicevic to whisper to me
that: “Maybe we did not respect them enough. Maybe if we would have
more respect for our fathers, the country would be saved.” This interview
was very moving as I was confronted with feelings of responsibility and
regret on the part of my interviewee, and with my own feelings of
empathy in a non-abstract way. In Borka Pavicevic’s words we can see
that the remembrance of the space experienced and lived by the
“Yugoslav movement” is a statement on the present, a project that seeks
to re-activate a community of responsibility in war and post-war times.

5.3. “Our swirl in the water” :
feminism and gender relations thirty years after

What I can definitely said is that after this conference nothing has been like it was
before. No one could say that the women’s question in Yugoslavia has been resolved,
that “we are all equal”, that “there is no discrimination of women in our society”, that

“there is no violence against women”, that “there is no prostitution” etc.. And I thing that
this was by itself a big success. We have in some way dismanteled these empty

declarations... It was really heretical at that time to say the truth..
(Nada)

But in a sense we were really much more protected than now. Now it is a caos, really.
Very bad position. But at that time you were at least socially protected, you could go on

maternity leaves, now they don’t have that.
(Sofija)
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In this section, I will try to sketch the short and long term effect of
the “Comrade women” meeting in the Yugoslav and post-Yugoslav public
space, and how its memory is connected to changes in gender relations.
After the meeting, “nothing has been like it was before”, as feminist
groups started to organise. In terms of feminist engagement, there is
indeed a generational continuity: almost all the women who participated
in the conference of 1978 were still active in the beginning and mid
1990s.145 The theoretical and activist work started in 1978 and was
developed in the 1980s on a Yugoslav level: the contacts established
between feminists in different republics could be used in the 1990 to
build an effective anti-war network. Moreover, the feminist critique
moved in 1978 against the socialist system and against the way in which
it tended to erase women’s agency from the public sphere paved the way
for an in depth critique of the new nation-states and their ideologies of
militarisation, sexism and exclusion of the Other (the ethnic other, the
deserter, the homosexual, the feminist).

In 1978 international guests did not fully understand the
significance of the meeting in the Yugoslav space, nor that it represented
a “major transgression” of dominant discourses. Since the last days of the
meeting, the organisers had been attacked in major Belgrade newspapers
such as Politika and Vecernij Novosti . Jasmina Tesanovic lists in this way
the consequences for the organisers:

Dunja had problems with political authorities who told her that she had to
apologise and acknowledge that we had done something that was not politically
correct. She was told we were superficial, that we had to step back, that she might
have problems with her job. (…) Zarana had difficulties in getting her job at the
faculty for ten, fifteen years, men colleagues came first... As far as I was
concerned, they opened a dossier in the police office where there was only one
word: “feminist” (…) when I applied for some public jobs they always refused me
because I had this police file with “feminist” written on it.

                                                  
145 See Introduction and Chapter One.
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We can see here that there had been some important consequences,
even if perhaps the fact that the organisers had brothers and partners
in the administration limited the repression. But the attacks in the
press also had the effect of creating a certain visibility: “after the
conference the situation in journals has changed very much, every
journal and periodical dealing with social questions has published our
texts.”146 The conference favored further organising, and as Lepa
recalls, “Practically ‘78 was our swirl in the water, and then different
things came out, Zagreb and Belgrade (...) In Ljubljana, Lilith was made
by women who were not there, they had their own story. But Zagreb
and Belgrade feminist organising came out from 1978”.

In Zagreb, where the political situation was somehow more
favorable, Rada Ivekovic, Slavenka Drakulic and Lydia Sklevicky among
others created the association Zena i Drustvo (Woman and Society)
soon after the meeting of 1978. They managed to have a space within
the Croatian Sociological association and to organise public debates,
which had a prevalently academic public. In Belgrade, instead, a group
under the same name of Zena i Drustvo could be organised only in
1980, as local political forces were hostile to feminist political
organising. Regular debates started then, again within the Students
Cultural Centre:

It was in SKC every Wednesday. We organised [workshops on] Freud and feminism,
what is feminism, research on men and women, sexual behaviour, and then
different groups, Simone De Beauvoir, everything we could find. That was on two
levels, mostly these theoretical…let’s say lectures. We invited women from Zagreb,
then we were very close, and at that time it was not very important who is from
where. I used to work in Slovenia, two years, and in Bosnia, ten years. Everywhere.
(…)The programme of SKC was in the newspaper, and everything was open. On
Saturday it appeared in the newspaper and everyone was welcome. Sometimes

                                                  
146 Nada Ler Sofronic. Journals that published texts of the speakers and reports from the
conference were: Vidici, Gledista, Pitanja, Dometi, Marksisticke sveske, Argumenti, Lica, Student,
Mladost, knjizevna rec, Marksizam u svetu, and Republika. See also Benderly (1994) for a
reconstruction of the way in which feminist journalists and intellectuals managed to impose
feminist issues on a public level through interventions in the press, and for a reconstruction of
generations of feminists between the late 1970s and 1980s.
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there were few people, and sometimes there were many people, especially when it
was about Freud, and bam bam bam! (laughs) sex, and so on.147

These in SKC, as well as the meetings in Zagreb, were also public
discussions, open to women and men. By the mid-1980s, women-only
groups were created, and a new generation of feminists came into the
fore, with a more activist stance and a renewed attention towards
women’s everyday lives.148 SOS hotlines and shelters were founded in
Zagreb, Ljubljana and Belgrade. As well, lesbian groups emerged as sub-
sections of feminist groups, or as autonomous groups. Many researches
have explored women’s movements in Zagreb, Ljubljana and Belgrade.
Undoubtedly more research is yet to be done on feminist organising
outside major urban centres and outside Slovenia, Croatia and Serbia
(Slapsak, 2000; About Bosnia, see Helms, 2003 and Arsenijevic, D. et
al.2006).

Many of the women involved in feminist groups and activities in the
late 1970s and 1980s pursued their theoretical and grassroots activities
during the 1990s, within anti-war, self-help and women’s groups. The
transitions from socialism to post-socialism appeared at the beginning as
promising. For instance, Lepa Mladjenovic recalls that in the year 1990 a
myriad of new groups were formed in Belgrade:

“From the feminist Zena i drustvo some went into Women’s Party, Women’s Lobby,
Women’s Parliament, some of us in SOS hotline for battered women. In the end of
1989  the Berlin Wall fell down, so in 1990 there were already different things
going on… it seemed like everything is going to be better. And in 1991 the war

                                                  
147 Interview with Sonja Drlevic.
148 In this sense, the meeting of 1978 is sometimes portrayed by younger generations of feminists
as something that belonged to the “intellectual” foremothers of feminism, or to a “theoretical”
phase of Yugoslav feminism, which was overcome by the new activist generation of the 1980s. I
did not had enough elements to enter this debate, but I have tried to avoid such a clear-cut
division, and tried to show that 1978 is also an element in the genealogy of grassroot groups in
the 1980s and 1990s, and that there are generational continuities together with discontinuities,
even if this hypothesis should be proved further (For a reconstruction of the movements in the
1980s and 1990s, see Benderly, 1994; see also Devic, 2000; Desnica and Knezevic, 1998;
Pavlovic, 1999; Slapsak, 2000. See also the following edited collections of essays: Blagojevic et. al
2006; Kasic, 1997; Ramet, 1999; Renne, 1997; Richter and Bacchi, 2003; Zajovic, 1994,1997,
2001).
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started, it was a disaster, and entire new chapter opened up with anti-war
organising and Women in Black, so that’s how it developed…”

The 1989 transition in Eastern and South-Eastern Europe has been
interpreted triumphantly as an expression of historical progress, but also
melancholically as a moment of regression. However, scholars who
studied the impact of the transitions on gender relations have
emphasised that these historical phenomena cannot simply be resumed
with formulas such as “progress” or “regression”. The tendency to portray
Eastern European women as victimised “losers of the transitions”, thus
implying that socialism had liberated women, has been problematised
(True, 2000, p.77). Feminist scholars often emphasised the continuity of
patriarchal patterns despite the transition (see Makkai, 1994:198-202).
Concerning the Yugoslav context, authors as Vesna Kesic have also
underlined historical continuities in patriarchal patterns between different
political regimes (Kesic, 2001 and 2002).

Nevertheless, in the context of Yugoslavia the post-socialist
transition of 1989 was followed by the war events of the 1990s. Zarana
Papic wrote that war events are to be understood not just a “transition”
but rather as “a new, mutated totality of the past, present, and future,
dramatically imposed on all people who lived (now expelled or dead) or
are still living in the region” and added “it is not the past we thought we
knew, nor the present we thought we had been living, nor the future we
thought we could foresee and expect”. The cultural memories of the
previous system are also shaped by this “new, mutated totality” and by its
effects on gender relations and gender roles.149

For my interviewees most of the changes occurred in the 1990s are
interpreted negatively, as a regression, and so are the changes in gender
relations. In a way, in front of the neo-conservatism of nationalist
                                                  
149 Hirsch and Smith (2002, 6) write that “…gender is an inescapable dimension of differential
power relations, and cultural memory is always about the distribution of and contested claims to
power. What a culture remembers and what it chooses to forget are intricately bound up with
issues of power and hegemony, and thus with gender.”
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ideologies and elites, the egalitarianism of the socialist system is
somehow re-evaluated, although with reserve. As demonstrated by 1978
discussions, certain aspects of the legislation in Yugoslavia were
regarded as positive already at the time. Certain legislative measures
provided a resource to struggle against everyday manifestation of
patriarchy. Sonja Drljevic tells me:

The law was very friendly to women, our law, the socialist law. Officially, in
everything there was equality with men. Anything that could be understood as
misogynia was officially forbidden. Today I can read in the newspaper: “We don’t
want women for this job, or women only; we want women who are thirty and nice”.
It was completely forbidden at the time, it would be a scandal if someone used
this language (…) But what did we really want when we organised this conference?
We were satisfied with law. But we were not satisfied with patriarchy.

Sonja tells me that patriarchy “starts at home”, but that she also had
some experience of patriarchy at her working place. Working as a chief
engineer, she was in the committee who hired new workers for a
construction site.

I was the only woman, it was a construction site. I was young then, maybe about
thirty. And then there was a key [quota]: in every commission there must be a
woman, and a young (man or woman) . At that time there was a key for everything:
for national minorities, women, youth. And then I was young, woman…it
was…perfect! And then there was one young geometer. She applied for a job. And
then they said: “Ha ha, we don’t want a woman on the site. What will she do on the
site, the workers will make jokes with her”. And then I said: – because I was very
angry – “This is a discrimination and in our Constitution something is written
about this. If they think like this I will immediately go to…” I don’t know
where…Then they were very very afraid, and they said: “Ooh, it was a joke”. Then
we received her (…) But that’s how patriarchy works. If I wasn’t there, or maybe
another woman who was afraid, then they wouldn’t have accepted her. (…)
Patriarchy was everywhere just under the surface. And then our feminist group
wanted to show that patriarchy is still here, and also family violence against
women and children.

In this case the law would provide a tool to struggle against
discrimination, but not without self-awareness on the part of women
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themselves.150 The socialist legislation provided certain resources that
disappeared with neo-capitalist restructuring, combined with wars and
economic crises. Moreover, the dominant discourse of egalitarianism has
been substituted with a neo-conservative and sexist discourse which is
now completely legitimated in the public sphere. Borka recalls in this way
the difference in the public discourse:

Well, I have to tell you, I don’t like such kind of interviews, but a friend of mine
pressed me to have an interview for the newspaper Blitz [a Serbian tabloid], it is
very popular. (…) You know, they wanted personal stories (…) But in that personal
story I have said for example that I am not married. Of course (…) the father of my
sons, we are living together. But then I was shocked of how many people called me
today to ask me how I can say that I am not married. And then I started to think
what’s happening (…) because for my generation it was…you were looking for
Simone De Beauvoir, that was a statement! I mean, why should you be [married] .
And today we are in a time when people are going to church to marry! That’s
actually the story of Yugoslavia in some sense, it was a period when it was a
statement: why should you do that, it’s not necessary (…) It was more women like
me: you should not change your second name, you should have a parallel life with
your husband. And then I was shocked by this neo-conservativism, how it comes
that people ask you “HOW can you say that?!” Oh my God, I mean…but it was so
many years…in my generation it was totally normal to live in that way, not accept
the conventions, we didn’t even think about that!

Another interviewee connects the dominant discourse and the condition
of young women in Serbia to the new elites who came to power with the
war and with the status of the economy. Sofija tells me:

I think they must be more agressive, young women. But in the present climate
where woman is a piece of meat who has to be sold on the meat market to get
married to some fat old guy…That’s really the climate in Serbia, that’s really the
climate. The mass, everyone is telling “you have to find a rich husband”, a total
reversal because of a sudden “we are now in capitalism”. Capitalism is not always
like that, but they have a stereotype of what it looks like. It’s not like that but
that’s how someone in a ghetto imagines it…so parents are buying them implants
for breast…(I ask if it’s very common) Yes, it’s very common. I have even clients
coming, what is their problem? The daughter wants implant n. 4 and mother
thinks that n. 3 is better. I almost killed them both! (laughs) No, I am a
professional! But I mean, there is a  huge pressure on young women to be like
prostitutes, almost, because everything is like that, TV is like that. Scum of the
earth came into power and you can’t clean it fast enough, and I don’t think it will
be cleaned for some time. So for young women now it is very difficult. You have

                                                  
150 The discussion over formal equality and self-awareness (emancipation and liberation) had been
a major point of discussion between the Yugoslav and the Italian participants, as we’ve seen in
Chapter Three.
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this exodus of men, and lots of men died or are severely depressed, very shaken,
loss of self confidence, so it’s a problem to get sex, not to talk about marriage. So
girls are pretty discouraged, they just accept anything from men, anything.
Something that in our generation would be unimaginable, to be treated like dirt.
Because there was an equal number of men, you were not feeling like that. And
there was no pressure on money, it was easier. Now it’s very very difficult.

We can see that here these changes are the outcome of many factors, and
the status of economy and of the welfare state – together with dominant
ideologies – has an enormous impact in influencing women’s current
images in the press and in society. Of course these perspectives are not a
comprehensive desciption of gender relations as a whole, but rather give
an idea of the transition from the point of view of the generation and
location of my interviewees. These transformations also shape the
geographical imagination of the spatial self and of Europe within post-
Yugoslav successor states, and the possibility of transnational feminist
exchanges.

5.4. “We were Europe”:
Transnational feminist practices thirty years after

The memories of the conference are also memories of a country that does
not exist anymore, of a totally different configuration of geopolitical
borders. As  previously mentioned, in the Yugoslav cultural space there
was a certain freedom, or a “small public space”. This openness was
intensified by the fact that Yugoslavs could travel in Western Europe and
other countries without visas. This ended in 1985, after a wave of
terrorism in France, after which visas became compulsory in order to
enter Western Europe, and more difficult to obtain for Yugoslav citizens :

Since then everything changed in our relations with Europe. But before we went
around, we travelled. So there were open borders and ideas circulating and people
coming to teach in Belgrade Zagreb, in these conferences. There were many more
conferences were foreigners came…with the exchanges and so on we did not
suffocate, there was an impression of openness and we all thought “A day when I’ll
grow up I will go abroad”, you see, a project for all young people, as you had been
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abroad, that’s it. But since then concerning the international relations in Europe all
became complicated. 151

In Rada’s narration, the open borders of Yugoslavia allowed people not to
suffocate, compared to other countries of the Eastern block.152 The wars
and the successive establishment of new internal borders are perceived
as a limitation in space and possibilities, and as an enclosure within small
new “fatherlands”. The landscape is no longer recognizable, and the
impression is to “wake up” in a foreign country. Often my interviewees
preferred exile to this enclosure. The feeling is also one of undeserved
isolation. “Europe” is described as a place of which Yugoslavia was once
part:

We were often stigmatised as subversive bourgeois import from the West (and at
the same time, paradoxically, as a female branch of the new left), but we knew
that we would not be so sharply punished, compared to the situation in Romania
and Bulgaria for example. And, as I’ve said in one recent interview, Romania and
Bulgaria are now in Europe, while we are waiting to enter... Although in 1978, I
really think this, we were in Europe, with this democratic movement, with our
openness to the progressive movements and ideas in the West, and the tradition
we had in that sense...

It is certainly a paradox that Yugoslavia, the most “Westernised” of
Eastern European country, could not access European Union and the
Schengen space, also because of Western European countries’
ambiguous attitude towards the partition. This idea of “having been” in
Europe is connected by a what has been called “yugonostalgia”, or to
what Alessandro Portelli calls the topos of uchronia: the attempt to
introduce an “if” within historical facts, in order to imagine that things
could have gone differently: this could be translated in “if we wouldn’t
have had war, we would be in Europe today”.
                                                  
151 “Quindi da allora è cambiato tutto, nei nostri rapporti con l’Europa. Ma prima si andava in giro
si viaggiava e quindi questa cosa di frontiere aperte di idee che passano di gente che passa che
viene a insegnare a Belgrado a Zagabria in questi convegni c’erano molti altri convegni pure dove
venivano gli stranieri…con gli scambi e cosi via non si soffocava, c’era un’impressione di apertura
e tutti noi pensavamo un giorno quando sarò grande andrò all’estero, cosi, capisci, un progetto
per tutti i giovani, come tu sei andata all’estero, ecco. Però dopo anche sul piano dei rapporti
internazionali in Europa si è complicato tutto.” (Rada Ivekovic)
152 “Noi ci comparavamo sempre all’Europa dell’Est, dove non si viveva cosi bene e poi i confini
erano chiusi e la gente soffocava” (Rada Ivekovic)
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The impression of being (in) Europe is connected to a degree of
sovereignity, which in the territory of the former Yugoslavia has been
lost due to political and historical contingencies. It is also connected to
a possibility of coalition with Western European “progressive
movements and ideas” whose force has gradually diminished. This view
challenge the idea of the Balkans as “dark side within” Europe, and
show that the political phenomena affecting the former Yugoslavia are
part of broader political tendencies that invest the European political
space as a whole.153

The enforcing of European Union’s borders, which delimit it as an
economic and political “fortress”, has been accompanied by a dominant
discourse of “pure Europe” or Europism (Essed, 1995:54) which
combines post-colonial representations with new orientalist and
essentialist images of Eastern Europe after 1989. These
representations are highly gendered. As Helma Lutz writes, “It is
through these discourses of ‘racial’, ethnic and national otherness,
rather than through sexual difference, that the antagonism between
the ‘European’ and the ‘other’ woman is emphasised. In this binary, the
European woman serves as the standard against which to measure
women from elsewhere” (Lutz, 1997: 96).

These transformations have profound effects on possible
transnational feminist exchanges in post-Yugoslav successor states.
The 1978 conference stands somehow as a symbol of the “European”
moment of Yugoslavia, a moment in which foreign feminists could
travel to Belgrade and discuss with local feminists on a level that was
somehow equal – despite reciprocal differences and despite a certain
maternalist language by Westerners, a language that was linked to the
                                                  
153 If we follow Etienne Balibar (1999), “the fate of European identity as a whole is being played out
in Yugoslavia and more generally in the Balkans (even if this is not the only site of its trial). Either
Europe will recognize in the Balkan situation not a monstrosity grafted to its breast, a pathological
"after effect" of under-development or of communism, but rather an image and effect of its own
history and will undertake to confront it and resolve it and thus to put itself into question and
transform itself.”
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development and “timing” of feminist movements more than to a
specific geopolitical configuration. The presence of Western feminists
in Yugoslavia today has a totally different significance. To use Sofija
Trivunac’s words,

It has the meaning of “well, look at these women who are coming and they are
well-off and they are well-dressed and they can travel”. That’s what it is. In ‘78 it
was not like that, we travelled freely, we had pretty good standards of living all
things considered and you were not so surprised or shocked to see foreigners
here…or women dressed, or women articulating working and expressing opinions.
It wasn’t such a shock. We were part of Europe at that point, you know, on some
level…so…now it has a different meaning. Especially in Serbia: 80% of people,
young people, have never gone outside of the country because they are in ghetto.

The geopolitical change and the “humanitarian turn” in former
Yugoslavia also determined a different positioning of “Western” women
in the region. The presence of international women in the region is
now directly connected to a material reality of wealth and ability to
travel, while women in the former Yugoslav region have been invested
by a general material impoverishment and by a number of balkanist
representations. Sofjia well expresses this material and discursive
power relation:

And I saw in America time and time again this fashion: wealthy women having a
kind of safari type of mentality. Today is Yugoslavia, tomorrow is Rwanda, another
time is Afghanistan. And what happens? They are like charity with little monkeys,
very wealthy women organising some charity and parties. But behind there are
brothers who are in oils, or brothers who are in armaments. They go in that
country, and then there’s the NGO front (…) Then you see people getting wealthy.
Not this top rank of society, but even the last dental technichan became wealthy
out of war in Yugoslavia, because she suddenly went into peacekeeping! (…)This is
cruel, cruel, its entertainment, like zebra hunting, or let’s protect camels…you
know, and then talking lies. Every time another fashion (…) no, I would rather
clean the windows than betray the idea of social change by making money and
fame out of it.

The “safari type of mentality” is denounced vehemently, as well as the
enrichment of Western women from activities like peacekeeping in the
former Yugoslavia. Sofija’s account expresses the change that occurred
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in the last thirty years. Global and local geopolitical changes have
strongly modified the terms of possible transnational encounters.
During the encounter of 1978, the difficulty to understand each other
was due to the different languages spoken by the participants, a
product of different national and political contexts. In 1978 the
necessity of a transnational dialogue about patriarchy both in capitalist
and in socialist systems was acknowledged. In 2008, instead, the post-
Yugoslav successor states are states with a limited sovereignity and it
would seem difficult to argue that they are and have been the sites of
an alternative production of modernity. In this sense, oral history can
provide a powerful tool to give voice to the simultaneous production of
space and modernity, as well as to the simultaneity of feminist stories
in the past, challenging in this way the signifier Europe and the present
geographical imagination.
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Conclusion

This research is composed by a multiplicity of layers, and points to
different directions. There are many “knots” that emerged and that I
will try to sum up. A first outcome is probably a methodological one.
I’ve found very productive the combination of different sources: archive
material, press documents, oral accounts. It is evident that each
source, while revealing something, is also hiding something else, and
that sources are as situated as their feminists authors who produced
them thirty years ago or in present days. Every document has a “taste”
and every oral account is full of intertextual references. From the point
of view of oral history, there has not been one 1978 event, but as many
meetings as were the participants; yet, particularly intense episodes
such as the dinners in the restaurants or the protest against the
sociologist left a common trace in written and oral sources.

In terms of content, I’ve found the reconstruction of the debate of
1978 itself particularly interesting from the point of view of different
subjective and political positionings (a recurring word in the text). The
transnational encounter with its intensity and its “very logical and
somehow very necessary misunderstandings” shows that feminist
languages, strategies and knowledges are deeply located and
contingent, and that transnational encounters based on equality cannot
do without forms of translation between different feminist languages
and practices.

Moreover, the new approach to the woman’s question launched by
Yugoslav feminists points to the difficulty of articulating a feminist
strategy when the state appropriates feminist discourses, declaring the
issue “solved”; state feminism still seems to be a very present problem,
particularly in Western Europe where contemporary discourses of
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Europism and cultural racism construct the figure of an emancipated
“European woman” as opposed to other “women” and other “cultures”.

Very significant are also 1978 discussions about the conditions of
possibility of feminism and about the interrelations between material
conditions and possibilities of cultural transformation. A critique of
economic relations and institutional frameworks as the one started by
Yugoslav feminists proved to be necessary, but not sufficient;
viceversa, the need for processes of consciousness-raising emphasised
by Western European feminists cannot be disconnected from a
reflection on broader structures of economic and state power.

The issue of class and cultural capital within feminist movements
themselves is a theme that emerged transversally during the research.
In my view this theme should be reconsidered, particularly in relation
to different geopolitical and historical contexts, as well as in relation to
generational and cultural transmission of feminist knowledges, self-
representations of feminist subjects and movements, possibilities of
outreach through alternative practices of education and mobilisation.

To conclude, past transnational encounters between (feminist)
women represent a very rich subject for historical research. They are a
site for memory recollection and allow to trace back feminism’s
“forgotten stories”. Moreover, they open up the possibility to reflect on
the effects of geopolitical and historical transformations on the
production of feminist knowledges. These transformations are
reflected in the languages that are used, negotiated, imposed or
translated, pursued or abandoned, as well as in the representations of
feminist self and other over time. The study of past encounters can
thus highlight not only the situatedness of contemporary ways of
knowing, but also the historical processes through which our
contemporary situated knowledges and imaginations came into being.
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APPENDIX

1. Interviews  (chronological order)

1- Dragan Klaic (born in Sarajevo) is a theatre scholar and cultural analyst. In
1977 he had finished his DFA (Doctor of Fine Arts)  in theatre history and
dramatic criticism at Yale, 1977/78 was doing his military service and working
on the tv series Muski rod, zenski rod, with Borka Pavicevic and Rada Djuricin
among others. He has been living in the Netherlands since 1991 and teaches at
the Leiden University, Central European University  Budapest and University of
Bologna. (Amsterdam, 14/12/2007)

2- Lepa Mladjenovic works as a feminist counselor in the Autonomous
Women’s Centre (AWC) in Belgrade. She is also lecturer at the Centre for
Women's Studies.  She defines herself as a feminist lesbian antifascist activist,
and she has been among the founders of the Women in Black movement in
Belgrade. She initiated networks, seminars, books, street actions that oppose
violence against women, rape in war, war, homophobia, racism, in the region as
well as internationally. (Belgrade, 4/2/2008)

3- Sonja Drljevic is the coordinator of the Association for Women’s Initiative
(AWIN/AZIN in Serbian), which monitors the impact of economic policies on
women’s lives and work with women’s groups in rural areas of Serbia. In 1978
Sonja was working as chief engineer and was involved in political groups with an
anarchist orientation who used to gather at SKC. (Belgrade, 5/2/2008)

4- Sofija Trivunac is a psychologist. In 1975 she had finished her studies of
psychology, was single mother and worked as a journalist. She was involved in
the feminist group Zena i Drustvo in the 1980s in Belgrade. During the 1990s
she lived (and worked as a psychologist) in Cyprus and the United States. She
Presently she has a psychological private practice in Belgrade. (Belgrade,
11/2/2008)

5- Borka Pavicevic was born in Kotor (Montenegro). She graduated from the
Academy for Theatre, Film, Radio and TV in Belgrade in 1971. In 1978 she was
working as dramaturge. In 1994 she founded the Centre for Cultural
Decontamination, a centre of anti-nationalist and oppositional cultural politics.
She is presently the director of Centre for Cultural Decontamination. (Belgrade,
14/2/2008)

6- Nada Ler Sofronic was born in Sarajevo. In 1978 she was assistent on Social
Psychology at the Faculty of Political sciences in Sarajevo and one of the co-
organiser of the conference of 1978. During the last war she had been living in
Rome and Budapest and now lives and works in Sarajevo as director of the non
governmental feminist Research, Policy and Advocacy Centre “Woman and
Society”. (Sarajevo, 19/3/2008)
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7- Maria Rosa Cutrufelli (born in Messina, Sicily) is a writer and literary critic.
In 1978 she was working for the italian Ligue of cooperatives, and was member
of the feminist groups Lotta Femminista and Gruppo per il Salario Domestico.
She lives in Rome. (Rome, 19/03/2008)

8- Carla Ravaioli (born in Rimini) is a journalist and writer. In 1978 she was a
reporter for Il Messaggero di Roma and had written several books on the
relation between women and the left. In the last year she has been writing on
movements for social justice and environmentalism. She lives in Rome. (Rome,
19/03/2008)

9- Rada Ivekovic (born in Zagreb) is philosopher and indologist. In the
seventies (including 1978)she had lived for several years between Rome and
Zagreb and was assistent at the faculty of philosophy in Zagreb. She has been
living in France since 1991, where she teaches at the University of Saint-Etienne
and at the College international de philosophie, Paris. (Vienna, 15/3/2008;
Paris, 29/3/2008)

10-Polish-born Ewa Morawska is a sociologist. In 1978 she was a Research
Assistant at the Historical Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw.
The organisers of Drugica learned about  Ewa’s feminist interests through her
father, a philosopher, who had contacts with critical philosophers in Yugoslavia.
She emigrated from Poland to the United States in 1979 and she presently lives
in Great  Britain where she teaches at the university of Essex. (phone call,
28/3/2008)

11- Nil Yalter (born in Cairo) is a multi-medial artist. She completed her
studies in Istanbul and she has been living in Paris since 1965. In 1978 she was
working as an artist in Paris. After having presented her works in Belgrade, she
was invited to exhibit in Hungary (by Judith Kele, another guest in 1978). She is
considered a pioneer of installation and video art, and of feminist art. Her work
has been included in the exhibition “WACK! Art and the Feminist Revolution”.
(Paris, 28/3/2008).   

12- Jasmina Tesanovic, born in Belgrade, grew up in Egypt and Italy ( going to
an English school) and studied literature in Milan. In 1978 she was a student and
an independent film-maker and lived in Rome. She is active in Women in Black
since the early 1990s. She is the author of novels and essays, translator, editor,
filmaker, blogger. She presently lives between Belgrade, Italy and the United
States. (21/04/2008, Phone call)
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2. Revised list of participants

The participants listed by number and name were invited and were surely or
probably present at the meeting. Between (brackets) are the participants who
had been invited but were surely not present, in italic the participants whose
presence I have found documentation of, and who were not on the initial official
list. This reconstruction has been done by supplementing the list reconstituted
by Asocijacjia za zensku inicijativu/Association for Women’s Initiative
(AZIN/AWIN), 2003, with archive material and oral accounts. Any suggestion,
correction or further information is welcome.

England
1. Jill Lewis  2. Helen Roberts 3. Diana Leonard 4. Parveen Adams
(Ann Oakley) (Branka Magas) (Juliet Mitchell) (Sheila Rowbotham)

Italy
1. Anne Marie Boetti 2. Chiara Saraceno 3. Manuela Fraire 4. Dacia Maraini 5.
Adele Cambria 6. Letizia Paolozzi 7. Luciana Viviani 8. Giuliana Sgrena 9. Carla
Ravaioli 10. Maria Rosa Cutrufelli 11. Anabella Miscuglio 12. Francesca Ponza
(Elisabetta Rasy) (Maria Antonietta Maciocchi)
(Dario Fo/ Franca Rame) (Ida Magli)

France
1. Christine Delphy 2. Francoise Pasquier 3. Aline Dallier 4. Naty Garcia 5.
Xavière Gauthier 6. Catherine Millet 7. Jacqueline (des femmes) 8. Ivette (des
femmes) 9.Julie (des femmes) 10. Elise Bon 10.  Catherine Nadaud 11. Nil Yalter
(France-Turkey) 12. Françoise Collin (France-Belgium) (Ida Biard) (Helène
Cixous) (Simone De Beauvoir) (Luce Irigaray) (Julia Kristeva)

US
(Susan Sontag) (Lucy Lippard)

Poland, Hungary, West Germany
Ewa Morawska (Poland-U.S.) Judith Kele (Hungary) Alice Schwarzer (West
Germany) (Ilona Lowas- Hungary)

Yugoslavia
Zarana Papic, Dunja Blazevic, Nada Ler Sofronic, Nadezda Cacinovic-Puhovski,
Slavenka Drakulic, Lydia Sklevicky, Rada Ivekovic, Andjelka Milic, Ruza First-
Dilic, Gordana Cerjan Letica, Dragan Klaic, Borka Pavicevic, Mira Oklobdzija,
Slobodan Drakulic, Jasmina Tesanovic, Lepa Mladjenovic, Liljana Gajovic, Vera
Smiljanic, Nada Sponza Mimica, Bojana Pejic, Sonja Drljevic, Sofija Trivunac,
Bozidarka Frajt, Durda Milanovic, Vesna Pusic, Jelena Zuppa, Vesna Dramusic,
Rada Duricin, Milos Nemanjic, Zivana Olbina, Vesna Pesic, Milica Posavec, Vuk
Stambolovic, Karel Turza, Ljuba Stojic, Biljana Tomic, Goranka Matic, Ruza
Petrovic, Katalin Ladik, Zoran Vidakovic, Silva Meznaric, Vesna Drazilovic, Seka
Stanivuk, Mira Zelenika, Ruza Gavrilovic, Dubravka Ugresic and the public of SKC
in Belgrade.
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3. Biographies of Zarana Papic and Lydia Sklevicky

Zarana Papic (1949-2002) has been a pioneer of feminism and women studies
in the region of the former Yugoslavia. In 1974 she graduated in sociology at
the Belgrade University, and in 1978 she was the main organiser of the Belgrade
meeting Drugarica Zena. From 1979 until 1983 worked as editor, and from
1983 until 1989 as editor-in-chief of the University & Students Publishing
Centre in Belgrade. In 1983 she edited the book Antropologija zene
(Anthropology of Woman), Prosveta, Beograd, 1983, with Lydia Sklevicky (see
below). She obtained her MA degree in Social Anthropology 1986, at the Inter-
disciplinary Department of Anthropology at the Faculty of Philosophy, University
of Belgrade with the thesis “Feminist Critique of Sociology’, which was published
as a book (Sociologija i Feminizam - Sociology and Feminism- Istrazivacko-
izdavacki centar, Beograd, 1989). In 1992 she was among eight women-
founders of the Women´s Studies Centre in Belgrade as an alternative, extra-
mural centre of intellectual (and anti-war) women´s activities, and professor at
the Women´s Studies Centre in Anthropology of Gender(s). She had been
involved in feminist and anti-war activities in Belgrade. She was member of
many international research projects, and she published in 1997 the book
Polnost i kultura – Telo i znanje u savremenoj antropologiji (Gender And
Culture: Body And Knowledge In Contemporary Anthropology), as well as many
articles in English speaking anthologies and reviews. (Source:
http://www.policy.hu/bagic/zaranacv.htm     ) Zarana is warmly remembered as a
source of energy and inspiration by former participants to the meeting, and by
younger activists alike.

Lydia Sklevicky (1952-1990) has been another founder of women studies and
gender history in the former Yugoslavia. She graduated in sociology and
ethnology at the University of Zagreb in 1984, while she worked in the Croatian
Institute of History from 1976, and from 1988 at the Institute of Ethnology and
Folklore Research. She took active part in the Drugarica Zena meeting with a
paper over legislative treatement of violence against women in different
Yugoslav republics. Later she has been one of the founder of the Zagreb
association Zena i Drustvo (Woman and Society) and a researcher on women’s
social history. Particularly relevant is her work on the Anti-fascist Women’s
Front (AFZ), published in the posthumous publication entitled Konji, zene, ratovi
(Horses, Women, Wars) (Zenska infoteka, Zagreb 1996). Other publications
include the anthology Antropologija zene (Anthropology of Women) (Prosveta,
Belgrade 1983) with Zarana Papic and the book Zena i drustvo, Kultiviranje
dijaloga (Women and Society, Cultivating dialogue) (Croatian Sociological
Association, Zagreb 1987). She was also a member of the editorial board of the
international journal Gender and History, and a member of the editorial team for
the Journal of Contemporary History.
(Source:     http://www.ief.hr/page.php?id=266&lang=en    )
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4. Initial programme (reconstruction)

27/10/1978

10h Theatre : Presentation of the guests
11h Theatre: Section WOMEN / CAPITALISM / SOCIAL CHANGE
11h Tribune: Section WOMEN CULTURE

13h Big Room : Igra sa Jabukom (film by Vera Hitilova)

16h Theatre
WOMEN / CAPITALISM / REVOLUTION
Round table (simultaneous translation)

21h Big Room : Ziva Istina (film by Tomislav Radic)

Exhibitions

Gallery: Belgrade, portraits of women, October 1978
Circular Foyer: The Yugoslav Woman in Statistics
Foyer: Sexism among us
Foyer: Cartoons by Claire Bratcher

28/10/1978

10h Theatre: Section WOMEN/ CAPITALISM/SOCIAL CHANGE
11h Tribune: Section WOMEN CULTURE

11h Big Room: The Night’s Porter (film by Liliana Cavani)

13h “Work communities. Turkish migrant workers to Paris and Gent” (videos,
photos and drawings) and “La Roquette, Prison des femmes” (video, drawings,
documentation) by Nil Yalter, Paris.

16h Theatre
WOMEN/ CULTURE
Round table (simultaneous translation)

21h Big Room
FILMS
Aggettivo Donna (Rony Daupulo, 1972, 16mm, black and white,  60 min)
Il Rischio di Vivere (Annabella Miscuglio e Anna Carini, 1977, 16mm, B/w, 60
min)

Sunday, 29th of October

10h Theatre: GENERAL DEBATE
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13h Big Room
Talking about Love (Jasmina Tesanovic, video work, Beograd)
Fughe Lineari (Annabella Miscuglio, 1976, super 8, 12 min)
Puzzle Therapy (Annabella Miscuglio, 1977, super 8, 12 min)
Rony (A.Miscuglio, super 8, 4 min)
Paola (A.Miscuglio, super 8, 4 min)

21 h Big Room
La Bella Addormentata nel Bosco (film by Dacia Maraini)
Mio padre amore mio (film by Dacia Maraini)
Aborto. Parlano le donne (film by Dacia Maraini)

5. Reading list for the meeting

International feminist texts translated into Serbo-Croatian
(translation by Nada Seferovic, Branka Misirlic, Alexandra Djordjevic, Emilia
Kasapic, Jasmina Tesanovic)

- Evelyne Reed, Is Biology Women’s Destiny? (1971), tranlation from
the French version (1975)

- Alexandra Kollontai, Selected Writings (London, 1977)
- Sheila Rowbotham, Women Resistance and Revolution (New York,

1975)
- Rosalba Spagnoletti, I movimenti femministi in Italia (Roma, 1978)
- Manuela Fraire’s interventions in L’Italie au féminisme, ed. by

Louise Vandelac (Paris, 1978)
- Germaine Greer, The Female Eunuch (1971)
- Shulamith Firestone, Dialectics of Sex (1971)
- Julia Kristeva, Donne Cinesi (Milano, 1975)
- Molly Haskell, From Reverence to Rape. The Treatment of Women

in the Movies (1973)
- Juliet Mitchell, Psychoanalysis and Feminism (1974)
- Luce Irigaray, Ce sexe qui n’en est pas un (Paris 1977)
- Meri Franco Lao, Musica Strega: Per la Ricerca di una Dimensione

Femminile nella Musica (Roma, 1976)
- Eugenie Lemoine-Luccioni, Il taglio femminile : saggio

psicanalitico sul narcisismo (Roma, 1977)
- John A. Walker, Glossary of Art, Architecture and Design since

1945 (London, 1977)
- Articles by Ida Magli and Graziella Ungari in Nuova DWF (Italian

feminist review)
- Articles by Sarah Kent and Rosetta Brooks in Studio International
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Texts from Yugoslav authors translated into English
(translations by Joan Coddington and David Rouge)

- Nadezda Cacinovic Puhovski: “Equality or Liberation. Theses on the
Theoretical Relevance of Modern Feminism” (from Zena, 1976/3)

- Vesna Pusic: “On Certain Aspects of the Role of Feminism in
Modern Society” (from Zena, 1976/3)

- Nada Ler Sofronic: “Retrograde Process in the Closed Family Circle”
(from Vidici, 1977/5-6)

- Rada Ivekovic: “ The Position of Wome: Immediate Tasks and
Neglected Aspects”

- Zarana Papic: “ The Social Relationship of Sexes- A Neglected
Contradiction”

- Slavenka Drakulic: “The Family and Its Slaves” (from Vidici,
1977/5-6)

- Lydia Sklevicky: “When a Woman Says NO it Means NO” (from
Pitanja, 1977/8)
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6. English brochure for the meeting (preparatory version)
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